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Denison University was founded in 1831, by men of the 
Baptist denomination who felt that the interests of their 
denomination were suffering from a lack of educated leaders, 
not merely in the pulpit, but among its laymen as well. Its 
courses from the start were not drawn to give the technical 
training needed for the work of the pulpit, but to furnish that 
broad and deep educational foundation which fits a man to 
get more out of life and to put more into it for others, no matter 
what his calling may be. Though some instruction in the- 
ology was offered during the earlier years of the college, it 
was withdrawn as soon as the development of Theological 
Seminaries made suitable provision for it elsewhere, since the 
authorities of the college felt that special theological training 
should follow, not accompany, an undergraduate course of 
study. Thus there has been neither desire nor opportunity to 
force instruction into sectarian channels, and the facilities 
here amassed have from the outset been offered as freely to 
young men and women of other denominations as of that by 
which the college was founded and is maintained. 
LOCATION 
Granville, the home of Denison University, is situated on 
1 he Toledo and Ohio Central Division of the New York Cen- 
tral railway system, near the geographical center of Ohio. By 
electric car to Newark, six miles distant, it has access to the 
Pennsylvania system, the Baltimore and Ohio, and connecting 
line.. It has hourly trolley car connections with the Ohio 
Electric system, and is provided with local and long distance 
•3 
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tele;-:   ne wrvice.    Ii moderate!) elevated and 
parti) wooded lulls which mark the transition from the more 
level | • the Slate to the mure diversified -urfacc of   the 
eastern section, conditions of natural environment ad- 
mirably -uitcd to the spirit and : I i allege life. The 
f New El .land origin, and similar to the tradi- 
tional New England village in the high estimate which it 
places upon intellectual, moral and religious forces. It has 
long been free from saloons. 
BUILDINGS 
Among the buildings occupied by the various departments 
of the I Diversity the following may be mentioned: 
Ml H'M DORMITORIES 
Marsh Hall, erected      1856, and Talbot Hall, completed 
fifteen years later, furnish together dormitory accommoda- 
tional nc hundred and fifty students. Both are brick 
buildings,  four ttoi Laval  riei   with  shower  baths 
and hot and cold water are acce--ible to each dormitory room, 
!      • re | rovided with a white iron 
bedstead and in •   Irester, lounge, book- 
table and cbaii       I   ey are lighted by electricity 
entral plant.    Talbot Hall, 
lass-rooms for 
''"' R     lance   Languages, 
Matl i 
tt out K'J Doam roan 
1 dormitoriea for young 
"  ' "    Bun  ■   1 King  Hall,  and  Stone  Hall.   These 
ectric light*, heated by hot water 
I with hoi and cold watei for the lava- 
'"" 'he central heating and lighting plant.   Together 
"" room* for about one hundred and twenty young 
reading rooms, several 
md apartment! for member* of the faculty 
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of Shepardson College. These halls, as in the case of the 
dormitories for young men, are named in commemoration of 
individuals or families intimately connected with the manage- 
ment and growth of the institution in its earlier days. Easily 
accessible to the dormitories is the Shepardson Commons, 
■ I'right, spacious, and well equipped room in which students 
and teachers living on the Shepardson College grounds take 
their meals. 
THE LIBRARY BUILDING 
Doanc Hall, a building of brick and stone, was erected for 
the library of the University in 1878, by Dr. W. Howard Doane, 
a member of the Board of Trustees. Its shelves contain the 
general library, comprising over thirty thousand bound and 
unbound volumes, in addition to which several departments 
maintain special libraries, housed in immediate proximity to 
their lecture rooms and laboratories. 
BARNEY MEMORIAL HALL 
This building is the gift of E. J. Barney, Esq., erected in 
memory of his father. It is of fire-proof construction through- 
out, and built with the most careful attention to the needs of 
the work for which it is intended. It is devoted to the depart- 
ments of Physics, Geology, and Civil Engineering, and provid- 
ed with fine equipment, a description of which will be found 
under the heading of "Scientific Equipment," a few pages 
further on. 
DOANE ACADEMY 
This building, in addition to the Principal's office, t,he 
lecture rooms and society halls of the Academy, for which it 
is especially designed, contains the offices of the President, 
Registrar and Treasurer, the President's lecture room, the 
lecture rooms of the Departments of English and Greek, and 
the University Chapel. It is of Oakland pressed brick and 
Amherst stone, and is three stories high above the basement. 
It was presented to the University by Dr. W. Howard Doane. 
The spacious basement of this building has been fitted up to 
serve as temporary quarters for the Department of Chemistry. 
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CONSI k\ \ro«v BUILDINGI 
The main building of the Conservator)   of Music was prc- 
lented b)   I'r I•■ --  r   \In      I     1   resher and  Mrs   Thresher. 
It U located tethegi >unds of Shepard- 
I   liege, and        ■ itruction and practice, 
with apartme of the faculty of the Conser- 
Adjacenl to it is  Recital Hall, a well equipped build- 
and public musical entertainments      It 
;Jcd with and has a raised floor, so at to 
give all w of the stage.    The build- 
srith Stcinway concert grand and parlor grand 
pianos and a p:; the gift of Di   Doane. 
CLEVELAND HALL t» TU DOANI GYMNASIUM 
Cleveland Hall ii the home of the Young Men's Christian 
\' the Gymnai        I ing men and the College 
Literarj I an no,,r   W|I|, Ka||ery 
and running track, occupying ll ■■ east end of the building, is 
"llt'J '      " mnaiium, in recognition of the generos- 
">' "f M"   v    '       ••■ f< '■    ind.    For the same rea- 
n the A of the Young Met     Christian Associa- 
' ,hc buildii . gnated as Sherwin 
11 I honoi     f Ml    II    A   Sherw.n. of Cleveland.     Adjoin- 
ici IUI locker room, lead- 
pool and lavatories. 
room, provided with a 
net and newspaper*, open 
I    -  third door is divided 
";"' l" pean .,.,.1 Franklin 
mm ttee   rooms,   and 
■  ■ ■       Director of P l , 
1     :'        G iumwasere D    Doane in order 
to furnish similar facilities for the ; ,|,|, ,„d develop- 
<    liege     It contains 
for all healthful forms of indoor exercise   a 
running track, a swimming pool, and such other appli- 
I    be valuable in maintaining robust 
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physical health in young ladies engaged in study. That the 
best results may be secured from these appliances, the use of 
the Gymnasium is under the constant supervision of a com- 
petent director. 
THE SWASKY OBSERVATORY 
The Astronomical Observatory was built, equipped and 
presented to the University by Ambrose Swascy, Sc.D. Erect- 
ed of white Vermont marble, it constitutes a highly attractive 
feature of College Mill. In its construction and equipment, 
down to the smallest detail, Mr. Swasey spared no pains or 
expense to bring everything into accordance with the most 
modern ideas of astronomical work. 
A wireless telegraphic receiving station is installed in con- 
nection with the Observatory, through which the correct 
time is received twice each day from the National Observa- 
tory at Washington, through Arlington. 
THE HEATING AND LIGHTING PLANT 
All the buildings of the University are heated and lighted 
from a central station, the boiler room of which is supplied 
with three horizontal-tubular boilers, and such auxiliary ap- 
paratus as is needed to distribute water for heating and lava- 
tory purposes. The lighting apparatus supplies light to all 
the University buildings, and electric current to the labora- 
tories for experimental purposes. 
SCIENTIFIC EQUIPMENT 
Physics—The Department of Physics occupies the first 
and second floors of Barney Memorial Hall, and displays in 
its thirty-one rooms the most modern details of laboratory 
construction. These include offices of administration, library, 
lecture and recitation rooms, general and research laboratories, 
photometric and photographic dark-rooms, instrument and 
preparation rooms, fire-proof vault, constant temperature 
vault, chemical kitchen and mechanician's shop. The labora- 
tories are supplied with natural gas, air under pressure, vacuum 
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hot and cold water, K>f« water. time service, electrical distri- 
bution from ittery and alternating or direct current 
generators. A lull con i| modem apparatus is avail- 
able for lecture demonstrations and student work in course, 
while special facilities are provided for thesis and research 
» irk 
Geology.—The Department of lie Jog) occupies the entire 
third floor of Barn. M rial Hall. The main lecture room, 
in the east end. i- equipped with n and permanent 
screen for uii i,   the collection of which  numbers be- 
tween for and five thousand. This room also contains relief 
maps and roll map-, for the illustration of lecture work, and 
over two   hundred   dr.,.. for the elementary 
study of mineral)      I tiding room in the west wing 
'8 ""•' ' JMphy and Geography. 
plied with   tables, maps, minerals, etc., and con- 
ne hundred and forty drawer* 
The  main  room on   the 
I work.     Sets of natural and 
ro„m. together with rocks 
mentation      Adjoining this room is the 
rtment.    The main room on 
Gilbert Geological Library, pre- 
Dr   G   k   Gilbert, of the 
.1 Survey, in recognition of the valuable 
, '' < al Department of 
" ' rovidedwitha large number of 
,  '""   '" ''     ' pet   dicala,   Engll.h, 
1 la dark-room 
! a   specially   de- 
II cloth.   The equipment for 
'"' "                        peci.H,     mplete and efficient. 
'■''•"'/'■=■■-""■•.      '      "': '"ment of Engineering oceu- 
B.rney Memorial H.1I    The 
equ.pm.-t|.  for „,|,i w„rk i.cK,,.,., ,ransiu. „,,„ atUch 
bevel., plane table eveling and to, ogr.phy rod. 
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of all patterns, together with all the smaller implements need- 
ed As an aid in class-room work the department has gath- 
ered a well-selected supply of shop drawings of railway and high- 
way bridges, roof trusses, culverts, etc., with many drawings 
and specifications for sewers, water systems and other munic- 
ipal work. From the Highway Commissions of various States 
1 he department has secured plans and specifications for every 
form of modern highway construction. The drafting rooms 
occupy the top floors of the central division, and of both wings 
of Barney Hall, are well lighted by large skylights, and fur- 
nished with all requirements for a thorough course in drafting. 
The department library and reading room is supplied with the 
best current technical periodicals and a carefully selected list 
of important books on all branches of engineering work. There 
is also a large collection of lantern slides for illustrative purposes. 
Chimislry.—The Chemical Laboratories occupy the whole 
basement floor of the Doane Academy building. There are 
nine rooms, forming three laboratories, store rooms, balance 
room, lecture room and office, where is located a chemical library. 
The equipment is ample for the needs of the courses. One 
store-room is well stocked with glass, wood, iron and porcelain 
ware, issued to the students in quantities amply sufficient for 
the demands of the best work. The other store-room is stocked 
with chemicals. The equipment and supplies are selected with 
special reference to the aim of the course, which is to give a 
broad theoretical basis. The first three years of the work are 
devoted entirely to this end. Only students who acquire such 
a foundation arc invited to continue work in chemistry. For 
all who are ready for advanced work the laboratories offer 
excellent means for entering upon special and technical subjects. 
Those who are interested in medicine, pharmacy, industrial 
chemistry, mining, chemical engineering and other allied 
branches will find in the laboratories abundant opportunity 
for securing preparatory training. 
Botany and Zoology.—The Departments of Botany and 
Zoology  occupy   temporary  quarters  in Talbot   Hall.     The 
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r fork, lecture*, recita- 
i, and inde- 
I i • noil v for bacteriolog- 
imple   provision is made for 
the 
[Tie University Herbariun itive coliec- 
- ■ tei .iii.l  Mexico and is 
»lly full in enl for work in 
\ itanical and 
. French u            nan arc acces- 
»'hle to studeni       I Association 
l.abara- 
■■■'■'■ I tiont of many learned sc- 
ientific pub- 
5i  tes and of the United States Govern- 
ment.    1 in   Barne)   Men,,rial   Mall,   is 
pen foi ; day of the college year. 
' " '   "       ! f Astroa my occupies  the 
primarily intended for 
blefoi students 
will   also  be  undertaken, 
' istrated by I u ti n    tides, for the 
II ide communities wishing to 
• • the vari iu   phases of the 
lubji   ■ 
1 tsofan Equatorial 
'' ISwasej type, limilar in 
t t6-inch Lick and the 40-inch Yerkes.   The opti- 
lohn A   Brashear Company. 
1 ire of nine inches and a focal 
'■■      f >3S     ! ree-incl   iperture and  17 
■  ...I number of eye- 
■   for zenith obser- 
' <»P«  for obsen sun.  and  a  standard 
5*«ey position mici .meter, for the measurement 
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of double stars. Two twelve-inch circles are provided, one 
used as a setting circle, reading by opposite verniers to single 
minutes, the other divided on solid silver, reading by opposite 
verniers and magnifiers to ten seconds. The instrument has 
three fine levels in latitude and one for the horizontal axis. 
A perfect system of reversals is provided for use on the in- 
strument, both as a transit and zenith telescope. 
The library contains a standard Scth Thomas mean time 
clock, regulated to Central Time, and the sidereal and mean 
time clocks, made by Rieflcr, of Munich. The cylindrical 
chronograph is electrically connected with both clocks, the 
transit instrument and the equatorial, so that work done with 
rither of these instruments, involving time records, may be 
permanently recorded on the chronograph sheet to at least 
one-tenth of a second. A telegraph sounder is also provided, 
audible in transit and equatorial rooms, for the eye and car 
method of observing. The shelves contain complete sets of 
the Proceedings of the Royal Astronomical Society of London, 
of the Monthly Notices, the Memoirs of the British Astronomi- 
cal Association, the Journal of the British Astronomical Asso- 
ciation, the Astrophysical Journal, and the Royal Society 
Proceedings. There arc besides this the usual collection of 
star maps, charts, photographs, files of the more important as- 
tronomical journals, and various late reference books on as- 
tronomy in English, German and French. 
The department has also a wireless receiving station, 
through the generosity of Mr. Swasey. This consists of two 
hog-chained steel poles, seventy-five feet high and two 
hundred and fifty feet apart, serving for the support of a 
horizontal directive antenna, (Arlington-Granvillc), of four 
copper wires, six feet apart. The receiving apparatus is of 
the commercial type, of modern construction, capable of re- 
ceiving waves up to 4,000 meters. The receiving range is 
from 2,000 to 2,500 miles, depending upon the power of the 
sending station and the sensitiveness of the detector. The 
apparatus is used in determining the longitude of the Obscr- 
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... I' ' mjr, and in ihr control 
of the astronomical cl ckl,  when  the usual means arc  not at 
command.    I eived daily from the Govern- 
ment Wirele    s it Ai n, Virginia. 
LIBRARY PRIVILEGES 
The I    ivertit)  Librar] ■ . the instructors and stu- 
dents in all lition to the general  library, 
»ariou . periodicals, transactions of 
•ocietii re maintained by the different  departments. 
The Marsh Mem rial Library, in King Hall, founded by Dr. 
and Mri. SI f their   daughter. Mrs. Lide 
Shepardion   Marsh, fun aluable   collection of books 
for missionary and Bible study.    A special collection of works 
on music is maintained in the Conservatory building, and in 
H excellent library of literature bearing on the 
ry and criticiim ol the Fine Arts. 
SCIENTII IC PUBLICATIONS 
1   '      !; f the S   entific   Laboratoriea," published 
0< a Scieni fit    Association," 
lication of original work by 
slud' everal departments. 
V Bulletin have been many of the 
f C. I.. Herrick: 
?"'""   '• Professor A. D Coles KWUM in 
the pre-glacial Drainage   f 0     , by Prof,     r W  G   Tight- 
'     Clinton Groui of Ohio, by August F. 
ProfeaaorC. 
j. "e" ( eof the Ph. | Fern. of 
■     ]     ■ of Licking 
i ■    ':r'V ' raonvariou   ph..e. of the 
'    JHerricl    ,   G   Tight, 
1 tudi«.iB Ne. Mexico 
'     '    "'-    ' Dougl,    U   Johnson, and a 
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number of Professor Thomas Leonard Watson's researches in 
the various ore-deposits of Virginia, Georgia, and North 
Carolina. 
THE DF.NISON SCIENTIFIC ASSOCIATION 
PROFESSOR FRANK CARNEY, PH.D., PERMANENT SECRETARY 
This society aims, in the words of its constitution: 
(a) To afford opportunity for the interchange of ideas by 
those interested in the various sciences. 
(4) To collect, record, and disseminate information bear- 
ing on the sciences. 
(t) To stimulate interest in local natural history and to 
preserve notes and specimens illustrating the same. 
It has been the means of much good in arousing a desire 
for original scientific investigation, and the interest in its work 
is constantly increasing. 
For information concerning the Bulletin of the Scientific 
Laboratories, published under the auspices of this association, 
address the Permanent Secretary, Professor Frank Carney. 
GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY 
The C. L. Hcrrick Geological Society was founded in 1907, 
"to foster a spirit of inquiry, to stimulate an interest in Geo- 
logical studies independent of class work, and to emphasize the 
pleasure to be found by the pursuit of knowledge in nature." 
A monthly programme is given throughout the school year, so 
arranged that each member appears before the society each 
semester.    The number of active members is limited to twenty. 
THE CHEMICAL   SOCIETY 
The Denison Chemical Society is open to all interested in 
any way in the chemical sciences. Its object is to foster a 
spirit of inquiry as to the progress and applications of chem- 
istry. Meetings are held on the first Wednesday evening of 
each month. 
;4 DEMtON I   NH I R~IIV 
HISTORY   AND  POLITICAL  SCIENC1    ASSOCIATION 
The objeci   • to promote a (l ud) ol ihr 
time 
comidi f iu membera 
hat e in hi I penonal md 
\        tudent * 
■cquired at rliitoi      r Political S 
eligible  r. ■  actit ''lip. 
THE CASTLE GENETICS  ( l.i B 
The Cattle l ■ tunded in December, 1 ,i;. 
ami nan i   I Di W I men Cattle, a native ol 
Licking Count) iduateof Deniion in the CIMIOI 1889 
Profem r of Z 1       Bu Inititul •  Harvard 
Univertitj 1 in genetic reaearch.   The arork oi 
the club compriai      1 ten itic 1 I the progress of 
genetic inquiry,   2) the ezl oi genetica 
in field 1 ind u    fu the eno mrage- 
mentoffuri Vctive membership ii limited 
to the biological faculty and twent] \ tociate mem- 
entire   • . lent body.    Honorary mem- 
'■' r<   held, which 
to I 
Till. MATHEMATICS CLUB 
The Deni        M   1 Club meeti on alternate Tuei- 
day eveningi to ditcu and topici in Mathematics 
jularly treat Membenhip is 
Wh led. 
THE DENISON  LANGUAGE ASSOCIATION 
rhe Deniion  1 Vitociat       meet* on   alternate 
I . 1 1 F intereit to atudenta ol 
ind  litcratur        '. I       :    •       f  , |„.   Faculty   and   ItU- 
denti in a ,re eligible to 
: I 
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I.ITKRARY SOCIETIES 
There arc seven literary societies maintained in the different 
departments of the University,—the Calliope;:!, and Franklin. 
open 10 all young men in Granvillc College classes; the Eutcr- 
pean, Philomathcan, and Thaliau, for young women in Shep- 
ard-on College classes; the Ciceronian, and Irving, of Doanc 
Academy. These all maintain regular weekly meetings and 
arc of great value to the literary and social life of the students. 
Illl.  DENISON ORATORICAL ASSOCIATION 
The aim of this organization is to promote interest in public 
speaking. Under its auspices a local contest is held each year 
to determine who shall be the representative of the college at 
the Inter-Collegiate Oratorical Contest. 
Contests in debate are held annually with a number of other 
colleges. In preparation for these debates a regular class is 
organized, under instruction by a member of the college faculty, 
and members of the teams register for this work as for any other 
study, receiving a certain amount of scholastic credit when the 
work is satisfactorily done. At present there arc two debating 
teams, each participating in two inter-collegiate debates during 
the college year. 
ATHLETIC ASSOCIATIONS 
The Denison Athletic Association looks after the work in 
the gymnasium and provides other forms of physical training, 
at once interesting and profitable to the student. The payment 
of an annual athletic fee, assessed by the University, consti- 
tutes each male student a member of this association, entitled 
to all its privileges and to a vote in its management. The 
association possesses a fine athletic field, presented by Frederick 
P, Beaver, Esq., of Dayton. A similar association has been 
organized by the young women of the University, called the 
Shepardson Athletic Association. 
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MORA!   AND RELIGIOUS INKI.UKNCF.S 
Vigoroul   branches   of   both   the   Young   Men's   Christian 
\-.nation and the Young Women's Christian Association are 
maintained in the University. These organizations maintain 
regular classes in systematic Bible Study, the Young Men's 
Association offering a four years' course comprising the Life 
of Christ, the Apostolic Age, Old Testament Biography, and 
New Testament Doctrines. Students taking this course re- 
ceive certificates upon successful examination at the end of each 
{rear, and at the end rae a diploma, under the auspices 
of the International Committee ol the Young Men's Christian 
I Bible Study D     irl ment. 
! tire life and adminiitration of the University, while 
■vo nanism, is positively and emphatically in favor 
"f ''    c   :   ' •' rel'gi ■•     Each day the University assembles 
f("  : >icc the students in all departments 
'"   : attend.     Valid reasons for exemption from this 
requirement   will  be considered if presented to the Dean  for 
■ >val in advance.    All students arc also expected to attend 
B   mil .  ai     i vening church services each Sunday, full liberty 
nicientioua denominational preferences in 
sclr'' I       Student* are welcomed in  the 
van,.us  Sunda)   - of the village,  and  in  the  Baptist 
Sunday School there arc several classes taught by University 
instructors and tpressly for stud. ■ ■ 
DIVISION OF Till. COLLEGE YEAR 
n>« r.eiclusive of the short winter and spring 
semesters of eighteen weeks each. 
''"■ Chml ! i are continued, as under 
identt desiring to 
ent" '°/ the latter pan       th.   .car will present themselves 
• but at the opening of 
See Calendar, page 4.) 
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REGULARITY AND PUNCTUALITY 
Punctuality in entering is especially desired, as losses in- 
curred by beginning behind one's classes can never be fully re- 
paired. Although students will be admitted at any time, it is 
highly desirable that they begin their studies with the Kali 
semester. If the attendance is expected to be for but one 
semester, that is best; if for longer, the regularity secured by 
beginning with the opening of the school year, in September, 
adds greatly to the profit of the study. 
Careful records are kept by the University officers, from 
which each student's character for punctuality as well as for 
attainments in his studies can at any time be ascertained. 
This information will be furnished to parents or guardians at 
the end of each semester, and at any other time, on application 
to the President. 
CLASS STANDING 
Each instructor keeps a constant record of the work of 
each pupil, and reports the same to the Registrar at the close 
of the semester. In the college classes the standing is indicated 
as follows: Students making a passing grade in any study are 
divided into four groups, designated by the letters A, B, C, 
and D, respectively. The letter A opposite a student's name 
indicates that his work for the semester, including examination, 
has been rxcelltnl; B, that it has been good; C, fair, and D, 
poor. 
Students not making a passing grade in any study are marked 
r. If any study so marked is necessary to the completion 
of their course, it must be taken over again in class, or if that 
is impossible, in such manner as the Faculty shall direct. 
EXAMINATIONS 
A careful examination of every class is held at the close of 
each semester. All students, whether candidates for degrees 
or not, must attend all examinations in the studies which they 
>8 DENISON UMIVI RSITV 
pursue.    No student whose   examination in any study is re- 
irill receive credil (or thai study until 
the examinai 
SPECIAL MIDI   FOR  HONORS 
Vi tudent wl    has maintained an A 
work during .   lemet- 
•   re > ear*, and hai not fallen 
belo« idy, may, with the consent 
<>f the Faculty, lent for Honors In some 
•   luch   enroll- 
first ol  April of the Junior 
year.    If •:.>• applicati ted, tin- Professor in charge 
of the department the applicant 
tat tially equal in .                                             tudy (,,r ona 
■ 
1 l   mined on this work prior to the 
The .lamination  shall  be 
conduct rcction of the Professor in charge, as- 
ember of the Faculty to In- appointed 
by the President, ecja| sssignment it 
sha" '      ' all other work which the applicant 
*cn '"  lne ent.    If creditably passed it 
shall entitle the applies name placed upon the 
"    ' Honors in this depart- 
m*'"'' beannou: i     mmencement day 
and published in the annual cata    .  . 
reen  .-nrollment  for Honors and 
an A rank in all work 
'     '"' Itudy -hall belong 
and must not fall below li in ...,,..       ,,,. mu8, 
portment. 
Work done for Honor! must not be elementary in its char- 
nl) work done in the depart- 
enititttkei      \   ^nced elective courses already 
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offered may be utilized as Honor courses, or special topics may 
be assigned to suit individual cases; but in no case shall work 
upon which Honors arc bestowed be counted as any part of the 
studcnt"s requirements for his baccalaureate degree. 
PRIZES 
1. The Lewis Literary Prize Contest. Charles T. Lewis, 
Esq., of Toledo, offers to the Franklin and Calliopcan Literary 
Societies the following prizes, to be obtained by literary con- 
tests during Commencement week. Forty dollars to the best 
debater, thirty dollars to the best orator, twenty dollars to the 
best essayist, and ten dollars to the best dcclaimer. 
2. The Samson Talbot Prize Reading. This prize founda- 
tion is for the best reading of Scripture and is open to Seniors 
and Juniors.     The prizes arc $40 and £20, respectively. 
?. Lake Laboratory Scholarship Prize. The University 
1 tiers as a prize to students in the Department of Botany and 
Zoology a scholarship in the State University Lake Laboratory, 
lor the summer session following the award. This prize is 
awarded on the basis of general excellence in the work done in 
these two departments. In case two applicants seem equally 
meritorious two such scholarships may be offered 
4. The Catharine Ditmars Prize. James G. Ditmars, A. 
B., M.D., of Brooklyn, New York, a graduate of Dcnison in 
the class of 1882, in memory of his mother, Catharine Ditmars, 
offers a prize of H25 for excellence in the department of Bible 
Study, the establishment of which was authorized by the Board 
at the meetingof June 1916. Regulations for the awarding of 
this prize will be formulated by the Faculty. 
SCHOLARSHIP FUNDS 
For deserving students in need of assistance the University 
has at its disposal the annual income of the following funds: 
I. The Mary K. Monroe Fund, 830,000. The income of 
this fund is available for ministerial students in Granvillc Col- 
3° DiNitoH Unvnarn 
lege, anJ in ihc Theological Seminaries after graduation from 
Grant illc College. 
;      The Kitig Scholarship Endowment, of ti2,000, for the 
aid of young ladies in Shepardson College. 
3. The F.benczcr Thresher Fund, of £10,000, for the aid of 
young men of Graoville College. 
4. The M.  E. Gray  Fund, of Ss.ooo. for the aid of min- 
1! itudenta of Granville College. 
5. The David and Jane Harpster Fund, JSI,500, available 
Gram lie College or Doane Academy. 
'        rhe D..\ id Thatcher Fund, of ]ti,;oo. available for min- 
i-tcrial students in Granville College or Doane Academy. 
The Mar)   Vn   i.I Stevens Fund, of Hcoo, for students 
in Granville College   r Doane Academy. 
8     I he Shepardi m Scholarship, income of $1,000, for stu- 
dent- in Shepardson College. 
9. The  Lute  Scholarship, income of 11,000, for students 
...    1 u , 
10. The B      A       -       larship of Hi,000, established by A. 
F. and A. \   B • Seville, Ohio. 
"       ' the income of $5,000, the 
gift of the lat<  G. 0. Gl I Warren, Ohio. 
'*■     ",e   ' p»,  contributed  by   Charles T. 
Lewi*,  Esq., of Tole rig free tuition annually to two 
:nts, 
|:      n>eD       • ntributed by John H. Doyle, 
"l- of Toledo, Ohi    affording free tuition annually to one I 
student 
14.      The Gilpatrick Scholarship, endowed by a fund con- 
tribu' vof the Alumni by former students 
and friends of the late Professor   |ohn  Lord Gilpatrick 
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15. The Maria Theresa Barney Fund, from which the 
President of the University has a varying amount at his dis- 
posal each year to be loaned to students at his discretion, with- 
out interest. 
16. The Ohio Baptist Education Society has at its dis- 
posal free tuition scholarships for its beneficiaries to the num- 
ber of forty, if necessary. 
17. By authorization of the Trustees the President of the 
University may remit the tuition of a limited number of stu- 
dents in case of special necessity. 
18. A few scholarships which were sold in the early days 
of ihe college were afterwards surrendered by the original pur- 
chasers and are at the disposal of the Faculty. 
Good class standing and exemplary conduct in all relations 
of life are prerequisite to the enjoyment of any of these scholar- 
ships. Pupils holding them may be called upon to render a cer- 
tain amount of service to the University but never to 
an amount which will interfere with  regular college  studies. 
FIRST DEGREES 
The degrees of A.B., B.S., and  B.Ph. are conferred upon 
such candidates for the same as have passed satisfactory exami- 
nations upon all studies required. 
Candidates for these degrees arc required to pay the Treas- 
urer their dues, including the graduating fee of five dollars, as 
early as June 1. 
No first degree will be granted to any candidate therefor 
who, at the beginning of the second semester of the Senior 
year, shall have charged against him as incomplete any work 
of the course required prior to the Senior year. 
SECOND DEGREES 
Candidates for the degrees of Master of Arts or Master of 
Science, must pursue graduate work in residence for one year 
(not less than thirty credit hours) under the direction of the 
;: DEMISON UMIVEKSm 
Committee on Advan Suitable) mrsei taken be- 
fore . the requirement for 
the Bachelor's degrei ititute not to excede one half 
of t hi - work, bill i!;>- Master's degree will nol In- granted earlier 
than B • • degree 
Before reg for a lecond degree, the appli- 
! course of study to the Com- 
mitt. \ trees, and l      Pi  fi      r under whom 
the major work taken, and secure their approval of 
: institution! and offered towards 
ibjecl       examination, al the option of the 
( acceptance,    A final examination is given, 
rering all the work offered in 
candid legreei     l'nc committee of examination 
consists  of  the  standing  Committee  on   Advanced   Degrees 
and the under whom  the  work  has been  taken. 
Ability to read French or I prerequisite to all (rradu- 
ati  co irtei      I   r further details, consult the chairman of the 
lessor W        \  Chamberlin. 
Students in graduate i •■ ■-ubject to the same tuition 




The name "Grajivillc College" was the official designation 
of the school now known as Denison University, for about ten 
yt»M previous to the adoption of the present name. At vari- 
ous times during the succeeding years the re-adoption of the 
name had been informally discussed among the friends of the 
insiiiuiion, but the matter had not been taken up officially. 
Whin the readjustment of the relations between Denison Uni- 
versity and Shepardson College came before the Board, the 
necessity for some separate designation of the department of 
the University which has to do with the instruction of young 
men in the four college classes led inevitably to the revival of 
the old name Graneille College. Wherever this term is used, the 
reader will understand that it refers to the department of col- 
legiate instruction for young men, as distinguished from the 
departments dealing with the collegiate instruction of young 
women, preparatory instruction, etc. 
Conditions of Admission 
All statements in the following pages concerning entrance, 
requirements for graduation, courses of study, the group system, 
etc., apply equally to young men in Granville College and young 
womtn in Shepardson College. 
Regularly authenticated graduates of Doane Academy are 
admitted to the Freshman Class without further examination. 
Frethmen in Granville College arc required to room in 
Marsh or Talbot Hall unless permission to room elsewhere is 
received   from   the   Dean. 
33 
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Thr gi I certain approved High School! arc cred- 
iinil their certified High Scl 1 work without examination, 
n.irk coincide! with the entrance requirement! 
of the Univeraity. Candidate! prepared elaewherc than in 
D ane   tcadem)   must in even   ... certificate* or 
dipl i ng the amount of work 
:   gained   il idy.     These  must  be  pre- 
ted when the student applies f.>r admisiion. 
Pi ige rank shoulJ senj before Sep- 
tetnbi in   of  their   credits.     Entrance 
blanks will be f equett.     Failure   to   forward  en- 
trance credit* may cause delay in the completion of registration. 
Examination! f  ■ m to the College classes will be 
held on the day preceding the beginning of the Kail scmeiter, 
at o a. m. i See Calendar.) 
Entrance Requirements 
Fifteen units distributed as indicated below are required 
for entrance, and no student is admitted to Freshman rank 
who does not present at least fourteen units. 
I.    The following lo'i units are prescribed for all: 
English, 3. rv, ,, 
Foreign language. 4 Science, </,. 
Mathematics. 2. 
:      At lea tional units must be selected from the 
following subjects, the number indicating the maximum number 
of units that will be accepted in any subject: 
h, 4. 
Latin, 4. 
'     ' ■■• 3- 
Fret   h, 3. 
I 1 n, 4. 
ih, 3. 




Phj    G ig., 1. 
B ■ iny, 1. 
Zoology, 1. 
1' l^lojry(   |# 
Agrk ulture, 1. 
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3. Not more than two units may be presented from the 
following subjects: 
Mechanical Drawing, 1. Manual Training, 1. 
Freehand Drawing, 1. Commercial Law, 1. 
Domestic Science, 1. Commercial Geography, 1. 
Nott.—Students entering the Classical Course, leading to 
the degree of A.B., will present four units of Latin and two of 
Creek. For those who have not had Greek in the high school 
or academy, a course in beginning Greek is offered in college, 
with full college credit. In general, students preparing toenter 
Dcnison are advised to look carefully over the courses offered 
in college and avoid the mistake of omitting in the preparatory 
school subjects which are essential to courses which they may 
desire in college. 
Deficiencies in Certain Branches.—Students often apply for 
admission to regular classes, who are behind those classes in 
some study. If such students show ability, assistance is 
afforded them in compassing their purpose. It is sometimes, 
however, necessary for them to secure private instruction for a 
short time;  but this may be obtained at reasonable rates. 
REGISTRATION OF NEW STUDENTS 
1. Students registering in Denison University for the first 
time must first see the President and secure from him an ad- 
ission card. With this card, the student will then present to 
the Registrar his credentials, which must include an official 
statement of all credits earned before coming to Dcnison. He 
will then receive a registration card on which to write a list of 
subjects for which he wishes to register. If he is of Freshman 
rank and entering for a regular course leading to a degree, 
this card will be filled out under the direction of some member 
of the Committee on Entrance, present in the Registrar's 
office. 
After completing this process, the student receives from the 
Registrar a class card, together with a statement of his term 
. 
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bills. With this statement he proceedl to the Treasurer1! of- 
fice and settle- the bills thereon indicated, retaining the class 
card in nil He il then duly registered, and 
his name will be certified from the Registrar*! office to the in- 
structors of the various classes in which he is to be enrolled. 
\    itudent will be admitted to any class until the above 
taken. 
■■.')  in  Mffuirauon.—Ordinarily  no changes  will   be 
all. A :i after the registration card has been filed 
with the Registrar.    For every change that is allowed, a fee 
of one dollar will be charged unlcs remitted by the  Registrar. 
Lair A' .;  .'•. . .V! itudenti must complete their regis- 
trar ttle with the Treasurer by the close of Thursday, 
the first day of the fii or M   -lay. the first day of 
the lei ter     Failure I • || be counted as late 
rrv-:-tr.,- • ., fee of on,- dollar. 
.V -mat Rfgiitralion.—AW students entering the University 
With the intention of completing a course leading to a degree, 
arerequiredi   i - it leas t thirteen I I. take less 
than  this rcq,. ■   which  the student 
should appl) .■! the Registrar's office. The normal amount of 
work  for  whi< ed   to  register  is sixteen 
crc'!■' and the student must ask permission 
to register for more.   Stu I tering for more than eigh- 
dollar for each credit 
hour i:i exci 
>IO •.  TO PKEIHIIEN 
I      Rr'ju\red Sub jr.: 
1 ':.<• following 
luring I eir Fn hmei  yeai     Greek, I and z; Latin, 
i [ and 2;  Mathematics, I c and ac.    (Mathe- 
iband abmay bei tudenti looking forward to 
Mathematics,  I'hysics or Engi- 
iddition  maybe elected   from 
^uhjo'     pen to i ecti n mentioned below. 
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(b) Those in the Philosophical course must take the fol- 
lowing subjects during their Freshmen year: English, 1 and 2; 
Mathematics, ic and 2c, or lb and 2b, as explaincdin the pre- 
ceding paragraph; four hours of language each semester, Latin 
or Greek, or a modern language, preferably continuing the 
modern language offered for entrance, if any, where less than 
three years is offered. Five or six hours in addition may be 
elected from the subjects open to Freshman.    (Sec below.) 
(c) Those in the Scientific course must take the following 
subjects during their Freshmen year: English I and 2; Math- 
ematics, ic and 2c, or lb and 2b in cases where it is desired to 
complete the fundamental work sooner as a basis for higher 
work in pure Mathematics, Physics or Engineering; a modern 
language, a year of science, cither General Chemistry, or Chem- 
istry 3 and 4 if High School Chemistry is offered, or Physics I 
and 2. Additional election to make sixteen hours to be made 
from subjects open to election below. 
The above named subjects cannot be postponed except with 
the approval of the Committee on Registration and Classifica- 
tion. Those desiring to postpone any subject must first see 
the Registrar. 
2.    Subjects Open to Election.— 
In addition to the required subjects, the following subjects 
are open to Freshmen. Courses designated by odd numbers are 
given during the first semester, even numbers, the second. 
Astronomy, 1 and 2. 
Biology, 1 and 2. 
Civil Engineering, I and 2, 4. 
Chemistry. General Chemistry, or if the student offers 
chemistry for entrance, Chemistry 3 and 4. 
Geology, la and 2b. 
Geography, 1, 2 or 3. 
History, 1 and 2. 
Mathematics, o, la and 12. 
Physics, 1 and 2. 
3S Di NI80N I'NIVKRSITY 
P    •    il Science, i and : 
Public Speaking, i. : 
Music, la, la, 5, 6, 7, ■ 
th<   I  "      ng, all language 1 >urscs arc open 
to I-: ho can furm-h the necessary prerequisites. 
l)rv; -■■':: II   -t.— 
Student!  •'• irse must  nrn see the Reg- 
istrar Dropping nut of a class with- 
out pern.. lined through the Registrar's office will be 
counted   as   a   failure in   the   course   dropped   and    will    be 
led. 
REQUIREMENTS   MiR   GRADUATION 
To obtain ' ireate degree, the candidate must have 
completed one of the three courses, Classical, Scientific, or 
Philosophical, outlined on paces 84-95. This requires the com- 
pletion of not lesi than 1:i units, or credits, of scholastic work, 
the unit , ...» of lecture or recitation, 
•   rk, through one semester. 
Four uniti ; are required     No degree will 
be given to a candid.. all not have been of such 
a   V* ."  calculated   as   follows: 
f°' ' '  work graded   A  (excellent)  by  the 
int..  for each hour grad- 
''•   • .   for each hour graded C 
-.'    are  given  for  work  graded   D 
'      By thi ■     Spring Recess previous to gradu- 
ation the studi he graduated, must have to his 
h indred and lil hours of college work and 
II 
■     ITION   01     ITUOI NTS 
N       ■ 5ed as Freshman who is deficient 
ear in more than ten hours of prepara- 
1       "" inding the student must have 
i gained credit for at least tsren - 
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ty-tWO hours of college work and twenty-four points by the 
beginning of the year. For Junior standing he must have com- 
pleted at least fifty-eight hours of college work and sixty-four 
points, and for Senior standing at least ninety-two hours and 
one hundred and one points. Gymnasium work required of 
Freshmen and Sophomores respectively must be completed be- 
fore they will be advanced to Sophomore and Junior standing. 
DISMISSION 
Students leaving before the close of a semester will not be 
regarded as having honorably terminated their connection with 
the University unless regularly dismissed by the President. 
Statement of Work in the Various 
Departments of Instruction 
EDUCATION   \\l> IMIII.oSol'in 
P«l   -Il'l   \I     ,11 \IUIII  Rl. US 
i rs, i    |o v  M . dail)  i 
PROI I ^»"R   LEWIS 
(Office hours, Wednesda) and Friday, 9:30 A. H.J 
ISSOC 1 \TI  PROI I^'IK SPIN 
PHILOSOPHY 
1.    Piyckolo(y     An luctor)   study of the  different 
functi        ■ md of       laws that control iti activity, 
' '"' l"in inti    1 ■ ctive and experi- 
mental int 0| lunioi    ind Seniors, with ex- 
..j■ -r work in Kduca- 
1   : ections,   Monday,  Tuesday  and 
lay,  1      t  u., and 10:30 i M 
;     l:'-        ^ I the 1 rinciples thai obtain in 
moral conduct, ind ethod   by wind! these principles 
ipplied in actual living Openonly to Juniors and Seniors, 
«ith exception! as noted under course 1     Second semester, 
4-    "■ ' •     f PI        ■■       A review of the larger philo- 
g with the ipeculationa of the 
'''■' Gree* '•'■ modern theory and 
Open to Seniors.   S ter, Wed- 
nd Frid        |:jo A. 11 
*'      ' "'   luctivi      ind    Inductive.    The    subject    it 
treated not merely at • system of mental gymnastics but as 
40 
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a method of practical training (or philosophical, scientific and 
judicial investigations. Open to Sophomores, Juniors, and 
Seniors. Second semester, Tuesday, Thursday and Friday, 
2:30 P. M. 
7. Argumentation. Special attention is given to debate. 
Open to Junior! and Seniors and others at the discretion of 
the Instructor. First semester, Tuesday, Thursday and Friday 
2:30 p. M. Courses 6 and 7 are given by Associate Professor 
Spencer. 
EDUCATION 
The courses in education give students who expect to teach 
.in opportunity to gain some knowledge of the principles and 
practice of that work. The subjects offered, along with I, 2, 
and 4 in philosophy, count in absolving the requirement of 
thirty hours professional training set by the Ohio School Law 
of 1914 for those who wish to secure a four-year High School 
provisional certificate without an examination, and, after twen- 
ty-four months of teaching, a state life certificate. 
1. History oj Education. A general survey of educational 
practice and theory from ancient times to the present—subject 
matter, method, discipline, organization, etc. The influences 
• if social conditions upon education. Special emphasis on the 
work of modern educational reformers. Prerequisite, Phil- 
osophy 1. First semester, Monday, Wednesday and Friday, 
K:}o A. M. , 
2. Secondary Education in the United Slates. The histor- 
ical development of American middle schools—Grammar 
School, Academy, High School, and Normal Schools. Com- 
parison with foreign systems. Present tendencies. Prereq- 
uisite, Philosophy I and Education 1. Second semester, 
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, 8:30 A. M. 
5. High School Methods. The choice and presentation of 
subject matter. The handling of the different subjects, with 
regard to studying and to teaching.    School routine and man- 
4- DBNISON  I   Ml 1 K>m 
agement.    Prerequisite,  Philtop  ■   I.    Pint semester. Tucs- 
1 ind Friday, i :jo p. M 
6     /■ ..   . . ••     In introduction to the funda- 
mental! of (vluc.ition. from the >!ot-y and sociology. 
["he procetiei i learning; initinct, habit, memory, etc. Edu- 
cational development in rclatii cial life. Prerequisite, 
Philosophy, i                  emester, Tuesday, Thursday and Fri- 
da> .  I :;o p. M. 
7-8 Observation and Prattici Trachinc. Open only to 
those who have had Philoaoph) i and Education 5 and 6. 
Studenti in thii visit High Sell >ol elaasea ai obter- 
ven and will tea iperviaion     Weekly meetings will 
be held to disc 111 the diffi - thai arise    Three cred- 
ta 
9-10. Experimental Education \ eourae designed to im- 
part a knowledge of improved n > learning and teach- 
ing, through a ltd pecific educational problems, partic- 
ularly those .if the data-room. Illustration of the chief 
methods and reiultl of experimentation in the fir! 1- of psy- 
chology and pedag .•■ \ tud) ii made of various types of 
learning, and the mental ■ . ,■ | |n certain school 
subJ' iy of practical testa 
of student attainment, and 1 various sensory 
and mental testa Prerequ P •. i, Education 5-6. 
Both lemesters, Tuesday  and Thursday,  J:JO p. u. 
MAI IIIM VIICS 
PROH.SSOR   WILEY 
ISSOCIATE   PaOFESSOB   PECKBAM 
MR.   HENDEaaON 
MR.   sTRI I  I 
I cribed below, are  required of all 
'' ' '■■■■'■ '•■ :                 :   extended courses, des- 
1           »b,ar« aubstituted in their stead.    Courses tc, 
«C,  tc and 4c I   • ence, as do courses lb. 2b, 3b,   and 
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4b. Courses ic, 2c, 3b and 4b may be taken in sequence by 
students who have maintained a grade of A in course 2c. The 
second sequence, lb, 2b, 3b, and 4b, is advised by the heads 
of the departments of Astronomy, Civil Engineering, Math- 
ematics and Physics for students who anticipate doing their 
major work in any of these departments. 
o. Solid Geometry. Second semester, two hours per week, 
Wednesday and Friday, 10:30 A. M. Open to ail college stu- 
dents not offering the subject for entrance credit. 
IC-2C. Plane Trigonometry and Introduction to Analytic 
Geometry. Fifteen weeks is devoted to Plane Trigonometry 
and the remainder of the time to Analytic Geometry. Fresh- 
men year, both semesters. Sections at 7:30 and 8:30 Monday, 
Wednesday and Friday; 10:30 Monday, Tuesday and Thurs-i 
day;   2:30 Tuesday, Thursday and F'riday. 
lb-2b.  Plane Trigonometry, Algebra and Analytic Geometry. 
Freshman year, both semesters, five hours per week, 9:30 A. u. 
Advised instead of courses lc-2c for students doing their major 
work in the departments of Astronomy, Civil F'.nginecring, 
Mathematics or Physics. 
la. College Algebra. First semester, Monday, Tuesday 
and Thursday, 9:30 A. M. Open to all students. Is not of- 
fered in 1917-18. 
3C-4C inferential and Integral Calculus. Introductory 
course. Both semesters, four hours per week, Friday excepted, 
8:30 A. M      Prerequisite, course 2C or 2b. 
3b-4b. Differential and Integral Calculus. Both semesters, 
five hours per week, 7:30 A. M Prerequisite, course 2b or 
a grade of A in course 2c. 
5. Integral Calculus. F'irst semester, four hours per 
week, Monday excepted, 9:30 A. If. Prerequisite, Differen- 
tial Calculus.    (Not offered after 1917-1918). 
8. Differential Equations. Second semester, four hours 
per week, Monday excepted, 10:30 A. M       Prerequisite, course 
44 Hi niton L'mvi um 
4b, 4. r ; Alternatci with c -•■■ l( ■■■■ '■ 1- not offered in 
1917-1918 
10.    Me hematite     I      ■       ■   /■:■ taunt.    An   introduc- 
• t Algebra investment, and to 
the fundamental principle! of life iniurance. Second semester, 
Mom I Thursday,  9:30   \    u     Prerequisite 
rse zc or ll       \ irsc 11, and is offered in 
1,1-1 us 
11. Solid I■■ .. Gi ■ • Pirsl icmeiter, three hours 
per week, \I on lay, Tuesday and Thursday. 10:50 A. u. Pre- 
requ or Alternates with course  13 and is 
offered in 1917-1918 
i-     I C    men        \   vnthetic treatment of inversion, 
Pole and Polar, Anharmonic Division and other topics of like 
nature      I [udenti  who  wish  to 
acquire greater rigor in mathematical reasoning and those who 
expect • ich high school Geometry. Second semester, 
M01 I -<nd  Thursday, 9:30 A.  y.    Open  to  all 
students.     Altei -       10  and   is   not   offered   in 
1917-I .1 - 
13. I'rct'jr Analysis. A concise treatment of the funda- 
mental principle) ihjrct. with selected applications to 
Gi metry and Mathemati Prerequisite course 4c 
or 4b. First semi ter, I ir I irs per week, Monday excepted, 
10:30 A. u. Alternate! a • . course 11 and is not offered in 
1917-191 - 
16. Theory / Equations. Second semester, Monday, Tues- 
day and Thursday. 10:30 A. U. Prerequisite, course Jc or 3b. 
Alternates with course K and is offered in 1917-1918. 
F01 courses in Applied Mathematics, see Physics 7-8, 
As,r' '    /-10 and Civil Engineering 7-8. 
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HISTORY 
PROFESSOR   COODELL 
(Office hours, 9:30 A. u. daily.) 
ASSISTANT   PROFESSOR    KULL 
(Absent on leave, 1916-1917.) 
ASSOCIATE    PROFESSOR    LATOURETTE 
History is to society what memory is to the individual. 
The aim of the courses offered is to construct a perspective for 
understanding the problems that concern society and to pre- 
pare for the social professions,—law, the consular service, 
politics, the ministry, and education. Courses I, 2, 7 and 8 
compose the European History sequence, being continuous in 
time from the disintegration of the Roman Empire to the pres- 
ent. The work is done through lectures and recitations, the 
text-book and Library readings. 
1-2. Medieval and Early Modern Europe. A general sur- 
vey of European history from the decline of Rome to the middle 
of the 17th century. In introduction, the Greek, Roman, 
Christian and German contributions to Western Europe are 
analyzed. The "Fall of Rome," the rise and spread of the 
Catholic system, the Medieval Empire, medieval relations of 
church and state, feudalism, the rise of modern nationalities, 
medieval and renaissance life and culture, the rise and spread 
of Protestantism,—these suggest the chief points of emphasis. 
An introductory course open to all college students. Both 
semesters, two sections, Monday, Tuesday and Thursday, 9:30 
A. M., and Tuesday, Thursday and Friday, 2:30 p. u. 
3-4. American Political History. A general course in the 
political and constitutional history of the United States, from 
the Confederation to the close of the Reconstruction, follow- 
ing the Civil War. First semester, 1783-1829; second semes- 
ter, 1829-1877. Open to Juniors and Seniors. Both semes- 
ters, Monday, Wednesday and Friday, 7:30 a. m. Alternates 
with 9-10 and is not given in 19:7-1918. 
46 l>l NIM)M l'«u asm 
;-o English Hutor: A general course, from the Saxon 
period 10 the opening 01 the nineteenth century. (Constitu- 
tion..! development carried to the twentieth century.) The 
tu-i semester i-vrr- the formative period of the constitution 
and extends t" the Tudor period. The course is of especial 
value lenti of Ian and of English literature. 
(i; in 1 1 Iuni m and S 
7 The French Revolution and iht Sapolronu Era (1648— 
1815 The \:.. ent R jirae in France, and the transition to 
the period of the i< itions; the political, locial and inter- 
nan Revolution, and tin- development of 
the N i institution-.    Open to Juniors and 
Seniors and to So| homon re had courses 1-2, or who 
secure special permisi ictor.     First semester, 
•day and Friday. 8:30 A. u. 
8 Europe in the Nineteenth Century. The chief political 
changes ii I - • iftei 1815; the rise of Liberalism; the revo- 
lution   f 1848;   national and democratii recomtruction of the 
last half of the century; social, industrial and religious changes. 
Open to Juniors and Seniors, without prerequisites, and to 
Sophomoi tve had courses  1-: or who secure special 
per" ; "   m   the  instructor.     Second   semester,   Monday, 
Wednesday  and Friday, s:jo A. W 
8a. The far East. A general survey of the development 
of India, and especially of China and Japan. The chief em- 
phasii 1- placed on the period beginning with the contact with 
the West. Second semester. Monday, Wednesday and Fri- 
day, 8:30 A. If. 
■). Renaissance Culture. A lecture course, with biograph- 
ical approach, aiming to arrive at the thought and interests 
of the age. political, cultural, religious, etc. The emergence of 
the individual, the revival of thi antique, the development of 
the rit, and the anti-ecclesiastical spirit of the age. 
11 I andSeniorS  without  prerequisites and toSoph- 
irsi    1 and 2 or by special permission 
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from the instructor.    First semester, Tuesday and Thursday, 
8:30 A. u.    Alternates with course 3 and is given in 1917-1918, 
10. The Reformation Era. A lecture course on the rise 
of Protestantism, its social, economical and political relations; 
its embodiment in Luther, Calvin and Zwiogli. The English 
and Scottish reformations. The Catholic reformation. Rela- 
tively more time is given to Germany and Luther. Open to 
Juniors and Seniors without prerequisites and to Sophomores 
who have had courses I and 2 or by special permission from 
the instructor. Second semester, Tuesday and Thursday, 
8:30 A.M.    Alternates with course 4 and is given in 1917-1918. 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
PROFESSOR    1.00111  M. 
(Office hours, 9:30 A. M. daily.) 
I. American Government. The practical working of govern- 
ment, national, state and local. Parties and party machin- 
ery. The direct primary contrasted with the convention 
system. Tendencies in constitutional legislation, such as the 
use of the initiative and referendum, the growth of centrali- 
zation, etc. Open to all students of college rank. First 
semester, four hours, Friday excepted, 8:30 A. M. 
2c. Governments 0] Europe. A comparative study of 
European governments, particularly those of England, France 
and (lermany. Points of contrast with the government of 
the United States, such as the differences between the organi- 
zation and operation of the German federal system and our 
own, will be considered. The merits and disadvantages of 
federal and centralized governments; of parliamentary and 
presidential forms of government; rigid and flexible constitu- 
tions, etc. Open to those who have had Political Science I 
and History 8 (Nineteenth Century), to others only by special 
permission. Second semester, Monday, Wednesday and Fri- 
day, 8:30 A. 11. 
4a. Science of Government. An introduction to the gen- 
eral principles of Political Science, with discussion of theories 
4- DENISON UNIVERSITY 
tie;  the nature of sovereignty;  dis- 
tinction between itate and government;   proper functions of 
[legislative,  executive and judicial 
etc.    The   work   of   the   preceding   courses   is 
wr\ irse.     Political 
prerequisite unless b) permission of the 
tructor M  nday,  Tuesday 
and   1 10 ;o  \. \t     Offered in  i.i" 1918. 
I U Economy.    A    introduction to the study of 
I I be to give a fair amount of time to 
both the prim I Economics.   Thus, 
»ag   .   merest,  profit-. etc., 
will Ix lered.    Ii                 >n with these subjects 
the prol ization, labor unions, 
'lit i trade and  protection, 
quest rill receive due considcr- 
Open I.'    -    and   Seni rs, and others by special 
I '                                          ir, Monday, Wed- 
I'    ■    ■ ll La \    ■ . ly of the general  principles 
of thi I f the United Slates to 
the Orient ':ic subject of Inter- 
1 every  intelligent  American. 
We can I |   isolation,—we are 
Iti    ■.;   rtant there- 
•   ■   ; rim i| lei governing 
ther.     Special attention 
ui" be given I in the laws of war, 
itrality.    All hough  not  re- 
•l"i" I, History 8    S Centurj m r.   ,:-■ irablc as 
■  I '' : Open to Juniors and Seniors. 
1 .   I     .:   lay, 10:30 A. at. 
I        N il    Ffi re I in   1917-1918. 
''      ' .'      •     .      i The  origin  and  de- 
ropei relations of state and 
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city; proper methods of state supervision; municipal owner- 
ship of public utilities; the rise of the commission form of 
government, etc. Course 1 is advised as preparation for this 
work. First semester, Monday, Tuesday and Thursday, 10:30 
A. u.    Offered in 1917-1918. 
15-16. Advanced Political Science. A course in advanced 
investigation, for a limited number of students. Open to 
Junior! and Seniors who have completed twenty credit hours 
in the department.    Two to four credits. 
BIBLE STUDY AND RELIGIOUS  EDUCATION 
At the meeting of the Board of Trustees in June, 1916, 
a resolution was adopted providing for the establishment of a 
department of Bible Study and Religious Education. Steps 
were at once taken to carry this resolution into effect and it 
is expected that an announcement of the organization of the 
new department will be made in the near future. A schedule 
of the work to be offered in this department can of course not 
be presented until the professorship provided for by the action 
of the Board shall have been filled. During the year 1916- 
1917, the following course was presented. 
1. Introduction to the Study of the Old Testament. A 
general course covering selections from each of the various 
types of literature contained in the Old Testament. First 
semester, Tuesday and Thursday, 7:30 A. M. 
GREEK 
PROFESSOR   COLWELL 
(Office hours, 8:00 A. M. daily, except F'riday.) 
The following courses are offered: 
I- (a) Lysias. Selected orations, with history of Athens 
under the Thirty Tyrants and the Restoration of the De- 
mocracy, (b) Thucydides. Selections, with history of the 
1'eloponnesian War. Reading at sight from Lysias, Lucian, 
and the New Testament. Freshman year, first semester, 
four hours, Friday excepted, 8:30 A. M. 
CO I)i \,   IN UNIVERSITY 
: n (    ntinuation i   i.    (b) Ho- 
rr.rr Sell 1 ,■    f r- Til    the 
I hours, Fri* 
.1J\  . . 8:}0 A. M 
Selected II)   the Phil- 
I                                      • Select    ns.    Sight 
D                        Hei 11                Siculut, 
\                                      \   .'      I    ■ Sophorw »re    year, 
'■1 | ;o \, \i. 
4 ;       //  '   . Contil ; ^.iiir-r  ;       16    Plato. 
The \\ and Ci  c 1'   ■ Sight 
i   the Memoi • v more ) <Mr. 
\. M. 
1 1-4 are i latei (IT the degree ol 
f Art I Bachelor 
Ice Greek their major languag 
1 les, "r  I- uripides.    Elec- 
ts     lirsi semester, 
1 \   u. 
'■ e who have completed 
rses  1-4.    Secoi I I    inday   and Fri- 
1 
V«r   Tula  »ho   have   had 
1   1 Tuesday, Thursday and   Fri- 
1    u 
1 Liter) (ireek the 
I ith  full  collegl   c rc-.lit : 
'      ' F Grei     Grammar, ( Ireek   Reader,  and 
i: M01  la),   Wedncs- 
■ 
'' "      '"•'                   Vi il asii continued, with (Ireek prose 
F the 1 rim 1; lei oi Greek (irammar. 
';  ' I     I     rsday a ::jo p. u. 
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These courses, confined to students of full college rank, are 
intended to cover the ground required for entrance to courses 
1 and -. .m^ thus to make possible the completion of the regular 
classical course by students who have not been able lo secure 
(Ircck in their preparatory schools. 
LATIN 
PROFESSOR    W.    It.    JOHNSON 
(Office hours, Monday 8:30 to 10:30; other days, 2:30.) 
Of the following courses, numbers 1-4 are required for the 
degree of Bachelor of Arts and of applicants for the degree of 
Bachelor of Philosophy who elect the Latin group (group CO- 
All courses in the department arc open as electives to any stu- 
dent who. in the judgment of the instructor, has had sufficient 
Latin to pursue the work with profit, but courses 1-2 must pre- 
cede any of the more advanced work except courses 11-12, on 
Roman Lift, which arc open to all college students. 
1. (.a) Cicero. Dc Scnectutc or De Amicitia. (A) l.ivy. 
Books XXI-XXII, or selections from the earlier books. Re- 
view of Latin syntax. First semester, four hours, section I, 
7:30 A. 11., Friday execpted; section II, 9:30 A. M., Monday 
excepted. 
2. Odes and Epodes of Horace. Sight reading from the 
Satires, and notes on Roman Poetry. Second semester, sec- 
tions, days and hours as in course I. 
3. The Roman Stage. Two plays of Plautus and one of 
Terence. Notes on the history of the Ancient Drama. First 
semester, four hours per week, Monday excepted, 10:30 A. M. 
4. Rhetoric and Literary Criticism of the Romans. This 
course is based upon Books X and XII of Quintilian, with col- 
lateral work in the rhetorical writings of Cicero, the Epistles 
"f 1 loracc and the Dialogus of Tacitus. The relation of Greek 
and Roman ideas to present-day problems of Rhetoric and 
Criticism is emphasized. Second semester, days and hours as 
in course 3. 
;j DBNISOD I Mi I Mm 
5. Tk K ■■■■■■ Epigram .J':J £/'{) Selection! from Mar- 
tial and tl poeti First (emester, Tuesday, Thurs- 
day 1                   1 jo p. u.    Alternate! with course 7. and is 
n 1,1" 1,1- 
6. I ' TACUUS, 1 LftUt f Cictn inj Pliny. 
The 1 m the social and political condition! 
and 1 : text, rather than on  the lan- 
I . I ind Friday, 1130 
p. u.    Alternates with c >urse B, and ii given in 1017-1018. 
" ■       I .' \ \ irk'il   and   their 
place in the Histor)   "f Literature !: tl  <»f view which 
cannot be tratory school.   The two 
eparately.    F.spccially ad- 
vised for students v teachers of Latin in 
Hig]    v Open   to  Juniors  and  Seniors 
who I thai three semesters work in this depart* 
ment.    !'■ I l .    lay, Thursday aiui Friday, 1:30 
i'. wl rsei alternate with ?-', and are not offered in 
i<,i- 191 - 
0,-10.    /.<;•      II ■    ■ \ ition, open  to 
slu.:,   • latin,  and  especially ad- 
teach L itin      The two 
Itely.     Both semesters, 
Mondaj 1:30 r. u     These courses alternate 
with 11-1 :. : . 1 -  1 ,1 - 
11-12.     Roman   I..' \     outline  of  the   more  important 
J>IKI>,-. of Roman character and achievement.    The text-book 
will be tupplei |  reading,  with 
.   I lantern illustrations for certain portions of the 
VI   lit)        read Latin is not prerequisite.     Both semes- 
'■ I Wednc    lay, I  |0 p. u.    These courses alter- 
nate wii   9-10 and an- given in 1917-1918 
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RHETORIC AND ENGLISH LITERATURE 
PROFESSOR    WILLIAMS 
(Office hours, Tuesday and Thursday, 10:30 A. M.) 
ACTING   ASSOCIATE   PROFESSOR   MeCUTCHEON 
ASSISTANT   PROFESSOR   JOHNSTON 
MISS   BARR 
MR.    DETWEILER 
Throughout the course, the study of Rhetoric is pursued in 
combination with the study of literature. Instruction is given 
by text-books and notes. Themes are required throughout 
the course. Students are made acquainted with the principles 
of literary criticism, and encouraged to develop intelligent ap- 
preciation of the best that has been written from Caedmon to 
the present time. A number of electives are offered during the 
Junior and Senior years. 
The following courses are given: 
1-2. Freshman English. Recitations, themes, conferences, 
and the study of modern prose writers. Both semesters, four 
sections, I, Monday, Wednesday and Friday, 8:30 A. u.; II. 
Monday, Tuesday and Thursday 9:30 A. M.; Ill and IV, Tues- 
day, Thursday and Friday, 2:30 p. M. 
3-4. English Literature. Long's text-book is used, supple- 
mented by selected readings and notes on special topics. The 
first semester covers the subject from the beginning to the 
eighteenth century; the second semester, to the close of the 
Victorian period. Prerequisite, courses 1 and 2. Both semes- 
ters, three sections, Monday, Wednesday and Friday at 8:30, 
Monday, Tuesday and Thursday at 9:30, and Tuesday, Thurs- 
day and Friday at 2:30. 
5a-6. Shakespeare. Three plays are carefully studied each 
semester and other plays assigned for reading. Prerequisite, 
courses 1-4. Course 5a must precede 6. Both semesters 
Tuesday and Thursday, 7:30 A. M. 
;4 DENISOW   I MI ! K-I M 
( •/■..-.       I •   ■ 
i  t      Secoi iter, Mon- 
i I 10:30 A.  M 
/'• I \   I r\t -l>. .. 
Pi 1-4,     First 
Friday, 10:3     1   u 
10. I   it ted reading! 
14      Houri .1- i:i 'i 
1 la. Reader,   with 
historical 
1 •   lentester,   Tuesday, 
i 
1 :.r      M .. - to Chaucer and 
the .. t of .-...."      Prerequisite,  English 1-4. 
I   ■   . 1     i md Friday, 2:30 p. if. 
13a. \e  Entlisi    Drama,  from   the 
can      Lectures, selected readings, 
tative I lays.     Pre- 
requ (.First    ■■■ •  tei   ft'i Inesday and Friday 
k.   II. 
14a / .   ■  i ■      ■   Drama, from Goldsmith to the 
enl lime.     Lectui and a careful study 
Prerequisite,   hnglish 
1-4  snd  1; ■ r :.i Wednesday and Friday, 
M 
1S      '  '       Critical analysis of the 
..il work.     Prerequisite, courses 
i-:.    I  ind Wedni  day, 2:50 P. U. 
161      Tki    1 ■ English.    A  course  for  those  who 
in high schooli     Designed especially 
for Junioi ■   below these classes 
«iti. •    ission from the instructor.    Second semes- 
■    I  . and Thui \   M 
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17a, Advanced Theme-writing,. A course dealing especially 
with Exposition. Special attention is given t<> criticism of 
original   themes.    Prerequisite,  courses 1-4.    First semester, 
two recitations per week, hours to be arranged. 
ROMANCE LANGUAGES 
PR0FES80R   MCKIBBEN 
(Office hours, Wednesday, IO:oo A. M., Friday 11:00 A. M.) 
ASSOCIATE   PROFESSOR   ODEBRBCHT 
This department   offers  opportunity   of studying   French, 
Italian and Spanish.    Its aims are:   (1) The acquisition of a 
reading knowledge of the foreign language:   (2) linguistic train- 
ing;   (3) introduction to the foreign literature and life. 
French. Of the courses enumerated, numbers 1-2 are re- 
quired of applicants for the degree of Bachelor of Science, 
numbers 1-2 and at least two four-hour courses in addition of 
applicants for the degree of Bachelor of Philosophy who choose 
French as their major language. The various courses are open 
as elective to students in all departments, with courses 1-2 
prerequisite to any of the more advance work. At the option 
<.f the student a year of Spanish will be accepted as the equiv- 
alent of a year of French in meeting the requirements noted 
above. 
1-2. Beginners' Course. First semester, forms, transla- 
tion, written exercises and grammar, with about 80 pages of 
simple reading. In the second semester this work is continued, 
with written and oral work in composition, and translation 
(rom prose and verse. Two sections, four hours, Friday cx- 
cepted, 8:30 A. M. and 1:30 p. M. 
3-4. Nineteenth Century Prose and Poetry. Review of 
grammar, with composition and dictation. Both semesters, 
four hours, Friday excepted, 2:30 P. M. 
5-6. The Classical Authors. Reading of plays, with class 
reports on outside reading. Prerequisite, courses 1-4. Both 
semesters, Monday, Wednesday and  Friday, 7:30 A. u. 
-' Di N1BOM UltlVI MIT1 
7-'      French Pi       I r French Literature, with 
reading of reprei Prerequisite, courses 
1-4     Both semesters. Wed 1 Friday, 9:30 A. if• 
1        V coui ■ ,! students prac- 
tice in the oral u < ireful   study of 
sonv Prerequisite, courses 
1-4     Maximum 
Italian. 
1.    Grandgent's Grammai Pi ic and verse of the Risorgi- 
inenl        Out I • ilian   Literature.    The 
forms of tl ind practiced in eiercises, 
written an I lective in all courses. 
8e«  nd semesi tci.i, 10:30 A. u. 
I M left / Man Proie at I Putt I Irst lemester, four 
hours. Monday excepted, 10 ;o \   « 
S/ iniih. 
1. Garner' Grai • ir and Ramiey'i Reader. The forms 
of thi practiced in written and oral 
exercises and ii i ,. a„j verse.    Sight 
reading of but Open  as an elective to 
lei   I  ur hours, Friday ex- 
1   }0  A.   U. 
:     Cervant Second  semester, four 
hours. Friday exce| I H. 
The<   ■ I Italian, while intended for upper 
""'• '"■':■   '"   :- in the judgment of the 
instrui  
GERMAN LANGI  VGE AND LITERATURE 
PROP I SSOI   I II \MIII RUN 
(Office hours, Tu md Thursday, j:jo p. at.) 
PROI ESSOR  mi I 1 in 
German is treated as a living language, whose daily use is 
■ !.    Such methods are employed in its study as de- 
velop facility in speaking and writing German and lead to an 
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appreciation of its literature. The life of the Germans is 
brought near by means of pictures and other Rcalicn, and by 
reference to the history of their social and political conditions. 
The Department has a considerable equipment of reference 
books and choice works of German literature, including the 
Kuerschner collection, a complete hie of the Publications of 
the Modern Language Association of America, and various 
scientific and literary periodicals. 
1-2. Beginners Courses. Essentials of German Grammar; 
practice of pronunciation by phonetic and natural methods; 
oral and written reproduction of idiomatic German expres- 
sions, 150 pages of reading, including some of the favorite 
lyrics. Students presenting one unit of entrance credit in 
German will usually omit course I and enter course 2. Both 
semesters, four hours, Friday excepted, two sections, 7:30 
A. M. and 1:3o p. M. 
3. Short Stories. Works of popular authors, such as Eck- 
stein, Roscgger and Haumbach.arc used, accompanied by daily 
practice of the essentials of grammar. Prerequisite, courses 
1-2, or two units of entrance credit in German. First semes- 
ter, four hours, 8:30 A. M., Friday excepted, and 10:30 A. M.. 
Monday excepted. 
4. Narrative and Dramatic Literature. Works of modern 
fiction, such as Storm's Pole Poppenspaeler and Richl's Der 
Fluch der Schoenheit, followed by the careful reading of one of 
Schiller's Dramas; Lectures and readings on the general 
principles of the drama, with analysis and reviews of important 
scenes; Composition, based on Boczingcr's Aufsatzbuch, or 
similar work. Prerequisite, courses t-3. Second semester, 
same hours as in course 3. 
5. Modern Fiction. Rapid reading of two or three novels. 
Translation is largely given up in favor of direct methods of 
approach to the thought in the foreign idiom. Open to stu- 
dents presenting not less than three entrance credits in Ger- 
;S Pi KISON  l'\l\ EI9ITT 
mar. First semestrr, \fon- 
\ \ y 
'      Historical a !     rolut       Works of stand- 
t ions of < Sermany 
Regularly follows course  ;.  but 
:      Sec 'iul 
• 
Kleist'   Print Fried- 
' .■■■       ■ liri Meerei und der 
I H It ■■ I /: ■' .-.•■. md   similar plays, 
with a stu tendem iei.   »i >lljtcral 
Get i special topics. 
luisite and hours. 
To bi i .1 - i - 
L i '     [ntcrprctal I  ! ,essin£'s crit- 
coi ditions in 
1 r'l   life   and   his 
'' • e latter half of 
:i ipeciftl 
I I        lolows 5 
rich! after course 4. 
I ' >'. Friday, 8:30 A. u. 
Goetl \ .  nncancc, as 
■ I tusl;   Dichtung 
und   II a'r.rr.i.:.    H'Melm    Mtisltri    l.ehrjahre,    Hermann    und 
Dorothea, Lyi     P ■   -.       Prerequisite is 
usually ci .irately by qualified 
studet ■       s course 7 
G       'i   Faust      I        Faust        .■■ , !   and    Goethe's 
treatment ral and literary views; 
specia topics.    Alter- 
nating with coui . lite and hours, but 
s-ith full credit after course 8.   To be offered in 
1   1 - 1   1 
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9. Cer/nan Literature to 1750. Main tendencies and the 
important works of German literature from the earliest times 
to Letting; a standard hittory of German literature serves as 
the outline of the course, supplemented by abundant reading 
in Englith and German; the medieval poetry is contidered in 
modem German translations. Open to students with a fair 
knowledge of German.       Firtt semester, Monday, Tuesday and 
Thursday, 9:30 A. 11, 
10. German   Liltrature   of tht   Nineteenth   Century.     The 
literary   movements   of  Germany   in   the  last   century, 
viewed with relation to the broader currents of all European 
literature. The Romantic and Realistic movements, the rise 
of fiction, and recent developments will be considered through 
the works of representative writers. Open on same terms as 
course Q, and cither course may be taken separately. Second 
■emetter, same hours as course 9 
12. Readings in Scientific Literalurt. Rapid reading to 
gain familiarity with the style of German scientific works. 
Prerequisite, courses 1-4, An elective course, not given unless 
at least six register for it. Second semester, three credits, 
hours to be arranged. 
PHYSICS 
PROFESSOR   COONS 
(Office hours, 10:30 A. SI.) 
MR.    HENDERSON 
I he courses in Physics arc arragncd for four classes of stu- 
dents. (1) Applicants for the degree of A.B., who desire to 
elect one or more courses in Physics will find courses 1-4 open 
to their election. (2) Applicants for the degree of B.S., who 
arc taking their major work in other departments. Courses I 
and 2 arc required. Courses 3-8 arc elective. (3) Applicants 
for the degree of B.S., who desire to take their major work 
in Physics. Courses 1-8 are required . (4) Students who desire 
to take a technical course in electrical or mechanical engineer- 
6o DtNISON UNIVERSITY 
i11vr-    The best education form •■<• in which the 
liberal cull training of the 
techn I, bui man] end the time to 
com| '•  the  technical  courses.    The 
Phytii    Gi   .;,    ncludei   al    tl finical   itudiei of the 
be t technical •( iceessf     con>| letion will fit a 
itudenl i" enter the third year ol the I '. and thus 
earn both the .       . ring degree! in six years. 
1     Gintra   /'■ Lectui     let)    ittrati  m and rccita- 
rtam principle! ol Mechanics, 
Sound anJ Heat Required of candidatei for the U.S. decree, 
elective for all otl ert Prerequiiite, one year of llijrh School 
Phy»i<       Matl i        ild aci >mpany or precede this 
course,     lir-t  icmester,  ■ ns,  three  hours.  Monday, 
Wednesday, Friday, 7 to and v;o \. u. 
;     General  PI A continuation of Physics 1.    Elec* 
tricity, Magnetism and Light.    Required of candidate* for the 
I! S    legree, elective lor all others.    Prerequisite,  Physics 1, 
I   S Monday. Wcd- 
■ ;T \  11. 
1. ;.     General   Physics.    Laboratory   o.urws   paralleling 
1   ami :      I for students who are 
1 and 2 and desire a less extensive labora- 
Physics 3 and 4     Fee $1.00. 
But1 tw If     T id  Thursdays,   7:30- 
9:30. 
j.    Labor,-.   •   PI I        lentialt of Mechanics, Mole- 
cular  Physics and  Heat.    Prerequisite,  Physics  1-2,  Mathe- 
matics 1 and 2.     Fee )s2.oo.     Fil ■   r, four hours, Mon- 
ted, 9:30-11:30 A. 11., or  Friday execpted, 1:30-3:30 
r  II. 
4      Laboratory   Physics.    Thi    more   fundamental  experi- 
I,   Light,   Magnetism  and  Electricity.    Prere- 
te,   Physici   1-2,   Mathematics   1-2.     Fee,  $2.00.     Second 
: lyi anil hours as In course 3. 
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5. Experimental Physics. An advanced course in Electri- 
cal Measurements. Prerequisite, Physics 1-4, and the Cal- 
culus. Fee, X2.00. First semester, Tuesday, Thursday and 
Friday, 1:30-3:30 p. M. 
6. Experimental Physics. An advanced course in Light, 
constating of measurements in Diffraction and Interference. 
Prerequisite, Physics t-4, and the Calculus. Fee, X2.00. 
Second semester, Tuesday, Thursday and Friday, ■ :30-3 :30P. M. 
7. Theoretical Physics. A lecture course presenting the 
Kinetic Theory and elementary Thermodynamics. Prereq- 
uisite, Physics 1-4, and the Calculus. First semester, Mon- 
day, Tuesday and Thursday, 9:30 A. M. 
8. Theoretical Physics. A lecture course in Physical Optics 
covering selected topics in Diffraction and Interference. Pre- 
requisite. Physics 1-4 and the Calculus. Second semester, 
Monday, Tuesday and Thursday 9:30 A.  M. 
9-10. Elements of Electrical Engineering. A lecture and 
laboratory course presenting the general theory of direct and 
alternating current circuits, and their application to direct and 
alternating current machinery. Prerequisite, Physics 1-4, and 
the Calculus. Fee, $2.00. Both semesters, four hours. Lec- 
tures Wednesday and Friday, 9:30; laboratory, four hours, to 
be arranged. 
11 History of Physics. A lecture and library course treat- 
ing the development of Physics from an historical viewpoint. 
Prerequisite, Physics 1-3. First semester, Monday and Wednes- 
day, 2:30 r. u 
15-16. Thesis in Physics. Elective for Seniors in the 
Physics group. Students who have shown ability to profit by 
such a course will be assigned some subject for original investi- 
gation or the repetition of some important classical experiment. 
Both semesters, two to five hours. 
<>- l)i NISON L'NIVI mm 
CHEMISTRY 
1 ■■■ 
*l'Rol I —iR IIRI'M! 
Ml" 'flli'S 
HI       IDAHS 
t-:     Gtntral   C«  ■      ■        Vrranged   for  ( illegc   students 
[.Offered ilternativc 
with  Che mi :r.   ;-4 i  Chemistry  fur 
Prerequ Phj Fee,    S4.00. 
Four hours, I ■     ! and Thursday, 9:30 A. M.; 
Wi . 1    11   ;o. 
1 ■'--•■     " Ckemitit        \        irac   in   elementary 
( 0 Offered at an alternative 
' - teni Chemistry 
I' 1 Fou  inesters.   Tues- 
II     ' I ;    11  I      '•'■ ' Fri lay, 9:30. 
'-4    ' ■' Requin ! ol scientific students 
who present ( .  who do not elect 1-2 
Recomi earoi Chem- 
'■' r of 1 IP     lies.    Two 
it the j ear.    Fee, 1*4.00 
'■  ' ' '     Tuesd        ind Thui .     ,.;o. 
I    • Irilhmrlic. 
1      iwocoui Prerequisite, Chemis- 
"     '  •'     '   I  1 ' ! l:jo;   5-6, 
' rhm 1 1        10 p. 11. 
Orgai      I ■        Prerequisite Chemistry 1-2, or 
1 'i     Fc«    •' 1 "     Two recital        and two labora- 
eai     Tue day and Thurs- 
u     Mond I Wedni   la). 1150-3 =30 p. u. 
' 
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11-12,     Inorganic Preparations.     Student! may register for 
eithei icmeiter or both. Two to five credits. Prerequisite, 
one year of Chemistry. Primarily for Juniors and Seniors. 
Fee, $4.00.    Monday, Wednesday and Friday, 7:30-9:30 A. M. 
1 ;-i4-     Advanced Quantitative Analysis,     (a) Ore Analysis, 
Water Analysis,  (c) fire Assay,  (il) Mineral Analysis, (e) 
1 Analysis, (f) Painl Analysis, (g) Fertilizer Analysis.     Slu- 
dentl ma) register for either semester or both. Two to live 
credits, Prerequisite, courses 5-6 and ;a-6a. Fee, $4.00. 
Tuesday and Thursday, 7:30-9:30. 
HOUSEHOLD ECONOMICS 
MRS.    KIN LEY 
i-i. Foods. A study of the chemical composition, diges- 
tion and production of foods. Laboratory work including the 
application of principles involved in food preparation. Prereq- 
uisite. Chemistry ia-2a, or Chemistry 3-4, which may accom- 
ilie course if not taken previously. Fee, X6.00 each 
ur Four credits, Laboratory, Monday and Wednesday, 
1  I    1:30 P.M.;  recitation, Tuesday and Thursday, 1:30 P. M. 
CIVIL ENGINEERING 
PROFESSOR   T.   S.   JOHNSON 
(Office hours, 11 A. M. Wednesday and Friday.) 
In field work the classes arc divided into parties with just a 
sufficient number in do the required work.     By rotation each 
member of the class becomes familiar with the duties of each 
: osition and with every different instrument used.    A full set 
I notes of the work done by the party is kept by each member. 
I 11 method of instruction in this department is by means of 
text-books and recitations, supplemented by lectures and indi- 
vidual instruction in field and office work. A liberal use is 
made of current engineering literature. In the course in draw- 
ing the main object is to give such a training as will meet the 
of the engineer as fully as possible. 
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i      •      wing ire offered: 
i-:      Meckani '■ ■ Use  »nd care of drawing in- 
itrumenu, lettering, exercitei in projection, and limple work- 
Prerequisite, Preparai >r>   Mathematics.    Fee, 
jti.oo.    U • I f"hursday, 7:30-9:30 A. 11. 
Addil in may be ... ring* more ex- 
I     />,■   ■ C   •■ -■'■•     \ itudj of the representation of 
linei,   lurfa tersecti  ns, and devclop- 
ments,   with   01 Recital           lectures,   and 
drawing     Pren 4   urse I.    Fee. £1.00.    hirst semester, 
four hours, M . ;>ii:;o\. M 
4     Plai     s u      '.     An elementary itudy of surveying 
ind instruments.     Use   f 1 hain, compass, level, 
Lectures, recitations, problems, field 
work Prerequisil and Mathematics ic. 
Fi       $1 - Fridaj    excrpted, 
1:30-3:30. 
5,     Railt   :. 't.     Problems attend- 
ing   the truction  of railways.     Transition 
curve work, platting, profiles and con- 
trucl I course will alternate with course II. 
Prereq 1      Fee, $2.00      1   rst semester, four hours, 
Fridaj exci 7:30-9:30 A. 11 
'       A',.: rood   En^nrtring,.    The  economic   theory  of loca- 
tion: I hit is f. Unwed by a preliminary 
lurve) of a raili              - ral milei in length, witli preliminary 
timatcs;  location survey, profile and cross 
sectioning.   Al i-work computed, esti- 
t of line.     \' :i ade of a railroad 
wing industri                 Prerequisite, course 
5.    Si                     ter,  M   :  :..    Tuesday and Thursday, o.*.3° 
I    M 
Applied Methanii 1.      The principles of Mechanics, with 
refers nee 1       leir  applical    r   I 1  Engineering, Statics, center 
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of gra\ iiy. moment of inertia, and Kinetics. An application of 
Mathematics to Engineering. Prerequisite, Mathematics 4c or 
4b and Physics 1. First semester, four hours, Friday except- 
ed, 1 :;o i\ M. 
S. Applied Mechanics. A continuation of course 7. 
Strength "f Materials, studies in Materials and their action 
under tension, compression and shear in beams. Columns, 
girders, shafts and engineering structures. Mathematical and 
ical ideas underlying Mechanics of Materials. Prereq- 
uisite, course 7.     Second   semester, four  hours,    Monday cx- 
cepted, 10:30 A. M. 
'). Analysis of Structures. Determination of stresses in 
roof and bridge trusses by graphical and analytical methods. 
Prerequisite, course 8, Mathematics 4, Physics 1. Fee, $1.00. 
First semester, four credits, Monday and Wednesday, 2:30 p. u., 
with laboratory periods to be assigned. 
10. Roof and Bridge Design. A continuation of course 9. 
Design of actual roof and bridge trusses, and preparation of 
working drawings. Checking and discussion of working draw- 
ings. The department is provided with a large collection of 
such drawings, presented by railroads, structural iron com- 
panies and city engineers. Prerequisite, courses 8 and 9. Fee, 
Id.oo.    Hours and credits as in course 9. 
11. Topographical Surveying and Mapping. The methods 
of conducting topographical surveys are taken up. Each party 
makes a complete topographical survey of a certain tract, em- 
ploying plane table, stadia, transit and rectangular methods. 
I he area is computed and a  map is  made showing all topo- 
graphical features. Alternates with course 5. Prerequisite, 
course 4. l'ce, #2.00. First semester, four hours, Friday cx- 
ceptcd, 7:30-9:30 A. M. 
12. Lement Testing. A study of the manufacture, proper- 
tiei aid testing of hydraulic cements and mortars. Each stu- 
dent makes all the standard tests in the cement laboratory. 
Fee, /2.00.    Tuesday and Thursday, 7:30-9:30 A. M. 
I' i s im 
• 3-                •    ' I Mail      and.    A study  is 
'   ' '   !he essary  t<>   maintain 
•' intry.    Prerequisite, 
rses 1  and 4.    First I              ind  Thursday, 
::o p. M 
'4     II   ■' ■ ..        V stud] hydrokinet- 
I water through ori- 
Prcrequisite, courses 7 
Hours to be assigned. 
' '•     r  Mi   " .   • Qui  tity of water supply for 
1"" towns      N ield Stream  and 
W01 tion, purification and dis- 
tribut                            Prerequ te, ( hemistry 1-2 or 3-4, Civil 
I       First Wednesday and I'ri- 
B130 A. M 
■' <U.     A continua- 
i<     5s igineering.    Studies in the collec- 
thodsof improvement 
mester, prcrcq- 
15, which   must   precede this 
Dl PARTMENT 01 GEOLOGY 
PROl 1 -.-.OK   CARN1 I 
'Office hours, u., and Thursday.) 
1 ' ipies thi  entire third floor of 
B  • ' ' we|| equipped with maps, 
r,'lil ' and about '1,000 lantern 
1 tnd fairly complete 
'" »l j well-lighted reading room, 
"■'■'   ' the G. K   Gilbert   collec- 
most use to students;   all the 
Ar■' : nd gi   graphy, as 
Scottish, <ierman, and   French 
irtment library. 
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In its instruction the department places much emphasis on 
field work. W« have within easy reach the formations from the 
Silurian to the Pennsylvanian inclusive. The topography 
where the Waverly and Mississippian rocks outcrop, and this 
is in the immediate region of Granvillc, affords excellent illus- 
trations for studies in physiography. The conditions arc also 
illy favorable for studies in glacial geology since we have 
close at hand the drift of different ice invasions, and arc within 
a few miles of unglaciatcd territory. 
Students desiring only a general course in geology are ad- 
vised to take la-2b; the courses in Geography arc also of 
I ultural value. 
GEOLOGY 
la-2b. General Geology. Two lectures per week with 
three all day field trips and five laboratory periods each semester. 
'I hrec credits. Students in Shcpardson College may register 
lor the lectures only and receive two credits. Fee, jSl-OO if 
taken for three credits. Lectures, Wednesday and Friday, 
10:30 v. M. 
4b. Glacial Geology. Lectures, readings and field work. 
Prerequisite, Geology ia. Two credits, Wednesday and Fri- 
day, 9:30 A. M. 
ca-6b. Geological Literature. Open only to Juniors and 
Seniors. Prerequisite, Geology la-2b, Reports and discus- 
sion of assigned readings. Two credits. Monday and Wednes- 
day, 2:30 I'. M. 
7S-8b. I nvestigalion. Open to Seniors. Prerequisite, Ge- 
ology ia-2b, 4b.    Hours to be arranged.    Two to five credits. 
GEOGRAPHY 
A fee of one dollar is charged in each geography course. 
1. Physiography. Lectures and assigned readings. A 
study of land forms, and the processes by which they are 
altered; the oceans, atmosphere, earthquakes, volcanoes, and 
glacier are treated quite fully. First semester, two credits. 
Tuesday and Thursday, 8:30 A. II. 
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2. Geographic Influences. Lectures supplemented by li- 
brat. BVI ral   types   of   geographic 
influences, as observed in the habitats <>f primitive peoples, in 
the   devel  pment   of  ethnic  groups,   in  the  growth   of  ideas 
I the earth, and in map-making; 
in   the social,  industrial   . tivitiei of advanced 
ind the influence graphic and climatic environ- 
ment ties.    Threi   credits, second 
!  .      laj and Thursday, 10:30 
A. If.;  Tuesday. Thursday anJ Friday, I: to p. II. 
;.    Ci    ■■'  ■   In/lueneei     A repetition of course 1.     Kir~t 
n course 2 
4.    Geography       \   rtk  America,     Lectures and collateral 
influence   which   the   relief   features, 
clirnal ..rccs of the continent have had on its 
history, ...  iinj shifting of particular industries, 
certail ..•::,   the  distribution  of   popula- 
. and inland watet   ■'■ int of regional 
Prerequ G    graphy 2 or 3.    Three credits, 
r, M >nday, Wednesday*and Friday, H:3o A. M. 
; Geography   of   Europe.     Lectures   and   library   assign- 
me::- wing the    line of treatment    outlined  for   North 
Ann- irse 4      Prerequisite, Geography 2 or 3.    First 
sent- redits, Monday, Wednesday and Friday, 8:30 
A.   M 
6, Geography 0) S( uth America. Lectures and library as- 
lignn ents I ring the method "f work outlined in course 4. 
the Gi Nor)    \merica.    Prerequisite, Geography 3 
or ;     Two credits, tec nd semester, Tuesday and Thursday, 
S:3o A. M. 
7-8.    ' nl Literature.    Open only to Juniors and 
Pi te, GI   graphy a or 3 and either 4, 5 or 6. 
Reports and gned readings.    Both semesters, 
1 .s     , red its, Tuesday and Thursday. 7:30 A. M. 
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9-10. Investigation. Open only to Seniors. Prerequisite, 
Geography I or its equivalent, 2 or 3, 4, 5 or 6, 7 or 8. Both 
semesters, hours to be arranged.    Two to five credits. 
ASTRONOMY 
PROFESSOR   BIEFELD 
(Office hours, Monday and Wednesday, 1:30 p. M.) 
Of the following courses, 11 and 12, (substituted for 
courses 1 and 2 of previous catalogue) arc elementary intro- 
ducing the student to the subject and method of study of a 
new science. Course 3 is intended to be cultural, presenting 
the subject in a simple way, and yet with scientific accuracy. 
Courses 4 and 6 bring the student in contact with the practi- 
cal application of the subject, solving the fundamental pro- 
blems with the rigor that mathematics and modern instru- 
ments make possible. Courses 7 and 8 give opportunity for 
work of high grade and lasting value to Astronomy, along the 
line of photometric and micrometric work, while 9 and 10 lead 
to the application of Mathematics to Astronomy, serving at 
the same time as a splendid opportunity to apply the higher 
Mathematics, which is perhaps the best way to master that 
mbject. 
11-12. Elementary Astronomy. The study of the whole 
subject at the hand of an elementary text, including an ele- 
iry history of Astronomy; together with the identifica- 
tion 'if the principal constellations, planets, star clusters, neb- 
ula: and other interesting objects of the sky with the naked 
eye and use of the Kquatorial. The principal instruments of 
the observatory will be demonstrated, with a view of their ap- 
plication to astronomical problems. 
Elective   for   Freshmen and Sophomores   without   prcrcq- 
uititei.    Three   recitations  a  week on   Tuesday,   Thursday 
and rriday at 1:30 p. M.  with one hour a week on Tuesday or 
I hursday from 8 to 9 p. u., for the study of constellations and 
nstrations as stated  above,   needing  no  preparation  on 
DENISOM   IMviKSITY 
!       aghoui the year, J credit hours per 
•' tstronot            \             ir.lirn will be used as 
the basil for tl                            mis the whole  field;   together 
will'. irumeni                  biervatory 
and Prei         ite*;    Freshman  Mathe- 
matit Phj        i  i  >d     Electiva for Junior! 
and Seni rs. Fit              ter, four hours, Monday excepted, 
io:;o  \   u 
4     Pra '■■ at    I It nom)      I lective for itudenti who have 
had Aitroi ■ . P .:■ iratory work in mechanics 
being I laboratory       irte, taking up 
the work a* I i      I-...'and time measurements.    Work 
with vernier, kvel, micron. >l clock, and chrono- 
graph. : The Transit /•. Iran • Determination of the 
constant- ol the instrument. Wire intervall of micrometer, 
level ,.   muth  constant.     De- 
tent.:■ .>:id ear method, and by chronograph. 
Determination |)  The Zenith  Telescope.    De- 
.1  latitude by Talcott   method.     (4) 
Tkt   Iran '■' ■  .       Circle.    Determination of nadir and 
Detei of right atcenaion and declina- 
tion ol rentially     Determination of longitude of the 
wireleu signals from Arlington. 
;    ■ rial.    Adju Determination of the ap- 
meam of hour 
rentially, b ■ if position 
It   work      Determination  of   position 
micrometer.    Tec,  1(2.00. 
M mday excepted, 10:30 A. 11. 
I      U ■■   .   • Least Squares.   Second temeater, two hours, 
be arranged. 
--•     .Id:anted Observational Work     Use of the position 
1   and   equatorial   in  measurement   of  double  stars. 
Mea lifferentially, of fixed *tars suspected 
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nsiderable proper motion.    Stellar Photometry, with nak- 
ed eye,  by grades.    Study of  short    period   variables,  with 
sliding wedge photometer.    Prerequisite, Astronomy 3.    Both 
. three credit hours, time to be arranged. 
0-10. Introduction to Celestial Mechanics. This course is 
.111 application of Mathematics to Astronomy. A standard 
texl will be tiled, taking up the fundamental principles of 
tical mechanics, central forces, potential and attracting 
bodies, the problem of two bodies, determination of orbits, 
ral integrals of the problem of bodies, the problem of three 
bodies, perturbations geometrical considerations and analyti- 
. il methods. This course is not only of great value to the 
■tudent of Astronomy, but affords an excellent opportunity to 
tighten up the higher mathematics the student has had with 
that department. Prerequisites; Astronomy 3. (may be 
taken parallel with the first semester of this course) Mathe- 
matics through Calculus, including preferably an introduc- 
tion to Differential liquations. Both semesters, Mondav. 
I       lay and Thursday, 9:30 A.   If. 
ZOOLOGY 
PKOKKSSOR    HSU 
(Office hours, 1:00-2:00 p. M. Phone 8320.) 
The department aims:- 
First. (a| to give elementary instruction in General Zoology 
purely cultural matter, and (b) to interest especially those 
tastes and abilities qualify them for further study. 
Second,   (a)   to give general and detailed instruction  in   the 
concrete facts of Zoology, and  (b)  to encourage those     who 
marked ability seriously  to consider undertaking a  life 
work In Zoology or some closely related field of study. 
Third, (a) to give technical instruction in that particular 
held of Zoology which appeals most strongly to individual 
students of superior merit, and (b) to direct their first inde- 
pendent work. 
7: 1 h • ISON UMIVBMITV 
For student! who intend tostudy foi the medical profession 
all courses with a number less than 10 are recommended, and 
courses 2c 5c. and 4c are recommended as a minimum. 
N<> I■:                   urte in Zoology 1- offered during the first 
ier     Geograph) ; Geographical Influences) and Botany 
1   botli come .11  the ir during the first  semester as 
Z             .'..  in the set itet     Either "f these courses is 
foi tion with Zoolog)  2c (General Zool- 
to make a rorl 
2c.     Genera*   Z \   beginners'    course,    meeting  the 
requirement! general knowledge of the 
subject at al equipment.     The course 
linl)   with  in  Animal  and 
Plant  Differei < Geological and Geo- 
graphical I'   tril  ition, (4    Migration,    ;    Instinct, (6) Struc- 
ture.     1     De\ ..:id    Function   "f   Animal   Parts,   (8) 
Animals in   Relal I heir Surroundings and  Kach Other, 
including Parasitism and Mimi The Principal Theories 
of Evoluti   1. and   (10   The   Hittorj   oi   Zoology.   The lec- 
tures   will   be                   nted b)   (b)  recitations    from a text 
pi,   their   habits   and   "homes," 
lab ratory exercises 
anal imj   from models, 
nens. and dissections 
I ■'    :oune u required as an introduc- 
,6c, tfe, IOC, tie, and /-'        Three credits. 
I      •• •       Si ter, Monday, 9:30-11:30 A. M. or 1:30- 
i ;o i'   >i     Tui ind Thursday, 10:30 A. M 
Noti      /■ and 6c,  described below,  the 
"I   IN   <o   ''   arranged  wtth   tn, instructor"  must be scheduled 
' Wednesday and Friday whenever possible. 
I       'led number 0/student -   pi    are compelled by con- 
■■ ■ ■ laboral rj work at tome other time, will be ac- 
■■■       Vertebrate  !-'■. . I 11 ■■ is (IJ  a  labora- 
>ry,   text the   early   development of 
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Amphioxus, the Frog, and the Chick; and (2) a text and lec- 
ture study of the later development of these animals and man. 
Central Zoology 2C is a prerequisite for this course. Four credits. 
Ire S4.00. First semester, Tuesday and Thursday, 9:30 A. M., 
.mil fnur hour! to be arranged with the instructor. See note 
above.    No! offered in 1917-18. 
4c. Comparative Vertebrate Anatomy. This course is (1) 
a laboratory, text, and lecture study of the Fishes, Amphibians, 
Reptile*, liirils. and Mammals, and (2) a text and lecture study 
of their relationships. General Zoology 2c is a prerequisite for 
this course. Four credits. Fee, $4.00. Second semester, 
Tuesday and Thursday. 9:30 A. M., and four hours to be ar- 
ranged with the instructor. See note above. Not ofered in 
1917-18. 
5c. General Entomology. This course is (1) a lecture and 
text study of the development, anatomy, and classification of 
insects, (2) a laboratory, text, and lecture study of their col- 
lection, preservation, and identification, and (3) a lecture and 
seminar study of their economic importance. Special readings 
by each student will be reported upon before the class. The 
department is making a canvass of alumni and friends of 
Deniton, many of whom are in foreign lands, and securing 
museum specimens, which add greatly to the interest of the 
study of insect relationships. General Zoo/ogy 2c is a prereq- 
uisite jot this course. Four credits. Fee, £3.00. First semes- 
ter, Tuesday and Thursday, 9:30 A. M., and four hours to be 
arranged with the instructor. See note above. Ofjeredin 1917- 
1918. 
6c. Elementary Histology and Technique. This course 
conaiiti of (1) a laboratory, text, and lecture study of the 
Itructure of tissues and their organization into organs, (2) a 
laboratory study in the technique of descriptive illustration, 
and (3) a laboratory, text, and lecture study in the technique 
"f preparing tissues for observation under the microscope. 
Invertebrate and Vertebrate tissues will be sectioned, stained, 
an., mounted by the students, and microscope slides of certain 
"4 DKMSON I mvEMin 
Central '/.oology 2e 
ifti     Four crediti     Fee  1*4.00. 
t'.xo A. u.. and four 
Sti  '■   .v above.     Oj- 
. 101 --1 ■ 
Jc.    Persont        ■   ■' I   .-  ..  .1 lecture and 
IT to   render 
ife  more * igoroua, 
and deal ementary treat- 
Vnai PI    liology,  .1  great 
(3    Pood, 14) 
Food 5     '.'. Other    Be* eragea,   (6) 
Clothing,   7) Work. (8) - ,1 leanlineaa, 
iO'  I 11 > 1:   Climate, (13) 
■  Sii 14) Heating lation, 
1 • W 16) The Incid I  Preven- 
D - .      lunioi     tnd   Stniori     Two 
I       ti I 11 and Thursday, 
i:j     ■   w 
1' ■   1        D       1/,  Biomtli      . ■ . I 
1     i   1   More Impor- 
Org ition, 12) The 
M       s Thing I      Law    if Heredity and 
1    I      ' '• r M01 n Domeiticat- 
I I Plani The E\ ilution of So- 
1      ; ;' poi   Which Eu- 
Depi • . ■        • rs fron    rtker depart- 
• •  • which are 
Open  to all 
I«    cred Pee,  .<i .00.    Second 
I I -   | M 
1      ' ■   •■ I 1  laboratory 
1 ariation.    11) Each 
' "I will 1" 1 roductin of "new 
•   generationi   ■>!   ili<-   fruit-fly, 
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Drosophila ampelophila, will be propagated, {ffork which is 
unfinished at the end of this course may be continued for credit 
Ay electing courses 11c and 12c,—one or both.) The laboratory 
work will be supplemented by (2) text and (3) lectures, and an 
opportunity will be presented for (4) advanced biomctrical 
studies, (5) seminar reports on current literature, and (6) the 
preparation of special bibliographies. Prerequisites: (a) a 
year of Chemistry and (b) a year of Mathematics with a C grade 
in each, or equivalent work at the discretion of the instructor, 
(c) General Zoology 2c, and (d) Organic Descent 8c. Three 
credits. Fee, 1(4.00. First semester, Tuesday and Thursday, 
7:30 A. M., and a few minutes most other days of the week as 
arranged with the instructor. 
10c. Ornithology. This course includes lecture, text, 
leminar, laboratory, and field work designed to cover (1) The 
History of the Progress of Bird Study, (2) The Evolutionary 
History of Birds, (3) their Anatomy, (4) Classification, (5) 
Identification, (6) Geographical Distribution, (7) Migration, 
(S) Nesting Habits, and (9) Economic Importance. Numer- 
ous field trips by the students individually will be necessary 
and several trips will be made by the class as a whole. General 
Zoology 2c is a prerequisite for this course. Three credits. Fee, 
#2.00. Second semester, Wednesday and Friday, 7:30 A. M., 
and two hours to be arranged with the instructor. Offered in 
1917-1918. 
tlc-120 Individual Work. In thiscoursecach student will be 
ncd independent work. This may be in the nature of 
(1) a thesis with bibliography, (2) the collection and study of 
animals of a particular group, (3) special work in Embry- 
"'"Ky. (4) Anatomy, or (5) Histology, or (6) some problem in 
Experimental Genetics. Two courses in Zoology must precede 
this course. Two to F'ivc credits each semester. F'ce, jti.oo 
per hour of credit. Both semesters, hours to be arranged with 
the instructor. 
76 DINMOM Umvuim 
BOTANY 
MtOI ESSO*   ITICKNE1 
Bice h ur1-. Tuesday and Thursday! B:to A. U.) 
UI--   oKcl'TT 
The ■  r,.     B tai >nly for the systematic 
developmenl    [thatbl I   . ience for the benefit of students 
who wish eithei to teach 01 thei waj  devote them- 
lelvei   prof to it,  bit  als i and  more particularly  to 
emphasize, matic training in observation and de- 
duct: I  purely cultural side of tlic subject. 
Student-   li lingle course in Botany in addition to 
.   neral biology .in- advisi ect it and 12 if 
their  interest  centei    in  the 01   ;  and 4 if 
the>   .. 1 bl  ader lurvey   'f the entire plant king- 
dom     i    it •    i-|   7-8 bavi   1 ..ri 11 ^ upon pre-med- 
7-8 are like ecial interest to domestic 
ile to the student of agriculture, courses 
'--• c'• ~ particularly   recommended.    The fol- 
by the department: 
i<     Central Bioi Inti to all other courses) in 
for St ■'.' :ntl   in  other  dc- 
I    lie held of Biology 
■ A    .,:.,!  theories.    A 
r*v'' ■     ' theories of life and living things, 
orgai ismi   and   their   life 
gin '.f individuals and  races 
evolution.    Emphasis is placed on 
• -' mly, including the use of the 
I terial   is  taken   from    the    plant 
with a  vim  to its application to the 
f   all   life,   not   to   plant   life   alone.     The 
'  follow  the line- of the ordinary   High  School 
•    botany, and is designed equally for those 
t without such ., course.     Lectures, laboratory 
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studies and quiz. Fee, £3.00. First semester, lecture Tues- 
day. 10:30 A. v., quiz Thursday, 10:30 A. M. Laboratory, 
two sections, Monday, 9:30-11:30 A. 11., 1:30-3:30 p. M. Three 
credits. 
3-4. Plant. Morphology. A very general survey of the 
plant kingdom, with a study of type forms from the lowest 
ID the highest orders. Structure, development, reproduction 
and classification are considered from the standpoint of biol- 
ogy and evolution. One all-day field trip and several shorter 
excursions are required each semester. Offered in alternate 
years with courses 5 and 6. Prerequisite, Botany 1c. Fee, 
H3.00 each semester. Both semesters, four credits, Tuesday 
and Thursday, 10:30 A. M ; Wednesday and Friday, 9:30-11:30 
\. M.     Offered in 1917-1918. 
5-6. Plant Histology and Physiology. A study of cells, 
tissues and organs of higher plants, and of the relation of 
these structures to irritability, movement, secretion, nutrition, 
growth and reproduction. Special attention is given to the 
technique of microscopic study during the first semester, and 
to experimental methods during the second. Offered in alter- 
nate years with courses 3-4. Prerequisite, Botany ic. Fee, 
H3.00 each semester. Both semesters, four credits, Tuesday 
and Thursday, 10:30 A. M.; Wednesday and Friday, 9:30-11:30 
\. M.     Not offered in 1917-1918. 
7-8. Bacteriology. A general consideration of the struc- 
ture and activitcs of bacteria, with emphasis placed on their 
relation to human life and interests. Among the specific sub- 
jects treated arc: soil fertility, sewage disposal, milk problems, 
butter and cheese making, diseases of plants and animals, and 
public health and sanitation. Elementary chemistry is advised 
in addition to Botany ic, the regular prerequisite for this course. 
Fee, £3.00 each semester. Both semesters, three credits, 
Monday and Friday, 7:30-9:30 A. u.;  Wednesday, 8:30 A. M. 
<). Plant Pathology. A study of the more important 
diseases of useful plants, including rusts, smuts, moulds, mil- 
dews,  scabs   and   blights.    Recognition   of   specific   diseases 
- I >i SISON I •• i\ i asm 
througl of the various 
thi   -ubjccl rc- 
ideration of (praying 
pra) ing    calendars. 
I mis    in    plain 
irticularl) lo the attention of the student 
in the Courses j reci de thil course. 
1 in with course ii.    Lectures, laboratory 
and  thesis   ■■■   •-      Preri |ti irsc   It   >r  its  equivalent. 
I -     £1.00.    Fit Monday, 1:30-3:30 
p. M.    Sot in 1917-1918 
10. Fortstt        \n ini . ideration of the char- 
■ ill • ■■    1 1  teci                        t the forest, and of tlic 
mic  and civic significance 
ibji        The value of trees is emphasized, and 
the part of the labora- 
11 e in elementary botany may be sub- 
■•'■■      for Bol 1 |uiiite for this course.    Offered 
1 I $1.00,     Second semes- 
"' I   ;o-j:tor.ii.;   Wednesday,    1:30 
r  u.    I 1 . i •   i .1 - 
11. Plant Etoi \    (udy of the  nature of plants as 
(actors of their en- 
vironi re, etc.. in their strug- 
I and   their  nat- 
ural   .■• ;. ami special   atten- 
tion is given to 1 md the solution 
of those ded in external form 
and intern il structun     Foui trips, and several 
! the laboratory 
0 n will   course 9,    Fee, $2.00. 
Firsi three credii      l . | Thui id*}. 7:30- 
'   M.; Wi 7:30 A. u     Not 1 ffered in 1917-1918. 
1:     S  ilemalu Bolan       \ leration of the principles 
■  rical and evolutionary stand- 
poini ition of the flowering plants. 
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Emphasis is placed on field and laboratory studies of native 
plants, while method! of collecting, arranging and preserving 
receive attention. Four all-day field trips and several shorter 
excursion! take the place of a part of the laboratory work. 
Offered in alternate yean with course 10.    Fee, $2.00.    Second 
semester, three credits,Tuesday and Thursday,7:30-9:30 A. M ; 
Wednesday, 7:30 A. M.    Not offered in 1917-1918. 
17-1S. Botanical Seminar. The study of special topics 
with reports in class upon assigned readings. Kithcr or both 
semester! may he taken. Ability to use French or German is 
desirable. Open to Juniors and Seniors only. Two meetings 
each week, with two credits. Hours of meetings to be ar- 
ranged. Fee, Hi.00 each semester. Prerequisite, ic and an 
ad.litiuiial year's work in the department. 
19-20. Advanced Botany, Special work on assigned prob- 
lems leading to research in botany. This course may be 
taken only by competent students, and with the consent of the 
Professor in charge. Two to five credits. Hours arranged 
individually. 
MUSIC 
ASSOCIATE   PROFESSOR   ESCIIMAN 
(Office hours, Monday, Wednesday and Friday, 8:30 A. M.) 
Of the courses in the Theory and History of Music, some 
are offered largely for their general cultural value as a natural 
part of any liberal education. These courses arc open without 
prerequisites to all students in the University. The others are 
mainly of a more technical nature, and cannot be elected with 
out necessary preparation. F'or details consult the announce- 
ment of the Conservatory of Music, in this catalogue. College 
credit is given for the following courses: 
la. appreciation oj Music. First semester, two credits, 
Monday and Wednesday, 2:30 p. M.    Fee, #8.00. 
2a.    Physical Basis of Music.    Second semester, two crcd- 
Monday and Wednesday, 2:30 p. M. 
- DENISON  l'\I\ I RMT1 
-  i Bol itera,   two   credits, 
Wed 10:30 A. M       Fee, $8 00 each semester. 
S Hi      •■. V .  . B r.    three    credits, 
I .   I . . •   .   :  i :   lay, 1:30 f   M      Pee, $12.00 each 
• 
7-8.       ' II re litl,    Monday. 
Tuesda)   and 1 ly, 10:30 A. II      Fee, Si 1.00 each scmes- 
ter. 
«y-IO.     C  N '-. three credits,  Mon- 
day.   1 I , |0   \    u.    Fee,  ."SII.OO each 
11 -1 -      M ten, two I re Jits, W'ed- 
1:3    1   \i     Fee, $8.00 each lemeater. 
13-14     S/rt       < •        Both   semesters,   two credits. 
Mi        . W 1   JO P   M      Fee, $8.00 each semester. 
1:1'     Free Com) Bol      emeatert,  two  credits, 
Wed Fi   lay, 7:30 A   M      Fee, $8.00 each semester. 
PUBLIC SP1 VICING 
III I \\ 1    IK'.1 1 ISO!   I0UNSTOM 
1 i'   I tpreilion, by finding 
ping the  voice-,  mind and 
The work it in no sense a mere 
■ •'.cultural training which 
jet command of his own creative 
powei        I tudied I   an at:, and through it the 
student ill principle! governing all 
art.     I 1 ,ilegc elective!: 
1-;     Fundamentals       I.-.■•■    .   •       \ general preparatory 
Igh speech and action. 
I the itudent'l native 1 owen, give him self- 
■ 1   interest in oral intcrpre- 
liricf talks upon the 
element! 1 upon the natural corrc- 
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lation of speech and action. An elementary training upon 
which satisfactory results in the subsequent   courses are largely 
dependent, Open to Preihmen. Both semesters, three cred- 
its. Two sections, Monday, Tuesday and Thursday, 10:30 
\. M.; TucsJay, Thursday and Friday, 2:30 p. u 
33-43. Extempore Speaking. Practice in thinking in the 
pretence of others, and in presenting one's thoughts in a vigor- 
ind attractive manner. A preliminary drill in "off-hand" 
■peaking, a laboratory rather than a lecture course. The 
more common forms of occasional speech will be studied, with 
appropriate criticism by the instructor and class members. 
Prerequisite, courses 1-2. Both semesters, three credits, Tues- 
day, Thursday and Friday, 1130 p. M. 
;. Rhetoric of Oratory. A critical study of oratorical 
form, based upon the world's most famous orations, with inves- 
tion of the well established principles of appeal. Lectures 
on the place of oratory in the past and present, and the psy- 
chology of the public audience. Students will prepare com- 
outlinea on various themes and present at least one care- 
fully rehearsed oration each semester. Prerequisite, courses 
1-2. First semester, two credits, Monday and Wednesday, 
l: JO p. u. 
6. Dramatic Reading. This course aims to develop the 
ability to express privately or from the platform some of the 
greatest thoughts of the world's great minds. Detailed study 
ol the various tone qualities, gestures and attitudes employed 
by the reader as distinguished from the orator. The prcsenta- 
lion of short scenes from various plays offers an opportunity 
lor the simpler forms of stage craft. Prerequisite, course 1 or 
2. Second semester, two credits, Monday and Wednesday, 
2:30 p. u. 
8j DENISON UNIVERSITY 
PHYSICAL TRAINING 
MR     1 i \ I N 
Physical train;::. trihip.     With 
tbil  in view, atic and rational 
■:     I i A i h >uri 
per week in thi   Fi ri, for which four 
crcd \ lamination of each 
1   vear, of which 
an accui aatial the indi- 
vidual in a . healthy body 
In pla ■ udentl who 
desire to I training, by devoting 
foul  Forty-f thereto, may receive 
>'r<' lits for l the discretion of the 
Director      \ ractice of some 
athletic oi mt of observer 
a,ld pai to .ill students of 
the 1 : 
An i le< •.-. i| Ti Efered to Juniors 
a»d v Igeol this subject than 
''»'   »   : ' This Ci line  includes 
ry and | rai tice oi gymnastics and 
. entilating of school 
! examination 
' '''     ■ aid to thi  injured and care of 
minor  injurii        \ given  for practice in 
handl 
HOUSEHOLD  I I ONOMICS 
I i '.i Nl \    I     II',: II 
.: :00-l2:3O P,  If.) 
i -     I I he chemical   i digestion and 
product The lal irork includes the ap- 
Jved in food preparation. 
''"''' ' mistr)   -.-4. which   may 
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accompany the course if not taken previously. Accepted as 
ID elective in all college courses. Fee, £12.00 each semester. 
Four credits. Both semesters, recitation, Tuesday and Thurs- 
day, 1 :J0 r. M., laboratory, Monday and Wednesday, 1:30-3:30 
t. M. 
3-4. Srwing. This course includes plain hand and machine 
sewing, drafting, cutting patterns, and the making of under- 
wear and dresses. This course meets the need of students 
preparing to teach in elementary and Secondary schools. 
Fee, £12.00 each semester, Tuesday and Thursday, 7:30-9:30 
•   H . <>r Wednesday and Friday, 9:30-11:3o A. M. 
5-6. Handwork. This course includes basket making with 
reed and raffia, crocheting, knitting, knotting, weaving, and 
all plain and fancy stitches employed in hand sewing. A desir- 
able course for pupils expecting to teach in primary and gram- 
mar grades. All materials arc furnished. Fee, £12.00 each 
semester.     Two hours per week when arranged. 
•M Di SISON I MII Mm 
Courses of Study 
The unit of lure 01 recitation work 
per week throug than 124 uniis 
are require fa laboratory work t two- 
hour I .1 : cho iting electivea, 
the student ma) contull 1 courses b) hours, 
whicl 1 me. 
To  insure 1 of  classes  in purely  elective 
studies the St.. . uncc his election of any uiven 
study  tn  the  Prol r 1                     mcerned  thirty days 
ptt\ tout to the cl lester. 
I 111. GROUP SYSTEM 
Toav   id 1 regulated election a number 
of gi been formed, each lea ne of the three 
degn helor of Arts, Bache- 
lor of Science, or Bachelor of Philosophy.     Thus the student, 
upon enti for which he wishes to 
study and them 11 choice amnny the different groups 
leading  to  thai   degree.    Each  of  these   groups  emphasizes 
tudy, such as Botany,  Physics, or 
History, for insts with this such other branches 
tency in the result as 
' "hole, togethei led knowledge of the field 
A certain a- 
moui t of fi ... .-d  in each group.    After the 
all   further mat- 
es, including   his  choice 
"' fi determini •'■ rence with  his 
1   ■ • "■   »d'     '      \' the chedule, in the 
: bi  I   ind the name of the Faculty Adviser 
of t!. 
' the number 
of the coui I in the pn tatementt of the 
Odd numbers always indicate 
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first   semester  courses,  even   numbers   those  of  the  second 
semester. 
GROUP SCHEDULES 
\    FOR THE DEGREE OF  BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Six group! lead to this degree, designated Al, A2, etc. The 
first is especially suited to students preparing to teach Greek or 
Latin, or to do graduate work in those branches. The second 
gives opportunity for advanced work in physics, with related 
mathematics in connection with the ancient classics. In the 
third, some other branch of science may be similarly empha- 
lized; in the fourth, history; in the fifth, pure mathematics; 
in the sixth, English. 
The common requirements for all groups leading to this 
degree arc: Greek,courses 1-4; Latin, courses 1-4; Mathemat- 
ics, courses IC-2C; English, courses 1-4; six units of work in 
the department of Education and Philosophy; History, cour- 
sea 1-2; eight units of science and eight unitsof modern lan- 
guage. In any of these groups Mathematics ib-2b may be 
substituted for Mathematics ic-2c at the option of the student. 
GROUP    At ADVISER,    PROFESSOR   COLWELL 
Freshman Year.—English 1-2, Greek 1-2, Latin 1-2, Mathe- 
matics, IC-2C.     Election, two or three   hours each semester. 
Sophomore Year.—Greek 3-4, Latin 3-4, History 1-2; a 
modern language four hours each semester. Two or three 
hours' work may be elected in addition, with approval of 
adviser. 
Junior Year.—English 3-4, a modern language four hours 
each semester; Greek or Latin, two, three or four hours each 
semester. 
Senior Year.—Six units of work in the department of Edu- 
cation and Philosophy; Logic, History or a language. Free 
election, eight or ten hours each semester. 
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CROUr    \2        IDVISER,   PROFESSOR   w.   II.   JOHNSON 
Frtskmai   I    •■      I l-*, Greek l-», Latin 1-2, Math- 
emati(    1    : 
•     .-    if i    '   ■ I;   P   •   ica <>r Math- 
1 to -:x hour- each semes- 
ter, but History 1 the Soj bomore or 
I 
/..■.. • Year ;.  Mathematics ot Physics, three 
or four I   Science, 
threi ..  three to nine 
hour r, but History 1 and 1 m 1 1 be taken if not 
take: 
S ■•;.■- 1 department of Educa- 
Mal . three or four 
hour- eai        mestei     '■'. Science, three or 
four , three to se> en hours each 
■  ■ 
GROUP >R  W.   II     JOIIN-ON 
Freshman  Year.    Latin, Greek, English and Mathematics, 
Gi   i] A: Election, two to three hour* 
each 
Sopkoi   ■    Year    Greek 3-4, Latin 1-4. History 1-2; Sci- 
■  I   11 eat h semester. 
Electii :.. 
Junior Yeat     1    . 1    - ience, four hours each semes- 
ter; History or Polii irs each semea- 
• 
' I   •■     Six I irtment of Educa- 
rM Langu ..■■■, three to 
1       tion, (even to ten hours each 
■ ■ 1 
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GROUP   \4.     WIVISERS,   PROFESSOR   GOODELI.   AND   ASSISTANT 
PROFESSOR  KULL 
Iii addition to tbe general requirements for the A.B. degree 
the Itudent in this group will be expected to complete at least 
thirty credit houn in History and Political Science. For those 
majoring in Political Science, History S and Political Science 
I-2C must be included; for those majoringin History, History 
I. 2c, 7 and 8, and Political Science l-2c. The student in this 
group must also complete at least twelve credit hours of Sci- 
ence. For those majoring in Political Science, Professor Cood- 
ell will act as Adviser; for those In History, Assistant Professor 
Kull. 
CROUP   A3.       ADVISER,    PROFESSOR    WILEY 
In addition to the common requirements for all groups lead- 
ing to the degree of Bachelor of Arts, page 85, a student in this 
group 111 ust complete one course in Mathematics each semes- 
ter of liis four college years. Physics 7 and 8, Astronomy 6, 9 
and 10, and Civil Engineering 7 and 8 may be interpreted as 
Mathematics in meeting this requirement, liefore the close of 
the Sophomore year one of the three sequences of courses (ic, 
2c. 3c, 4c, or lb, 2b, 3b, 4b, or ic, 2C, 3b, 4b,) should be complet- 
ed. The selection of the second sequence is urged. The stu- 
dent will elect, in conference with the adviser, other courses 
sufficient  to make up the 124 units required for the degree. 
GROUP   A6.       ADVISER,   PROFESSOR    WILLIAMS 
Freshman Year.—Knglish 1-2, Latin 1-2, Creek 1-2, Mathe- 
matics ic-2c.     Two or three hours election each semester. 
Suphomore Ytar.—English 3-4; Latin 3-4; Creek 3-4; a 
modern language.     Election, two or three hours each semester. 
Junior Year.—Knglish 5a-6, I la; a modern language. 
Election, sufficient to make a total of sixteen hours each scmes- 
ter. 
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rnior Yea< i ■   .       I  .     ■ houn in the Depart- 
ifficient to 
i ir ea< h    f History 
:e requii jree »h uld   ne n both be com- 
by i     '        ' '      | 
I:   FOR TH1    DEGREE  OF   BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Sevt [nated Bl, H;, ctc.t 
em} ■ of BotanVj Chemis- 
ts. ! ngi       ring, I M . s and Zoology. 
Tiic s  •: eading to this de- 
gree are:  1 iig 1-4;   M  1 , courses ic-2c or 
111-:!-    1 try,      11      1 :   r la-za for those who do not 
' ' 1-4 for those who do; 
I' 1 ■:.       \  credit   hours  in the department  of 
Education  and   I' All  candidate*  for  this  degree 
must present al unit! of French or Spanish, and eight 
of Gern Si I  two  years of French or 
Gern to the  Freihman  clasi must  take at 
lea<- .1 unit- of i reign language work (French, 
h. German or Latin   before graduation. 
Time not  provided for bj '-ral requirements, or 
by the additional require:: f the particular group chosen, 
is open i" free election in conference with ttic Group Adviser. 
(.Roil'   111       BOTANY.     ADVISOR,   PROH.SSOR   STICKNEY 
Freshman  Yea' Ic, Che 1     try  1-;. English  1-2, 
Mathematics IC-2C, I 1 French 1-;. Zoology 2c. 
Sophomore Year.    Botanj     1   1 .--• . I' fsics 1-2, French or 
German 1-2.     Elective, five or -ix hours.     History 1-2 advised. 
/        r  Year.    I',  tan] r 3-4,     nglish 3-4.    Elective, 
nine or ten houl     witl    B   I '1  ■-    . >n |   |, Geography 
2, Political Sceince ;. 1 r 1 n-gestcd. 
Senior   Year     Botany   17-18,  sij  .re.lit   hours  in the de- 
partmenl >" and Philosophy,    Elective, ten hours 
each semester. 
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CROUP B2.    CHEMISTRY.    ADVISER, MISS SEFTON 
Freshman Year.—English 1-2; Mathematics ic-2c; Chem- 
istry 1-2 or la-2a or 3-4.    A modern language, four hours. 
Sophomore Year.—Chemistry 5-8, a modem language four 
hours. Physic! 1-2. Four to six hours each semester open to 
election. 
Junior Year.—English 3-4, Chemistry 9-10. Seven to 
eleven hours open to election each semester. 
Senior Year.—Six credit hours in Philosophy or Education, 
ten or thirteen hours each semester open to election. 
In this group two years each of French and German arc 
urged, also Mathematics 3-4, Geology ia-2b, or Geography 2. 
C.ROI P B3.       ENGINEERING.      ADVISER, PROFESSOR T. S.   JOHNSON 
Freshman Year.—English 1-2, Mathematics lc-2c, Civil En- 
gineering 1 or 2 and 4, Chemistry 1-2 or 3-4, Physics 1-2. 
Sophomore Year.—Physics 3-4, Mathematics 3C-4C, French 
or German four hours each semester, Civil Engineering 3 and 
12. 
Junior Year.—English 3-4, Geology ia-2b, German or 
French four hours each semester, Civil Engineering 7 and 13 
first semester, 8 the second. 
Senior Year.—Civil Engineering 9 in first semester, 10 in 
second. Six credit hours in department of Philosophy and 
Education.    Election, six hours each semester. 
GROUP   n.|.      GEOL0CY.      ADVISER,   PROFESSOR   CARNEY 
Sub-group 1. Electivcs may be so arranged as to prepare 
for a teaching position in Geology and a modern language, or 
some other combination, or for work on the U, S. Geological 
Survey.    The group comprises: 
1. General Requirements, as in all B. S. groups, stated on 
page 88. 
2. Group Requirements, Geology ia-2b, 4b, 5a-6b, 7a-8b; 
eight semester units of Geography and six semester units of 
other science. 
ijO I >l HISON   I  Mil K-m 
;     /. ike the 124 
unit- requii   I 
lajor in C!c- 
■ 
/•■.,.'.! • ih 1-2, Chemis- 
trj 1 -•. Geograph) 1 :. 1 guagc throughout 
the > ear. 
S  -■   more   Ytat     PI ■ 1 :.   Hiti  r)    1-;.   Political 
Geogi rn language     Elective, 
tir-: 
/..'.■).■     Eng        1-4, G rs     Elective, 
nine   houn 
-i.-- t of Ed icatii in and 
Philoi   pi.- .  ii ■   . I irs each scmci- 
tcr. 
The itudeni tiom another 
year of I' General Biology, I  itin   11-11    Roman  Life), 
and Hi-:   r.   (-4 
CROUP   »$.      MATHEMATICS        IDVISBR,   l-Rc.l 1 ■--.'.R   WII.lv 
I |uirementt for all groups lead- 
ing I elor of Scienci 
•tudentii iur»ein Mathematics 
j and 8, As- 
I and s  may  be 
consli , iirement.     Be- 
fore • r one of the three sequences 
i                 i .    t lb, il .  lb, al>. or ic, 2c, 3b, 4b,) 
lid be completed.   1 il  urged.    The 
Iviter, additional 
cour 124            required for the 
P   I ' Nil iDVISER,   PROI ESSOI   < OOM - 
I ■       •   ■      1    ■        \    . 1-2,   P [-J,   Mathematics 
lc-:i 1 | ion, two to four 
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Sophomore Yrar. —Physics 3-4, Mathematics 3C-4C. Elec- 
tion, seven hours each  semester. 
Junior Year.—English 3-4, Physics 5-6. Election, seven to 
ten hours each semester. 
Senior Year.—Six credit hours in department of Education 
and Philosophy, Physics 7-K. Election, eight hours in each 
lemetter. Those desiring special or advanced work along par- 
ticular lines in Physics may elect courses 15-16, and any who 
expect to pursue electrical or mechanical engineering are ad- 
\ Ited to eleel courses <> and 10. 
GROUP   117       ADVISE*.,   ACTING   PROFESSOR   FISH 
["he student in this group, in addition to the common re- 
quirements for all groups leading to the degree of Bachelor of 
Science must complete 32 semester hours in the departments of 
Zoology and Botany combined, of which not less than 22 semes- 
ter hours must be in courses listed under the department of 
Zoology, lie must also receive not less than 40 credit points 
in biological work, 30 of which must have been gained in cour- 
ses in Zoology. Of the 124 credit hours required for gradua- 
tion, the amount not provided for in the preceding group re- 
quirements is open to election, in conference with the adviser. 
C. FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF 
PHILOSOPHY 
I he applicant for this degree must select some one foreign 
language, ancient or modern, and pursue it through two con- 
lecutive years (16 semester units), and previous to graduation 
must elect not less than S additional units of foreign language 
work, in consultation with his Group Adviser. When two or 
more years of modern language is presented for entrance, this 
requirement may be reduced at the rate of one college year for 
two years of the entrance work accepted. Further common re- 
quirements of all groups for the degree are: English, courses 
1-4, Mathematics 1-2 or ib-2b, and six credit hours in the de- 
partment of Education and Philosophy. 
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Nine . • i    I               .  lead to this degree, 
emphaiizing respectivel)  I i I Latin, Romance 
Languages, Germai    I ng h, Hid ry, Mathematics, Theory 
of \l..-.. | Educal 
GR.OU?   il        I  Mis        IDVISER,   PROFESSOR   w     11     JOHNSON 
Frtjhman Ytai I j, Latin l-2, Mathematics ic-zc 
or lb-lb.    1 .-       ii hour* each   emester. 
Sophomore Year. - Latin \-^. a Modern Language, History 
'--' raScii Free election, three to six hours each semester. 
}'■>'■'■ ' fear. 1 :..■'. ih (-4, a M,!er„ Language or a Science; 
Latin, 1 gii r Historj Free election, sufficient to make six- 
teen houi 
Stni ■)■■.■ Sis redit hours in the department of Educa- 
tion   ind Phil ..   Latin, History 01 Political Science;   a 
Roma Free   election,   sufficient   to   make   siz- 
tl icster. 
CROUP  Cl.      ROMAKCI    LANGUAGES.      ADVISER,   PROFESSOR 
Fnshman Year. -English 1-:. Mathematics ic-2c, French, 
,our tour 01 five hours each semester from 
departments of Mathematics, Science, or Ancient Languages. 
S  "        "  '   "     Frencl   I ... (ierman four hours, 
thcremai: f the time I     be I    ■  I by election from Ancient 
1 " Mathemai       ■ History. 
Junior Y,ar     I  1     1 . ..    .   ,   Spanish 1, Anglo- 
S"  '    ' " p n, three to five hours. 
1 "gl'sh 4. Spanish i, Italian 2. French two 
hours.     P       : Ic ell Cti to siz hours. 
Stater »„r.-Six credit hours in the department of Educa- 
t.on and Philosophy; Italia,, -.. I rei I two hours each semes- 
ter.     Electl   • . sufficient to mate tizteen hour scach semester. 
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CROUP CJ.    GERMAN.    ADVISER,  PROFESSOR CIIAMBERLIN 
This group requires 28 credit hours of German (with re- 
duction if German is offered for entrance) and sixteen hours in 
other foreign  language courses. 
Frrshman Year.—German 1-2, or 3-4if two unitsof German 
are offered for entrance, English 1-2, Mathematics ic-2C, 
ancient or modern language 8 hours. Elective, two or three 
hours each semester. 
Sophomore Year,—German 3-4, other foreign language 8 
hours, History 1-2.     Elective, five or six hours each semester. 
Junior Year.—German 5-6, or 9-10, Knglish 3-4. Elective, 
nine or ten hours each semester. 
Senior Year. — German 7-8, six hours in the department of 
Education and Philosophy. Elective, nine or ten hours each 
semester. 
CROUP     C4.       ENGLISH.       ADVISER,      ASSOCIATE      PROFESSOR 
UcCUTCIIEON 
Freshman Year.—English 1-2, Latin 1-2, Mathematics 
ic-2c, French or German.    Election, two or three hours. 
Sophomore Year.—English 3-4, two Modern Languages. 
Election, four to eight hours. 
Junior Year.—English 9-10, sa-6, and lia;a Modern Lan- 
guage. Election, sufficient to make sixteen hours each semes- 
ter. 
Senior Year.—English 13 and 8a; a Modern Language; 
Philosophy or Education, six credit hours. Election, sufficient 
to make sixteen hours each semester. 
CROUP      C5.       HISTORY      AND      POLITICAL      SCIENCE.       ADVISERS, 
PROFESSOR GOODELL AND   ASSISTANT PROFESSOR   KUI.I. 
In addition to the general requirements for all groups lead- 
ing to the B.Ph. degree, at least thirty hours of History and 
Political Science will be required for the completion of this 
group. 
II 
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Frethmen ii> this group. The completion of the foregoing 
group doea BOl entitle the student to the regular Conservatory 
Diploma, the requirements for which are stated elsewhere. 
CROUP   C8.        EDUCATION.       ADVISER,    PROFESSOR    LEWIS 
In addition to the common requirements of all groups lead- 
ing to the degree of Bachelor of Philosophy, this group includes 
the courses offered in Kducalion and such courses in other 
subjects as are accepted by the Ohio state school authorities 
in fulfillment of the requirements of the new school code. Of 
the 124 credit hours required for graduation, the amount not 
thus provided for is open to election, in conference with the 
adviser. 
CROUP C<).  GEOGRAPHY.  ADVISER, PROFESSOR CARNEY 
Freshman Year.—English 1-2, Mathematics lc-2c, a mod- 
ern language, geography 1-2. 
Sophomore Year.—Geography 3-4, a modern language, 
History 1-2.     Election, six hours each semester. 
Junior Year.—Knglish 3-4, Geography 5, 7-8, Political 
Science 5-6.     Election, eight hours each semester. 
Senior Year.—Six hours in the department of Education 
and Philosophy; Geography 9-10. Election, ten hours each 
semester. 
Shepardson  College 
HISTORICAI    STATEMEN1 
I   r MVI ra i .           ler joint agreement of 
the iuthi ritii tie* of Denii >n 
Univei rgely accessible to the 
itudi ntsof                   College.   1 « irking of this 
arrangement gradual till closer union, 
making it | iten and  sons of the 
patrol in all respects equal, 
and ret gnition upon i impletion, 
In June, I'yoo luch a cted.    The courses of 
Deniu     University.il •   ■■. iterial equipment and 
its degrees, wen ■    pardton College 
on ex to young men, While Shepard- 
son ( I artmenl of the I nivertity, co- 
ordin I Granville College, it 
still retail legal identity. 
V» tl     Board     I Tl Officers of Instruction and Gov- 
ire now the same for 
Grai I • Iton College tl ■■>■ arc not here 
ffered in the vari- 
ectus of  courses 
leading * be found on pages 40-o.y 
ROOMS AND BOARD 
'n in the College.    In 
fee of rive dollars 
t he Treasurer of the 
' I until this fee is in 
1 I im will be a| plied on the hills 
idem fails to take the room, 
in which case it ii I ro 'ins in advance 
is un lerstood itherwite stipulated. 
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Students must take not less than thirteen hours a week of 
college credit work in order to room in the dormitories. 
Student! who cannot be accommodated in the dormitories 
at the beginning of the fall term, live in the village in rooms 
recommended by the college authorities, and are under college 
regulations and supervision. Their names are entered upon a 
waiting list according to the date of their application, and they 
.ire expected to move into dormitory rooms as fast as vacancies 
occur. They have the privilege of boarding in the college din- 
ing hall while they arc on the waiting list. 
Rooms engaged by students of the preceding year will not 
be held later than July 1, unless the retaining fee has been paid. 
Freshmen are expected to vacate their rooms before Com- 
mencement week. 
ADMISSION 
Shepardson College does not maintain a preparatory de- 
partment, and grants admission only to students of college 
grade. The requirements for entrance to the Freshman year 
ire identical with those of Granville College, a full statement 
of which will be found on pages 33-39. 
DISCIPLINE 
Only such regulations arc imposed as are necessary to main- 
tain conditions favorable to college work. It is the endeavor of 
the college to develop self-knowledge and self-control. The 
Student Government Association co-operates with the Dean 
in maintaining a government educational rather than restric- 
tive. 
EXPENSES 
All necessary information concerning expenses in Shepard- 
cson College will be found in detail on pages 130-134. 
.,-• DENISON   I   Mi I MITY 
MORAL AND  INTELLECTUAL INFLUENCES 
Withoul   placing  an)   restraint up  n  the denominational 
prefer               '                         the < -urround  them 
with salutary  Christian influencei Attendance on the daily 
Chapel c\ : nction ii placed upon 
ihe pupil- Sundays. 
Students and teachers unite in the ^        .• tt   ::u-;i*s Christian 
Association, and in cla I  r-■- teiiuric Bible study. 
There are three liter..- lents in Shcpard- 
son College, the Eutet       n, P ithean, and Thalian. 
The Mai Librai King Hall. established by 
Or. an ;  Mrs, Shepat of their daughter, Mrs. 
LideShepardt  n-Mai i valuable collection of book* 
for Bib .encyclopedias 
and • idy. 
The Rea .■ R Burl n Hal! and Stone Hall are 
supplied wit re, and in addition to the Uni- 
versity Library a Refei I maintained on the 
Shepard n ( ence of students 
and teachers. 
I'll ■ SICAL TRAINING 
MIsS    BK \UsTKt IT 
I ' men i- under the per- 
tl director an i consists of graded 
for w I oni half -. ears.    This 
work is require I for gi who arc ex- 
cused  b)   ..   | V specia .1!  training   class is 
offered for  those >:.• ...   ,k j-, thil line. 
Instruction in swii ball, and archery is 
V pi I 1 every woman who 
ium work, 
3r"'-  ' bed to meet her 
i 1   the   individual   physical 
f  the  stu■:■ 
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Students not candidates for a degree arc required to take 
gymnasium work unless specially excused by the Dean. 
A number of scholarships arc available for students in case 
of necessity, provided they maintain an honorable standing in 
classes. Pupils holding scholarships, if called upon, will 
render some service to the college. Such service, however, 
will in no way conflict with the pursuance of regular duties. 
The   Conservatory   of   Music 
M . been taught in the educa- 
tional in-' I . lie     For i n tin-work was 
larger and more im- 
:.Jcr the mi ' Shepardson Col- 
lege for » l"he the « irk led in 1S94 
i        rvatory, the acquisition of a 
suitable building .•. and the building of 
Recital Ha g     In 1900, the <     ege and University 
wen- united, and tl     ( i  Music   became  a co- 
ordinal of D 1 
Dei 1 for work in the 
the rvatory, on an equal footing 
with 1, and under the . Item there 
legrec "f  li I'll., with iheThcory 
of Mu ect.    Thu* >r the 
the I ann- time apply the 
Bachelor's degree 
L'nivertit       I the aim of the Conserva- 
and broaden the rcquire- 
■ itandard as high a* 
1 me lines of work. 
I   • lined   in   'he   following   pages   may   be 
Karl   II     Eschman,   A.M.,   Director, 
1 i 1 
I \( I I.Ti 
KARL H. E«   HMAN,  \M. V.A.G.O., DIRECTOK AND ASSOCIATE 
PROI v jsoR 01 M 
Theory and lit : t .    ' M 
' Dei ' : v in Piano and Organ. 
1911-1912, inderPi  (1     >r Walter R. Spald- 
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ing and Edward Burlingamc Hill, Harvard University. Studied 
Composition under Hugo Kaun and Piano under Victor Hcinzc 
in Berlin. I9U-I913. Associate of the American Guild of 
Organista 
FANNIE JUDSON FARRAR, 
Head of Piano Department. 
Pupil in Piano of J. Emil Kcltcr, Toledo, Ohio; Constantin 
Sternberg, Philadelphia; Bertrand Roth, Dresden; Tobias 
Matthay, P.R.A.M., and Claude F. Pollard, A.R.A.M., Lon- 
don. Student in Vienna in 1894. I'upil in Musical Kinder- 
garten of Mrs   Fannie Church Parsons, Chicago. 
RALPH  WARREN SOULE, 
Head of Voice Department. 
Graduate of the  Knox Conservatory of Music.     Director 
"I   the  Tabor   Conservatory   of   Music,   Tabor,   Iowa,   1912- 
1914      Director of Music Department and Professor of Voice, 
1    College,   Sterling,    Kansas,    1914-1916.     Student   of 
William  Claire  Hall,  Chicago,  and of  William   F.  Bentley, 
Galeiburg, Illinois. 
LEILA C.  BROWN, 
Organ and Piano. 
Graduate of New  England  Conservatory of  Music,  1907. 
Po«l Graduate 1909.    For two years, teacher in Normal De- 
partment  of  New   I-'.ngland   Conservatory.     Two and  a   half 
' course at Pcabody Institute, Baltimore, Md.    Pupil of 
I rneil   Hutchison of  Berlin, Germany;    F.  Addison  Porter, 
B   Iton, and Harold Phillips, Baltimore. 
CORINNE  INEZ  I.OCKMAN, 
Voice. 
Pupil   of  Jeannie   Smith-Hcaly,   Cincinnati;  Thomas H. 
Thomas, New York;   Fred C Mayer, Berlin .Germany.     Stu- 
dios at  Hamilton, Ohio,  Indianapolis,  Indiana, and Cumber- 
land, Maryland. 
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GAYLE  INCH \M WI SMITH. 
/ . .'in. 
Pupil of A. P. Bunker of th N ■■■ igland Conservatory of 
'•1 Lu .-. i Krenii I cert-meitter of the 
Pittsburgh Symph Oi Vn I graduate of the Cin- 
cinnati >. inder S gnoi Pier Adolf Tirindelli, 
viol":, and Edgai Si    m in Kelly. The I 
Ci \KI 'MI  I). COOKS, M S . 
Tkt Pkyiieai Baiii of iluiit 
Profc-- Denison University. 
Departments  of  Instruction 
A. THEORi   AND HISTORY 
In the Theoretical cl. bjeel is not so much to de- 
velop the lati .,_ although this is 
..ate all in the intelligent appreciation 
1     ' '        :rictlytech- 
il   tory and 
' musical training.    Em- 
work, as the best 
preparai mdj    f the [the masters, 
1 iboral  rj   m< th   I  mainly is 
1 the board, sub- 
ructor and the class, 
ist intly sought 
for. 
any of the numbered 
I        rrtical course 
1.7-8,9-10, »nd '3-14 in consec 
f Group C7 on page 94, 
1       ; '        ' -.except 2a, arc taught 
by A      tant Profi      • i 
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I, The Appreciation of Music. A non-technical course, 
to all students of the University. The object is to point 
-ut the structural principles of musical art and to show what 
constitutes real merit in any field of musical activity. The 
w.'ik embrace! lectures and analyses, collateral reading and 
critical reports of current recitals. Two hours, first semester, 
Monday and Wednesday, 2:30 p. 11. 
2a.    The Physical Basis of Music.    PROFESSOR COONS. 
Tin- fundamental laws of acoustics, governing the produc- 
tion and character of musical tones, are demonstrated by ap- 
paratus from the Physics department of the University. A 
lecture course, without prerequisites in music or science. Two 
credits, second semester, Monday and  Wednesday, 2:30 p. u. 
3-4. Elementary Theory. This course or its equivalent is 
prerequisite to all higher courses. It embraces a summary of 
music, a detailed study of the modern system of musical nota- 
tion, the analysis of rhythms, practice in scale writing, trans- 
'   'ii ami the use of all the clefs. 
The work concludes with a study of elementary Harmony, 
and including triad connections.     Both semesters, Wed- 
nesday am! Friday, 10:30 A. M. 
5-6. History of Music. A literary course, requiring no 
special musical training. The work consists largely of as- 
signed reading, with written reports, tests and theses. Far- 
reaching causes and effects are studied, with the inter-relation 
of different periods in the evolution of the art. A collection 
"f primitive instruments serves to illustrate the early stages of 
music, and typical music of the successive periods is rendered 
in class so far as possible. Three credits, both semesters, 
Tuesday and Friday, 1:30 p. M. 
7-8. Harmony. Review of intervals and triads; dominant 
and secondary chords; suspensions; augmented and altered 
ili'.rds; modulations; organ-point; the harmonization of 
given melodies in bass or soprano, mostly in four parts, and 
the composition of simple orignal  pieces.     Demonstration at 
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the key-board ii demanded of th ipil ai (ai as practicable. 
Solfeggio and elei ■ ite.with knowl- 
edge of th< lay an <irdinary 
hymn-lun< • Three err '■: . Monday, 
Tui          and 1                             \ u 
9-10 1    ■ principle! ol     irrnon) applied to 
the melodioui treats a   ri       . e ;..ns in com- 
bination.    Free harmonization melodies;   me, three 
and four part < int in tl i several orders; contrapuntal 
and imitative ti n different voices for organ 
itnngi (.'" .: - -■- ire prerequisite and some proficiency 
in piano playing reqii red Three credits, both lemestere, 
Monday. Tuei lay and Thursday, 0:30 \   M 
II-I;.    Musical For: s•    ..               matit   construction 
and elements ol es of the principal 
■nstrumei • works of cla -ic and 
modern  coi                  I aii         ai    intelligent  ap- 
laintance with the best of 
"■■■■■' le of composition.    I'rac- 
,ice '• B'v' mallei mu i ial forma, such 
a*ll>n"1"' f the classic suite. Courses 
7"- '''■' '*. but by special permis- 
I ■■    crediu, Wednesday 
/ ■; r,  \   M . 
': ' I Vnalj . composition of 
I hil   il   a   neccs- 
rgei ind freer forms of composition. 
c "■'■ :    1 ' e proficiency in piano- 
1 "       "  : ers, Monday 
and \\ ■ i :3o p. M 
'J  ''      Frti   Composition.    Fil p,  original   vocal 
lard choral  works 
toi men's or women's 
'li'.rus, unaccompanie I     Later, types of 
"-  ""   •• ettingl  made  with 
P'ar"   " -■ "•'''      - mester,   analysis 
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and composition <>f vocal and instrumental music in the larger 
forms, with writing for orchestral instruments; practice in 
reading from vocal and orchestral scores. Prerequisite, 
courses 9-I4. Two credits, both semesters, Wednesday and 
Friday, 7:30 A. M.     Not offered in  11)16-1917. 
B. COURSE IN  PIANO 
It is difficult to specify a set course adapted to the needs 
"f all pupils, so it has seemed best to suit the work to indi- 
vidual requirements. 
Great care is taken that the foundation work be thorough, 
the understanding of the action of the instrument coming first, 
then tone production through the natural laws that govern it, 
followed by technical facility and velocity. 
A good technique is essential to satisfactory piano playing, 
but as a means to an end, not an end in itself. The effort is 
always toward artistic interpretation, which is impossible with- 
out an adequate technique. 
The course includes the music of both Classic and Romantic 
composers, and to this is added the principles of expression, 
which, in connection with a good tone production, constitutes 
the secret of playing with expression, so far as this can be 
taught. 
Recognizing the study of the piano and its literature as an 
effective and important instrument of mental development and 
cultivation, the department makes every effort to teach the 
lubject not merely from the professional piont of view, but from 
the cultural as well. 
C. COURSK IN VOICE 
I he object of this course is the correct placing of the voice, 
K> that the tonesarceven and firm throughout the entire range. 
Stress is laid on control of the breath, rhythm, and phrasing, 
together with enunciation and stage presence. The exercises 
and songs used are selected according to the requirements of 
lot. Ill NISON   I   N1VI Mm 
the individui pmenl in technical power 
and interpretati I literature 
of all schools, especially the G >m our own Ameri- 
can! '' S chumann, Schubert, 
Fran/.. Brahms. Beethoven, h >m the standard ora- 
t andidal iduation must have at 
least two lemesfc ■                              I      rus. 
I)   COURSE IN ORGAN 
A certain facility at the piano anJ in sight-reading is neces- 
sary  and this muttbi tionofthe  instruc- 
resenbe   such   additional   work   as may  seem 
advisable :•                            V good    rgan    touch, comprising 
j   smoothness   of 
style, ■>' 
Rii       Oi        • Bud     Stud Phrasing and Bach's 
Little Preludi ground work of study. 
This is ' ' n. Mi rkel,  Guil- 
loellman, Lemare, Best, 
Parkei .-:•■ en to hymn 
' i inert  the practical 
'f church   ■• 
I    < "I RSI   IN \ IOLIN 
1 ition receive a large 
I special HI rcises to 
Vs the stu    lit    becomes 
classic and 
■ 
l« is the put nical proficiency, 
for the highei •  irtistic conception 
rsof ] iano study are 
requin 
' tying,  and   those 
sufficiently advam University Orcheatra. 
valuable part of 
for graduation. 
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P. ENSEMBLE CLASSES 
• at    Solfeggio.     One   hour   per   week,   both   semesters. 
This work, or J  satisfactory equivalent, is required of candi- 
for graduation in any  department of the Conservatory. 
The course is provided to meet the needs of all who are in 
any degree deficient in the fundamental principles of music, 
such as rhythm, intervals, scales, etc., or who are unable to 
read vocal or instrumental music readily at sight. It includes 
both ear-training and sight-singing. The pupils are trained to 
«ritc, in correct notation, musical phrases which are played or 
sung to them, beginning with the simplest phrase in the major 
mode, and progressing until difficult melodies in either major or 
minor can be notated with facility. The sight-singing course 
begins with the simplest intervals and rhythms, progressing 
by easy stages until it includes the most difficult passages to 
be found in modern vocal music. 
(b) Public School Music. One hour per week, both semes- 
ters, or two hours per week, one semester.    Time to be arranged. 
I he aim is to give an equipment for successful work in 
teaching public school music. A knowledge of the fundamen- 
tal facts to be taught is presupposed. The effort is to develop 
clearly and thoroughly the principles of pedagogy and psychol- 
ogy that apply to such teaching, and to show by actual demon- 
stration the manner in which to apply these general principles 
to the special problems of the several grades. The work of 
'he course is based upon the Normal Music Course and the 
Modern Music Series used so successfully in the  Boston and 
Brookline schools. 
(f) Normal Class.—Miss FARRAR. This course is of- 
fered at the request of piano students, but includes nothing 
not of advantage to any music student who intends to teach, 
■■nice the study of the piano is the foundation for the teacher 
of any branch of music. 
The course presents the best methods of teaching notation, 
rhythm, and elementary  theory,  as  well  as  the  relation of 
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ptycholog)   to muiic, I eipi  ition  fur inter- 
prets !   |||   music,  and   the 
n the 
I mctten    One 
I r Solfegi foi entrance. 
(rf)     Pit '.'        I\KR\K      I Dnsemble clasiei are 
maintaini I in juartette work being done. 
T '" '   ill  pupils 
■ u th c :ii 
Mi-      SMITH       \ c-    material 
irtettc a.irL. with per- 
formance! Advanced pupils 
are coached in ensemble « 
'"■ • U ■ . '.' •;.... ■. Instruction in con- 
cert and cliur. • jpilg in th,. ()rgan 
l)r; '                    ! tight,  transposii: 
modulat ind improvisa- 
Ml 51CAL ORGANIZATIONS 
M»     l-i BMAH,    Dl- 
u '' read  music 
t< . emetter.    Two 
" with n table art 
!■    According to l Han lel'i " Men- 
rat Chritti I,.  bel'   "Nativi- 
'' "Stabat  Matei       '! "Hymn   of 
"'       '' :   '  ~'     '■'    ■        Bi -   „g  of Kate," 




..   '' '"   '       ••        M«      E.CHIIAN,    DlftECTOB. 
,   " .the University, but 
offel   1    ' ifficient ability th     :     rtunity of playing 
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. lassical and modern composition under suitable direction. The 
Orchestra assists the Choral Society in presenting some of its 
oratorios, besides giving at least one concert independently in 
the spring. Regular rehearsals arc held on Thursday evenings 
throughout the college year. Membership is free to those ad- 
mitted. 
Id The Denison Clee Club. This is an organization of 
twenty young men chosen by annual competitive examination 
from the men of the University community.    About twenty 
concert! are given each year, engagements being tilled in Ohio, 
Pennsylvania,   New  York,   Michigan,   Indiana,  and   Illinois, 
I e programmes arc made up of classical numbers, popular 
v'lefs,  and college songs. 
1 if)     The   Shepardson   Glee   Club.    This   club   consists   of 
twenty-four girls,   and   with   the  exception  of   the officers  is 
reorganized each Kail by competitive examination.    An annual 
en is given in May.     The club comprises the best voices 
of Shepardson College and the Denison Conservatory. 
(/) The Sinfonia Fraternity.—In June, 1912, a chapter of 
I'hi Mu Alpha (Sinfonia) was installed at Denison, for the 
purpose of uniting the men of musical interests. 
Requirements   for Graduation 
MUSICAL STUDIES 
Candidates for graduation must select one branch of ap- 
I lied music and pursue it to the satisfaction of the head of 
that department. No fixed course is set, and no definite time 
can be given for the satisfactory completion of this part of the 
work, hut ample opportunity ia given for gauging the candi- 
date's progress by means of Student Recitals, public and pri- 
vate. 
In the Voice and Violin Departments candidates must pur- 
sue the study of the piano sufficiently (two semesters at a mini- 
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mum I to enable then to play easy accompaniments at sight. 
AD candidate! for graduation ntusl ling in the Chorus or play 
in the Orchestra for at ] ' R -tcrs. 
Theoretical work required in all departments comprises two 
semesters each of Solfeg) I lementary Theory, 
Hiitory, Harmony, Counterpoint, Form, Strict   Composition, 
and Physical  Basis as described al 
LITERAR1   STUDIES 
In addition to the musical studies required, candidates for 
graduation must satisfy the full requirements for entrance to 
the Freshman Class of Denison University, and complete one 
year of French. German, or Italian, and one year of English 
equivalent to that i I tl e Freshman year in Denison University. 
Evidence that this work has been completed elsewhere will be 
accepted upon the same term- as in the Colleges. 
DIPLOMAS AND CERTIFICATES 
The Conservatory Di ranted on recommendation 
of the Conservatory Faculty to students who have completed 
the prescrib. f stud)  in any of its departments, to- 
gether with the jrcner.,1 requirements described above.    Each 
Ite f irthe diploma must give a public recital during the 
St'"'"r  ••' To student luting a certain amount of 
work in Normal Tl - Public School music for the grad- 
'•■ »nd Riving | iptitude for teaching, a 
Diploma.    Students com- 
rt of the work offered in 
1      ervatory, involving not 
■in an officially signed Ittte- 
to that  effect, together with a copy of the Registrar's 
■ 
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General  Information 
There are no formal entrance requirements beyond the evi- 
dence of ability to profit by the instruction offered. The 
work of the year is divided into two semesters (sec the Univer- 
sity Calendar on page 4), and students may best enter the 
Conservatory at the beginning of a semester, although private 
lestsona may be taken up at any time. No registrations are 
accepted, however, for less than the remainder of the semes- 
ter. 
The Sheet Music Library furnishes the necessary music for 
students, including a selection of symphonies, sonatas, etc., in 
duplicate for analysis by the classes in theory. The fee for 
the use of this music is included in the tuition fee. A Music 
Store is maintained by the Conservatory, through which 
students can purchase text-books, music, etc., at discount 
prices. 
The music branch of the University Library, consisting of 
over seven hundred volumes of literature and music, is housed 
;ct the Conservatory, and is available on the same terms as the 
main library. There is also a collection of primitive musical 
instruments of great interest, most of which have been present- 
ed by Denison alumni. 
The Conservatory is equipped with practice pianos of the 
highest grade. Hours and rooms for practice should be en- 
gaged at the time for registering, and no other use of instru- 
ments or rooms is allowed without special permission. 
Semi-private Student Recitals take place frequently through 
out the year, and students are expected to attend. A public 
recital is given by the more advanced students near the end of 
each semester. All students are under obligations to perform 
at recitals when so directed by their instructor. Students are 
not allowed to perform in public without the knowledge and 
consent of the instructor. 
I I - DlVISON I'NIVERSm 
At the en .:: student's work 
itller informati in of thia kind will be gladly 
Furnisl - by the Director. 
'! the Choral S    iety and various other 
concerts, t number of I ... . •.   K     tali ire given during the 
Vrtiat Reciu t ol  which arc tree to 
Conservatory student!     I rical scries of recitals 
illy the music "f individual com- 
posers. • '■ given each spring by students 
in the voice depari:: ■                   crs. 
1 red in Granville and New- 
ark dul me id theni more than once: 
Grace Boi     -   Williams,   Lucile Stevenson.  Edith 
'■'    :' Millicent    Brennan,    Caroline    Hudson- 
Welli,     Mane    Stoddard.     Con- 
''"••'•"   MacD maid,        ,   Hirshberg,   Krnes- 
'    "" tabeth   Thompson   Wilson,   Jane 
! ' irlei  llargreavcs, 
i0,ePh ' ' [r., Walter Earnest, Claude 
Saner, Dan B Baritoi       Ceci   I inning, Arthur I-croy 
Tebbs, Henry Irving I    bet   W , ••  Bentley  Ball.    Bassos— 
Oley Speaks. Ernest (,amble. Julian Walker, William Harper, 
Marcus    Kellerman,   G I    •   ;   •.,..   Andrea   Sarto. 
*'•" '': Richard,  Julian   Pascal, 
EdithHai       Ku< Ptai    t-Lecturei     Harry BrownTur- 
l  Iward Baxter Perry, Thi      ; Bohlmann.    Violiniatt— 
5     "   ' ""    M   ■■■ ■ ■ "    Millan, Kmil Sturmer. 
' ' "  ■   :-■■  Hai     Kronold.   The Clcve- 
'     '' Spiering, and thi   Olive Mead String 
l"he Mai •   II-. ||e, Trio.    The  Cincinnati, 
' '• and    the    Russia,,     Symphony 
Oi hi  ■ • 
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ExpftutJ.—The tuition charges and other fees for the vari- 
iraea of instruction will be found on page 132. 
Tuition fees include such incidentals as the use of the rcfer- 
ence and sheet  music libraries, and  admission    to   one Artist 
concert each semester. 
An annual scholarship, the gift of Mrs    K. S. Shepardjon, 
is at the disposal of the Conservatory Faculty. 
Doane Academy 
I- U I  l.l'l 
II   RHODES HUSDI BT,   \.M., SC.D.,' Dean, 
History, Get 
BUNYAN Si \ \1 , 
Creel 
Ai'i.l -r   I >!■! BRECHT,    \  \1 . 
French, 
III MO   II    TltBB,    \  B .   I':    I) 
I.n i  Bi LI  Sei ron,  B S . 
Chen i 
CHAKI I - W    Hi N.I! K.ON.  \l.s.. 
W »ict. 
RUTH OHCI TT,  M S.. 
/'■      . I!     . 
Em  I. SHI UAKI R, A   B., 
■   ■ I ■ "I'J* 
' .U.K..I   T   STKI II      \   \|  . 
1/ Uktmalici. 
•'" KYAN   • /■■   : ;raf. 
^'''■' ■'   ODI Bftl V.M.,  Srcrriary. 
HISTORY OF  DOANE   VCADEMY 
1 1831, aia preparatory depart- 
Gf»nville  Literal       nd Theol  gical  Institution. 
N    •'■'■'•■■ Granville College and later 
i'l 
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into Dcnison University, the preparatory department remained 
.1 fundamental part of the institution. In 1887 it was organ- 
ized as a separate school, with increased efficiency, under the 
name of (iranville Academy. In 1894, Dr. William Howard 
Di'.inc, of Cincinnati, presented the school with a beautiful 
and commodious building, and in recognition of this gift the 
Board of Trustees in 1895 changed the name to "Doane 
Academy. 
AIM 
It is the special aim of the Academy to bestow the best 
quality of instruction preparatory to College. In addition to 
the preparatory work, however, the curriculum has been so 
arranged as to furnish to those not intending to pursue a 
course in College a first-class Academic education. 
ADVANTAGES OF LOCATION 
The school is located in Granvillc, Licking County, Ohio, a 
village noted for beauty of surrounding scenery, hcalthfulness 
ol climate,  and  intelligence and  high  moral  character  in  its 
citizens.    The quiet of the place is highly conducive to earnest 
The absence of saloons and all places for gambling and 
vice  makes Granvillc an ideal  place for young people.    The 
tl atmosphere is pure and elevating and offers to young men 
pportunity for the cultivation of those graces which will 
enable them to appear well in good society. 
CONNECTION WITH DENISON UNIVERSITY 
The Academy enjoys peculiar advantages by reason of con" 
nut ion with Dcnison University. The general comforts and 
convenience! of a plant more extensive and costly than a pre- 
paratory school might afford, are open without discrimination 
10 students of the Academy. The Library of the University, 
the privilege of Cleveland Hall, and the equipment of the 
•Scientific Departments arc examples of these exceptional ad- 
vantages. Besides these, the intellectual stimulus of associa- 
tion with the Faculty and the mature students of the College; 
u6 DENISON UNIVI KS1TY 
unusual in the way of lectures 
^ onservAtory of Music 
\     |i ire further illustrations of the 
Academy tbr >ugh union with 
the gn 
ROOMS FOR Si l I>I \ rs 
Within certain limitai ai in the college dormi- 
toric- are ava for A itudenta. 
The l :i suite   consisting of 
12 by 15 feet, a IJ feet, and two small 
Each suite i« designed ■.      I i.Icnts. 
'I'll'" I i provided with all 
necessary furnitun       I I with clcctic light and 
nnei ted with the central 
rhere itories with hot and 
ratei 
"a:. ■     ■ re, or if at any time 
he find- all the rooms in I assigned to others, he 
"»  alw ms in the village,  cither fur- 
■ ■ 
GIRLS IN Till    ACADEMY 
Preparatory,   the 
D \ ademy;   Dormitory ac- 
wever, and parent* 
nable time in advance. 
Courses  of  Study 
fhere are thi tudy, the Classical, the 
;' ll   D ling through four 
ling courses in the College.   The 
1 admitted to the Freah- 
•       11   lamination on the p«y- 
ition fee, 
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Although these courses have beecn arranged with special 
reference to the curricula of the University, they will be found 
quite sufficient to prepare for entrance into, any American 
college. An examination of the detailed scheme of these 
courses, found on following pages, will show that outside the 
required work sufficient electives arc offered to insure con- 
formity to individual needs. 
ELECTIVE STUDIES 
When the reason seems to be sufficient, students arc allowed 
to make a judicious choice of elective studies, but this choice is 
-   ei permitted to interfere with the work of the regular classes. 
Outline of  Work 
ENGLISH 
The aim of the work in this department is to insure a thor- 
ough knowledge of English Grammar; give careful grounding 
in the fundamental principles of Composition and Rhetoric, 
supplemented by extensive practice in writing; meet the "Col- 
lege Entrance Requirements" in English Classics; and takc'an 
outline survey of English literature. 
MATHEMATICS 
The work in Mathematics covers three years, five hours a 
week, divided equally between Algebra and Geometry. Alge- 
bra is given in the first year, five hours a week and extends 
through Quadratics. Algebra II is given five hours a week 
throughout the second scmseter of the fourth year, and in ad- 
dition to a thorough review, carries the subject through the 
; regressions. An entire year is devoted to Plane Geometry, 
giving time for extensive work in original exercises. One semes- 
ter is given to Solid Geometry. 
HISTORY 
A course in Ancient History is offered in  the first year. 
English History is given five hours a week the first semester of 
I IN l)i NISON I MVI asm 
the second year, ■   I M M   lerr History five hours 
a    week    tl the    second    year. 
I ATIN 
The : levoted to a thorough mas- 
icry of the formi and indei of the syntax of 
the language. In fCa u r the equiv- 
alent are read, and a It . irse in pi nposition 
is given.    In the third year, Cicei                          linst Catiline 
and his Mai      /... At \ia   and \la',illui arc   read, ac- 
COm| ai iirsc in prose composi- 
tion. Six bool I read in the fourth year, 
supple::                     Ol Mythology  and  prose 
GREEK 
I bjeel includes two years, five 
hours a •   . ear of Greek, the 
usual amount isis, and  ;r  ic composition.    For 
I Ireek for entrance, 
rial amount in connec- 
I Grant ille   College. 
For the benefit ..meed courses in 
i '■■•     enter the Fi     man Class in the College 
'   I but   lacking  Greek, a 
so call. :    i1 rganized which completes two 
years in one.    Onl ts ol tried ability and earnestness 
I grade below 80 per 
''''"' '" ' lent from the class. 
MODI RN LANGUAGES 
1 '■'■ :   I : f O rman constitute the 
Fl       1 01 German may be substi- 
irs of the Scientific Course, 
•   I (..rman or Greek will 
n     ■ •    allowed   in   the r of   the   Philosophical 
( : artment is required, at 
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preient, in the Classical Course, it is hoped thai no student will 
complete that course without at least one year of either French 
nr German. 
SCIENCE 
Four and a half years of Science are offered. Each course 
requires the conventional proportion of laboratory work. In 
the first semester of the second year, Physiology is given, and 
in the second semester, Botany. Laboratory and note-book 
work is required in both these courses. In the third year, 
strong curses in Chemistry and Physical Geography are 
given. Both consist of text-book, lecture and laboratory work. 
In Physical Geography, field work is also required. In the 
Senior year, the subject of Physics is given, with regular week- 
ly laboratory work throughout the year. In the second 
temeiter a course in general Biology is offered to students in 
the Senior Year and in exceptional instances to Juniors. This 
course givei one-half unit of credit. It is an elective and may 
be substituted for any half year of science. 
All the science work is done under the direct supervision of 
the heads of the respective departments in Granville College, 
and this fact, together with the exceptional equipment afford- 
ed by the connection of the Academy with Dcnison University, 
guarantees superior advantages in our Science Department. 
Admission   of   Students 
Although students are admitted at any time, they enter to 
the best advantage at the beginning of the school year. Those 
who desire to enter after the school year has begun should, 
by correspondence with the Dean, ascertain before-hand, as 
nearly as possible, the progress that has been made by the class 
which they propose to enter. 
The requirement! for admission to the First Year Class are 
the usual eight grades of public school work, or the equivalent; 
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id to adva ;:• itudiel previously pursued by 
the CUM which the applicant desires to enter. 
No itudent will be admitted who i- no) fitted to Jo well the 
work of ti•.t- !ir-t year. 
An applicant not personally known to some member of the 
faculty must furnish tettimoniali character, and, if 
from another institution, he m nt a certificate of honor- 
able ditinii 
DISMISSION 
No ire the close of a semes- 
ter will be ■ rabl] levered his con- 
nection with the Academy unless lie has been duly dismissed 
by the Dean. 
COURSK OF INSTRUCTION  BY YEARS 
The following scheme of the studies of each course by yean 
exhibil required for graduation in each together with 
the elective* offered.     In n lour years will be abso- 
lutely necessary to complete the work required for graduation, 
but exceptionally ( iture and capable students may in 
'<"" >' te all the Academy work and more or less of 
the Freshman year in O liege The work of the Academy ii 
so articulated with that of the College as to make this plan 
feasible, and in this way it may be possible frequently to short- 
en the combined work of the Academy and College courses by 
at least a year. 
Boon 
CLASSICAL             Pel 
Week 
Hours 
SCIENTIFIC             Per 
Week 
Hours 
PHILOSOPHICAL           Per 
Week 
Latin I (l»t Book)     5 
Algebra I (Through Quadrat:.-'            ; 
History I (Ancient)      5 
English   I   (Review   Grammar  and 
Elementary Composition)     4 
Latin I                                        .....    S 
Algebra 1.......                                   5 
History 1                                                   5 
English 1                                                  4 
Latin I                                    ; 
FIRST 
YEAR English I                                                             4 
SECOND 
YEAR 
Latin II (2d Latin Book) Cesar and 
prose composition      5 
Science I (Physiology 1st semester. 
and Botany, 2d)     5 
or 
French I or German I      5 
English II (Rhetoric and Classic")..   4 
History  II   (English   1st   semester, 
Med. and Mod., and)     5 
Latin II                                      5 
Science I                                                   5 
Latin II.                                                   5 
Science I, or French I, or Ger. I.   .     5 
English 11                                                 4 
History 11                                                 5 
THIRD 
YEAR 
Latin III (7 of Cicero's Orations and 
Prose Composition)          5 
Greek I (1st Book)                                 5 
Plane Geometry      5 
English III (Rhetoric and Classics)    4 
Latin III or French I or Ger. I..         5 
Science 11 ^(Physical Geography or 
English III            4 
Two of Latin III or              5 
Greek I, or French or German or 
Science II                                                  S 
Plane Gcometrr          5 
English  III     4 
FOURTH 
YEAR 
Latin IV (Virgil and Prose Comp.)      5 
Greek II (Anabasis and Prose Com- 
position)              5 
Chemistry or Physical Geography, 
or Physics or   Solid   Geom.,   1st 
semester; and Algebra II. 2nd          5 
English IV (Literature)    ....    4 
General Biology...              5 
Latin IV, or French I or II, or Ger- 
man I or II          5 
Solid Geometry. 1st semester, and 
Algebra 11, id.   .                               5 
Phvsics                                  5 
English IV                                  4 
Two of Latin IV, or French I or II    5 
Or Greek II, or German I or II. ..     5 
Chcm. or Phys. Geog., or Physics, 
or Solid Geometry, 1st semester, 
andAlgebra II, 2d                               5 
English IV. .                                            4 
I ;; \ \ \ .   ■.:    CATALOGUE 
Class Work 
REGULARI l\   WD PUNCTUALITY 
ry itudent, unles il   reasons,  it ex- 
ichool day.    His 
public exercises of 
i he class or A punctual. 
/'•■ Unit lu be present at ike 
■: till ill close.     Absence from 
the dul b)   absence from 
■ubtenive "f the 
His pleasure, or thai of liis 
itted to interfere  with his duties. 
RECITATION PI RIODS AND UNITS OF CREDIT 
The i r in Ungtk, ami a unit of 
credil is eelt through.out a 
Fract ■ -.is basis 
.   but   a  student 
f units to a con- 
l . intage to those 
who need n irk  to  the entrance 
requiremenl ...         those  who  expect   to 
enter 11 ire 50  per  cent   college 
for iv 
EXAMINATIONS 
Examinati f each semeiter, and at 
.    retion of the instruc- 
'or.   II mester in a given class 
tenths of I tint im, he forfeits his right 
I    letermining hit grade 
- of the average of his 
Regularity in luct, spelling and 
king up the student's 
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REPORTS 
At the close of each semester of study the Secretary of the 
Faculty mails to the parents or guardian of each student in the 
Vcademy a report of the standing attained by such student in 
each study pursued during the semester, together with a re- 
cord of his absences and deportment. 
Report! concerning individual students will be furnished by 
the Dean at any time upon request of the parent of guardian. 
CUM  I.AUDE AND  KAPPA ZETA 
In the Spring of 1910 Doane Academy was honored by be- 
ing granted the Thcta Chapter of Alpha Delta Tau, the honor- 
ary Fraternity for preparatory schools corresponding to Phi 
Beta  Kappa in colleges.     The name of this organization  was 
• changed to the Cum l.audc Society. From the upper 
fifth of each graduating class a certain number arc elected to 
the society each year, and the distinction which such an elec- 
tion confers provides an important stimulus to excellence in 
■cholarship, as well as an appropriate reward for such excel- 
lence. 
The Kappa Zeta honorary society for girls also has a chap- 
ter here and the Kappa Zeta key is given each year, by Mr. 
E. A Deeds, of the Board of Trustees, to the girl graduating 
from Doane Academy with highest rank in scholarship. 
IRVING CICERO LITERARY PRIZE CONTEST 
For several years a spirited and friendly rivalry has existed 
between the two literary societies of the Academy. As a 
result of this the societies held for several years a public contest 
with no reward in view except that of the honor of being victor. 
I o stimulate the desire for honor and to encourage faithful 
work in societies, the Faculty of the University adopted the 
following resolutions: 
'•    That the contest be held  between  the holiday recess 
and the close of the first semester of each year. 
*.    That the winners of the contest in  Declamation and 
1*4 111 ■.;.,  N   |\n EKSITT 
I be granted r the first semester of 
the nexl 
I   it the winnei Oration and Debate 
ceilive semesters 
following i 
SHERWIN  I'RI/I S 
HA- .,- eitablithed in the 
S      and .<:;. respectively. 
I The condition! of 
•<" ard meed only at the 
II  !lip will) per- 
sonal in in Greek, excel! nee in Latin, and ac- 
ereii have been made the 
ba :  award the prizes  were 
' 
Till. I w \KI   BIBLE I SSAY  PRIZES 
f"he R      George I prizes for essays on 
Bible ml              f $15   M '-rs of the Junior 
the Acadeni -. . >wn a-; tlic Ewart 
Bible Essay Prizes. 
Mill.I TICS 
general athletic aisoci- 
1 to  all  the privileges of 
 1  adetny have their own 
■thletii ims in the various 
Their iu] erviied by a board 
of athletic control ,-. manager     Contetu in foot- 
D»H. i"-1 '■■• held KII!, the more import- 
am high ichi •   .   Male. 
Till   HONOR  MEN 
The man of the graduating c!a e    average standing 
'" '*"' 'he Junior Year ur.d il„- first semester of the 
Sei    f Year i .Iter on the programme 
ofGraduatioi   I'.   , and i       led th. Valedictorian.   To the 
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man of the class whose rank is next highest, is given first place 
on 1 lie programme with the title of Salutatorian. To the young 
lady whose scholarship is highest a scholarship prize of a 
Kappa Zcta Key is given. In addition she presents an essay 
.11 Commencement. No student who has not recited with the 
i laiKI of the Academy in at least eight full studies during these 
three semesters can receive cither of these appointments. 
OTHKR SPEAKERS 
Every student who is eligible to the Diploma of the Academy 
write) an oration, and, having signed it with a fictitious name, 
band) it to the Dean of the Academy before April 15. The 
orations thus prepared arc read to a committee whose members 
are ignorant of the authorship of the production, and those 
two that arc considered best are selected to be presented at the 
graduating ezerciiei of the Academy. 
Government 
It is the desire to establish and maintain a relation of con- 
fidence between teacher and pupil, and to stimulate those 
entimenti which mature into Christian manhood. Students 
arc encouraged in self-government, and to this end the greatest 
possible freedom is accorded them; but they arc continually 
taught the difference between liberty and license, and the duty 
of practicing that self-denial which is necessary to the highest 
good both of themselves and their fellows. While it is the aim 
of this school to do all the good possible to every student, it 
J« in no sense a reform school, and no student whose influence 
11 found to be injurious will be suffered to remain. 
MORAL AND RELIGIOUS  INFLUENCES 
The whole life and administration of the school, without 
being sectarian, arc  pronounced and  positive in favor of the 
Christian religion.    The exercises of each day include Scrip- 
lure reading and prayer in the Chapel.     This service the «tu- 
i :<• DBNISON UMIVEMITI 
denti ire requ attei       The;  are ..1- i expected to at- 
tend Churcl Sundaj     Two regular weekly prayer 
Mrinbcri of the 
Ac»den Sunday Schools of 
ihe village.    In  tl     Bapl it Sund ;.  icveral classes, 
I ■   ' PUCI   11, are intended ex- 
VOLl \T\K>  S0( II in s 
Then ■ connected with the Acad- 
ihe (tudenu,   The Ciceronian and the 
Vdelphiai  for young women.    Each 
rn hall, which :< fully furnished 
and In which il i   weekly meetii . 
1 .   litted to member" 
il the College V. M. C 
A-tint     S ■     \ • Athletic Association 
of Dei 
PUB1 IC EXERCISES 
Duril hold three spc- 
it the time of the 
I" during The Winter, and  a 
"Commencement" to» real    The graduat- 
' iring the Commence- 
Memben  of  the  class 
rk of the / articipate in the pro- 
1 to each stu- 
" ' I the regular 
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EXPENSES 
The following is a summary of the principal necessary ex- 
pentei during the Academic year: 
Tuition, $22.50 each scmcitc r $45.00 
K   t!i rent, including furnishing, lighting, healing and care, $17.50 
1*5.00, according to location  $35.0010550.00 
luding Oynnuiunii Athletic, and Library fees, $22.50 
raih semester.                                                 ... 45>oo 
Boot ....     12.00 
H «rd, ;'• weeks 115.00 
Washing ..     12.00 
tali 10.00 
$275.00 to $290.00 
The Laboratory fee for students in Physics, Pkyiology and 
Botany i- Si.oo per semester; for Chemistry, #3.00, ami for 
Physical (ieography, Iti.oo. 
The fee for Diploma at Graduation is two dollars. 
Fee for late registration, £1.00 after the second day. 
Hoard  in   Club* costs  from £2.35  to #2.75   per week;    in 
families,  ^3.00 to £4.50.     When  board  costs  over $2.35   per 
week, the excesi must be added to the estimate given above. 
Rooms in the village are to be had at prices ranging from 
>o cents per week up. The really necessary expenses, exclu- 
ive of clothe! and traveling, arc about £275 per year. 
SCHOLARSHIPS 
By a vote of the Board of Trustees, the President of Den- 
lion University may remit the tuition of a limited number of 
-indents in cases of necessity. A few scholarships surrendered 
by the original purchasers, arc under the control of the Faculty, 
and are assigned by them at the beginning of each year. 
HONORS AND  PRIZES FOR  1916 
Class Honors 
BOYS 
First Honor, HAROLD C. PHILLIPS. 
Second Honor, ARTHUR TALBOT BAWDEN. 
ixfl Di ma m Umvi RSITY 
I.IRI . 
Ftrsl Honor, l.oi ISC E. II vuiu i N 
Kappa V.rla Key,  LoUISI  I     HAMBLEN. 
' Can Laudt Society 
II IROLD C. PHILLIPS 
\ K I III   K   T.   IS IW 
THOU%- F. \I. M \n ■■■ 
\~ \   ('     VVVSI 
Election :   K .. ■  a /"a 
Loi i-> I    HAM 
Comptim:/ Oration 
GEORGI S   Woi 
SHERWIN   PRIZES   BASED  on   "Sm  CSI   in   overcoming   Difi 
cutties ", 
Firit. (li OKI IE S. VI OLI i 
Second, JOHN Sot \c 11. 
"itest. 
Debate, HAROI D C   I'IIII i : 
Oration. IK \.\tt      DAVIS. 
Essay, M   FORRI IT A-HHROOK. 
Declan.. [AMI    MCGRURR 
7"Ac Evan Bible Essay Prints: 
First, HAROLD (.'. PHILLIPS, 
Second, GRACI   \l IODI 
Third. ARTHUR T. BAWDI N 
SCHEDULE OF RECITATIONS 
7:jo-8:Jo 8:30-9:30 9:30-10-30 10:30-11:30 1:302:30 230-3:30 
FIRST YEAR English 4 History 1.    5 Latin I.     5 Algebra     5 





CLASSICAL Geometry 5 Greek I. ; Latin III.  5 
(Hist. III. 3) 
English III. 4 
THIRD YEAR 
SCIENTIFIC Geometry 5 (French I) (German I) 
(Latin III. 51 
(Hist HI. 3) 






PHILOSOPHICAL Geometry 5 (French I) 
(Latin III.  51       English III. 4 
(His. III.    j.)   :  (Laboratory 21 
Phys. Geog. 5 
(Chemistry) 
CLASSICAL (Laboratory  2) 
English IV. 4 
(Physics 
1st sem. 2H) 
Greek II. 
Solid Geom. 5 
in sem. 
Algebra Il2d sera. 
Latin IV.  5 
FOURTH YEAR SCIENTIFIC (Laboratory 2) 
English IV. 4 
Phvsics c_ 
Lab. Tu. &Th. 
Rec. M.. W, F. 
(German II. 5) 
(French II) 
Solid Geom. 5 
1st sem. 
Algebra II. 5 
2nd sem. 
(Latin IV. 5) 
PHILOSOPHICAL (Laboratory 1) 
English IV. 4 
(Physics 
1st sem. iy,) 
German II. 5 
1    Solid Geom. 
1st sem. 5 
and 
j lAlgcbra II. 5 
2nd sem. 
(Latin IV. 5) 
i ;o i I 
Expenses 
Semtittr Bills.    In Gram       ( I   r Mrn. the semester 
bills arc .<4?.;o; in Shepardi n ( for Women, S45.00. 
In Doa      Vcs leray the semester bills .ire ^4^.00 for men 
I  11 nen. 
All bills ai 1 ance. 
V. - '  •   Granville College  and   Shcpardson 
College! ai For tering as Freshmen, 
$2.00:   at Sopl .•; 1*400; as Seniors, 
Kvoo.    Si ling Doa       \ ademy diplomas arc not 
required 1 fee. 
/.'•■ tit   A' ..   • . .  ■      C tudenti  taking   more  than 
per  week will be charged 
S1.00 per semester f"r each additional hour. 
Pat   .   R       ration.   Students taking leal than ten hours 
per week  will  I In  Granville College, 
$4*7! S College,  ^4.50;   in 
Uoar.i I $4.25 for women. 
Studi I taking part 
of thi iD  11     \ ad        pay no extra charge for that 
work unlesi it makes the total number of houn ciceed 18 per 
week. 
Doane  Acadei        tudentt 1 more studies  in 
college will pa) • •. - | ills, 
l-i"  ' Vn extra fee ol  Si.00 will be charged 
to all student- eted their registration  by 
the c f Thursday, I the first semester, and 
M01 of thi 
• ■  '    ■ I S2.00 will be charged for 
.1 examination- ir   ni the regular exami- 
nation, or for a re-ei  -        tion in any study. 
Lai  ■ ■■ ■. ten  in < with scientific  studies, will 
be I page 133, 
v"" '" Bill      All regiitrationa arc for an en- 
ure semeiter and no money is refunded to a student who leaves 
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before ihe end of I lie semester, with the following exceptions. 
A college student leaving during the first half of the semes- 
ter, and regularly dismissed, will pay for the time of his actual 
enrollment at the rate of #5.00 per week; and Academy student 
at the rate of £4.75. The remainder of the semester charges 
will be refunded. The time of enrollment in such cases will be 
listed from the first of the semester to the date when the 
Itudent is dismissed by the Registrar of the University or the 
Dean of the Academy. 
Men's Dormitories. Rooms for men in Marsh and Talbot 
Halls may he secured on application to the Treasurer, by paying 
a retaining fee of $5.00 on or before August 1. If the room is 
occupied, this fee is credited on the room rent; otherwise it is 
forfeited. The room rent ranges from #17.50 to $25.00 per 
semester for each student. 
No room can be secured for a shorter time than one semes- 
ter. If a room is vacated for any cause before December I of 
the first semester, or before April 15 of the second, only one- 
third of the room rent will be refunded. No rent will be re- 
funded after these datea. 
Rooms are in suites comprising sitting-room and bed-room 
(except single rooms for one person) and arc supplied with 
dresser, book-case and chairs, single iron bedstead, mattresses 
and springs. Bed-clothing and towels are provided by the stu- 
dent. The rooms arc lighted by electricity and heated by hot 
water, arid are in close proximity to lavatories on the same floor, 
where shower baths are provided, with hot and cold water. 
Women's Dormitories. Shepardson College provides five 
dormitories for the accommodation of its students, King Hall, 
Burton Hall, Stone Hall, South Cottage, and Domestic Science 
Hall. Rooms may be secured in these halls by paying a re- 
taining fee of #5.00 before July 1. This fee is credited on the 
room rent if the room is occupied; otherwise it is forfeited. 
Ample lavatories arc provided on each floor and have baths 
with hot and cold water. Single iron bedsteads, mattress, 
springs and rugs arc provided in all rooms.    All rooms and halls 
I!2 Dl   M-.'N   COLU   .1 
■relighted I Ibj hot water,    All bedding 
and toilet applia tied by  the itudenti,    All the 
dormitoriei are provided wil ipes. 
Dorr.:      i -..-. \    mg women rooming on the Shep- 
ards     v .MI; per lemetter, which 
includ the S    ; irdi      Dining Hall. 
All meali sent \tra. 
ide by si tidenta desiring to 
room in Dom • Hal 
Rtfundim    ■ • liarps.    Ordinarily no rebate can be made 
in room rent, but l ig on regular dismissal be- 
fore December i   >t tl ter,oi  \. nl i; of the second, 
areba >n board (or the remainder 
of ti '. >te ii granted after these date*. 
Break . lamage to furniture of rooms ia charged 
to the occuj ■ 
CAflrj •   .    •      • Musit, per Srmtiter. 
Tl 111' IN 
two private I .*: 3.00 
onr; ■ . . r week % 17.00 
TUITION    in V., inder Head of Departaseat, 
two privau .<»j.oo 
one private .-'.:.00 
TUITION II., i or History ol Music class lesions, 
three hour* jier week $1: 
T,i ' Composition, Counterpoint, Ele- 
1 out, two    hours per 
week St 
TUITION Music 01  Normal  Training,  cists 
■M   ■ 
 til   11   e. one hour s 
|l      ■ 
to. 15 s 
taking full time in Piano, Organ, or Violin, and 
I' rs per week in 1   liege, will be charged at the 
rate of $4 tei hour f >r college studies. 
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Rebate. Students dropping music before the middle of their 
semester must make arrangement for rebate with the Director 
of the Conservatory. 
C.hart,/s in Household [Economics  Department, per Semester. 
Cooking ........ $ 15.00 
Sewing.   . 11.00 
Hatkctry. ... 12.00 
Half lime in ihe above will be at the rate of $8.00 for Conking, $7.00 for 
Sewing and Basketry. 
EXTRA CHARGES FOR 
The fees indicated below are in all ca 
CERTAIN COURSES 
ses for a single semester. 
Astronomy—                    Course 1   .   . »IOO .  2  . 
4      . 
.   .$t .00 
.  1.00 
Botany—                              Course 1.... a 50 2.. .. . 2.00 
3 3.00 ... 4.... ■    3 5° 
5 .1 00 6.   . 3.00 
7 3 00 8. 1 00 
9 20. 1 00 
II ,!».... ... 2.00 
17 .  1.00 18 1 00 
Chemistry—                         Course 1 4 00 2.    . . 4 00 
3 4.00 4 .. . . 4.00 
5 4 00 6 . 4.00 
9 4 00 ...10.... 4.00 
11 4.00 12 4.00 
13 4 00 14 4.00 
Civil Engineering—           Course 1 .  1.00 .  . j... .   1.00 
J.. .. .   1.00 . • 4- 2 00 
5.... .... 2.00 
9    1.00 .10 .. ..   1.00 
I.. .. ..  2.00..   . .12 .. .    2.00 
Course la 1 00. lb... .    1.00 
Geography—»l 00 for each course. 
Household Economics-- 
Course 1.. . 6.00.   . 2 .. .. .. 6.00 
Physics-                              Course J.... 2 00. .... 4.... ....  2.00 
5" - .... 2.00.... '. ....  2.00 
9 2 00 10.. .. ,..,  2.00 
IJ4 1H NMOM Umvi R-ITY 
/ C nirw *J oo 
•• U oo 4c                  4 oo 
• 6c               4 oo 
■ 8c            ..    I.OO 
i IOC          1 oo 
II.    IX h oo per hour of credit 
1 \  D »>l M* 
B ' Ji.oo rich tcmeuer 
Chem 3.00    " 
1.00    " 
P 2.00    " 
P          !ugy :oo     "             " 
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Society of the Alumi 
The Society of the Alumni of Denison Society was organized 
in 1859. All graduates of the University in honorable standing, 
without regard to sex, are considered as members. Former 
students who did not graduate arc admitted as associate mem- 
bers. In \>f>7 the society prepared a volume of nearly three 
hundred pages, containing a general catalogue of alumni together 
with much historical material covering the origin of the college 
and its development during the three-quarters of a century end- 
ing with the Commencement of June, 1906. Since that date a 
number of bulletins have been published by the Secretary, giving 
change! in addresses and occupations and other important in- 
formation concerning the Alumni. The Society also issues a 
Quarterly Bulletin, devoted to the general interests of the Uni- 
versity, and published from Chicago, under the editorial man- 
agement of Samuel B. Brierly, class of '75, President of the 
Society. 
The officers of the Society for the current year are: 
President SAMUEL B. BRIERLY,   75 
106 North La Salle St., Chicago, III. 
Vice-President LORENA WOODROW BURKE,  06 
Pittsburgh, Pa. 
Secretary-Treasurer W. H. JOHNSON,  85 
Granville, Ohio. 
Phi Beta Kappa 
In 1910, the Senate and Council of Phi Beta Kappa granted 
a charter for the organization of a chapter of the Society in 
Denison University, to be known as the Theta Chapter of Ohio. 
The Chapter was duly installed, and the charter delivered, by 
136 l)i NISOM UNIVI K-I n 
the National President ol I      S Dr.  Edwin A. Grosvenor' 
00 tht th of January. loll.    T !tj was established, 
early in tin \ gc life, fof the express pur- 
pose of recognizing  and fostering hi] !arly  attainment  in 
college work      Election to meml ufined.to Seniors and 
Junior- wh      ■  : ed  for Mich an honor 
on thai bai I M- for the current ycarare as follows: 
MEMBERS OF Till   -I NIOR CLASS 
Donald Bl      Vtwell. 
Jamr* Werter Ballard. 
James MacPhei 
i   ■ rge Weber.      Elected in Junior Year). 
Grace Ru • ive. 
Grace Burti lugb.     Elected in Junior Year)• 
Sara I.. Taylor. 
Marii Frai       I (Elected in Junior Year). 
MEMBERS OF THE JUNIOR CLASS 
Alfred J.. 
Grace E. [efl 
Lucille Car,- rdbe. 
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Degrees Conferred in 1916 
MASTER OF ARTS. 
Annabel)  Bradstreet 
MASTER OF SCIENCE. 
Charles Wood Henderson 
BACHELOR OF ARTS. 
Qulncy Adams Chcadle Nellie Ballou 
Calvin Flnley Hamilton Eunice Eatella Barnes 
Saul Hounchell Emma Lena Gels 
Arthur Lowell Johnson Sarah Elizabeth Walker 
Ray Cleveland McMIUen 
BACHELOR 
Horace Robert Hints 
John Leander BJelke 
James William Qalnfort 
Lloyd ThomaB Hlckman 
Harold L. Kler 
Earl RoBendale Marsh 
Edwin Aubrey Oldham 
Wayne Converse Ovorturl 
Allen Thomas Price 
Raymond Chester Smart 
Charles Calvin Starrett 
Edward Milan Taylor 
Kenneth Lyon Ullman 
Charles Sommervllle Willis 
Saburo Yasumura 
OF PHILOSOPHY 
Eleanor Joy Carman 
Mary Frances Dean 
Imogen Adams Hamblen 
Laura Cornelia Harris 
Mabel Mead Jonea 
Dorothea Jessie Lapp 
Bernlce Catheryn Lemol 
Ethel Oendel McDanel 
Elhel Neff Morris 
Beulah Agnes Nott 
Katherlne Olney 
Florence Helen Rees 
Verna Talltha Salisbury 
Alice Breen TIfft 
Margaret Ethel Tlpton 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE. 
Clyde Stewart Adams Arthur Lowell Johnson 
John Samuel Barring-ton Oeorge McReddle Jones 
Gordon Jacob Burrer Frank Oswald Kruh 
Frederic Latlmer Chase Donald McKlnley Ladd 
Harold Wlnfleld Emswller 8tuart Lafevre Lapp 
Horace Longin Orlley Lee Harrison Lyman 
IJ» 
ga Marshall Lyon 
William (onway Martin 
Bryant Charles Morris 
Howard Cartwrlghl Neiies 
Dalban Randall Fran 
Thomas Hugo 
Qlojrd Thomas Stankard 
Irvln Levl Swanaon 
Carl Louis Thtele 
DBNISOM I Nivinsm 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE   Continued. 
Jihlson Wake Walker 
Kusseil  F.ldrldge Will 
I   Wood 
Wayne Addlson Yoakaro 
Alma I.oul*c Itruaiback 




Hobert I'aion Vlckan 
DIPLOMAS AND  i -KUTIKU ATK.S 
I'onti'i'ii'i'y IHplum i in Vorr:    Imogen Adams Hamblen 
Cow * DialOBM in /'i<in..     c;iady« Irene Bonahlre. 
Mattel Mead lonea 
Certlgrafi la ffona aTOawoari i     Florence GUI 
HONORS   AM)  PRIZES  AWARDED  IN  1»1«. 
Spe lol Honors in Ckeattflry:    Dorothy Van Winkle. 
Thr /.,i,„  Prig,   ■ Debate.  Frank  Oswald  Kruh.   Franklin. 
Wayland  Zwayer   Franklin.   Kssay.  Ilryant Charles  Morris. 
CalUopeaa;   D< ■     Uonald Mark Ilutler. Franklin. 
F*<   Santos  lui'.i,: Prtai  Roodlng      Pint 1'rli*. Lloyd Thomas Hick- 
I  I'rlre. John 1-eander HJelke 
Tllbe"''"""' * *'"""'  '•■ ""'""*''. '"  sfattamaMet:     Marie Frances 
'' Deonfc       gulncy   Adams   Cheadle.    James 
William (ialnlort 
Students in Granville College Classes 
GRADUATE STUDENTS. 
Harare Robert Biggs. Zoology  Granville 
Annabel Bradstreet, Political Science       .... Hartwell. 
Filial Hrlllhart. Zoology  Newark. 
Kri Jay Shumaker, Education and Spanish       -       -       - GranTlll* 
George Thornley Street, Jr., Mathematics       ■       -       - Granville. 
SENIOR   CLA8S. 
John Thomaa Allison. Sc. Tarentum,  Pa. 
Henry   Rogers   Arnold,   Ph. Mt.   Vernon. 
Gerald   Browne   Athey,   8c. Dayton. 
Donald  Hllaa  Atwell,  Ph.       -----       -       Zanesvllle 
Irwln    Hall    Bacon,    Ph.       ------       Cleveland. 
Oren Hullng Baker, Ph. East Bank, W. Va. 
James Werter  Ballard.  Sc. Washington C. H. 
George Elmer Black, Cl.       ------       Mt. Vernon. 
Harry  Brock,   Sc. Dayton 
Frank Richard Clary. Sc. Cambridge. 
Wllford  Wells   Cossum,  Ph. Chicago,   111. 
Frederlrk  Gorman  Dotweller, Cl. ...       - Granville. 
Maurice Rurglt Finch, Cl. Beaver Dam, Wls. 
Frederic   C.   Hall.   Sc. Newark. 
William   Edward   Hayden,   Ph. Granville. 
1'hlllp Gerald llorton, Sc. Newark. 
Almonte Charles Howell. Cl. ..... Granville. 
David Hiram Jones, Sc. Granville. 
Harold  Williamson  Jones.  Ph. .... Mlddletown. 
Edwin Hamilton  Klnney, Sc. Topeka, Kansas. 
Raymond 8. Knapp, So.      -.....-      Norwalk. 
Ralph Grant Koonti, Sc. St. Louisville. 
Albert Harrolde LaRue, Ph. .... East Liverpool. 
Frank Anderson Logan. 8c. Zanesvllle. 
Jamra Marpherson. Sc. Granville. 
Charles  A.   Mctcalf,   Jr.,   Ph. Elyrla. 
Stuart  Hamilton   I'rescott,   8c. Cleveland. 
Edward   Watklns   Putnam,   Ph. Granville. 
Harlan   Cady   Reynolde.   8c. Farmlngton.   111. 
Dorman   Emmor   Richardson,   8c. Toledo. 
Grater Cleveland Sayre, 8c. Granville. 
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Leland Dursood Srhock. Sc Norwalk 
Lewi. Dudley Scott. Sc GranTllI, 
Rowland Alfred Sheet.. Cl       ■ Kankakee. Ill 
Clarence Carton Swain. Sc Roaerllle 
Kbenezer Sander* Threader. Sc Kanaaa City   Mo 
Donald Kill. Van Winkle   Sc Cheyenne.    Wyo 
Frank   Bird Ward.  Ph. ... CinclnnaU. 
Bpancer Qwrg*  Water   Bi Toledo 
Lealle Maine. Wlnan.. Sc  Toulon III 
Wayne William. Wine. Sc Zanee^lle 
JUNIOR CLASS 
Edward Earl Alw.rd   I'h Pata.kala 
Joseph  Nell  Arm.tmn*.  Sc Newark 
Oacar   Lawrence   A.hburn.   Ph Bluerock 
Paul  Henry A.kln.  Sc Wllmerdln,. P. 
O.c.r  Leo  At, hi. y    Ph .         M.,,,,,,,,,,,,,. 
Cale Wyeth  BUdwta, Sc .        MaryiTllle 
Jay Ororer Hash. Ph  L.(|ci 
Stanley  Btepheni  But   Ph. Utlca 
Albert V.BJJeWh. Be Cambridge 
George M:,r':n Kuwman. Sc Gambler 
Belford Plckerinj f"h»adle   Ph .   New,r, 
Karl Kramett Crllly. Ph  Newark 
Ralph David Davle,. Ph N.WDOr[ RT 
Ptrt",;,"av> -  •   •  -Som: turtle  ; aitoi  i,.  ker   Be.      • .              ...         DeHance 
Burrow. Hnlromb Fratrh. Sc -  
WI11UJ   Handel   Be """"■ 
0«>n«  William   llailett. n Newark 
Aifr.-i Janney Johnion, CL n—_«iL. 
•">""   WhIU   U . . Toledo 
J«hn Mi CowM Martin   I'h Qranrllle 
J"ro"1' m  Norpell   s. 'v.-.»w 
('"ar lv»"    & V.J   A,,. 
dwn Newton Prle., Be „„„.„   "    m 
Bno.   B.11 PTJ • .     ""'"IZ** 
3""      '•"""  P"«»»ni,  Ph M...111   m. 
''■"■ XentI Carlyle  .1 •      R ibertt. Sc _ > , 
r»».. i       * . ' olcilo Dar.ln   Lower  Humm.l   Sr .... M.„™,   IC. 
Ch.rle. Arthur Scott, rh '      """T*7 
Oort -       Cambridge. 
An.-, n.M Bmm n
K,r,TZ llln.rtale.   III. 
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David Harold Spelcher, 8c. Oranvllle. 
Edward Dare Sporry. 8c. Toledo. 
Andrew Splslak, Sc.       ------       - Oranvllle. 
John Hobart Sutton, Ph. Attica. 
Paul Spurgeon Tracy. Ph.       .--..- Hubbard. 
Joseph Kennard Weddell, Ph. Woodbury. N. J. 
Robert Law Wilkinson, Ph. New York City. 
Emerald  liters  Wilson,  Ph. Mlddlelown. 
Coler Arthur   Yoakam.   8c. Homer. 
Herbert Robinson Young. Ph. Toledo. 
Wiyland Zwayer. Ph. I'atton, Pa. 
SOPHOMORE CLASS. 
Albert Earl Aler, 8c. Zanesvllle. 
Lee Edwin Arthur, 8c. FOBter. 
Lawrence Ferdinand Athy, 8c. Bryan. 
Marshall Luther Darker.  8c. Dayton. 
Ernest   llodenweber,   8c. Cleveland. 
Ralph  Warner  Bowyer,  Sc. Mason. 
Herbert Daniel Duker, Ph. Zanosvllle. 
Charles Theodore Burner, 8c.       -----       -       Olrard. 
Frank Ferguson Burnworth, Ph. Olrard. 
Donald Mack Butlor. Ph. Toledo. 
Kenneth Malcolm Chaflee, Ph. Chicago, 111. 
Alvin  Elijah Cheyney,  Sc. Stryker. 
Friend Morris Cochran, 8c. Oranvllle. 
Sidney Wlxforth Collier, 8c. Van Wert. 
Thomas Albert Cook, Jr., 8c. Stamford, Conn. 
Arthur Raymond Crawmer, Ph. Newark. 
Georue Babcock Cressey, Ph. Lot Angeles, Cal. 
Russell Aahmore Currln, 8c. Kenton. 
William Carleton  Forbes,  Sc. Union City,  Pa. 
Fowler Vincent Harper, Cl. Hanover. 
CharlM Herbert Hasklns,  8c. Oranvllle. 
John Walker Hundley, Ph. Oranvllle. 
Gavotte Justus Irwln, 8c. Sunbury. 
Sidney Jenkins, 8c. Cambridge. 
Clark Phillips  Kelley,  Ph. Oranvllle. 
Charles Edward Kempton, Ph. Sunbury. 
i^: l)i NISON UNIVI K.I n 
Edgar  Pear.,   King. Be       -       -       -       ■       Oklahoma City, Okla. 
J   Benjamin Kniltln. 1'h. Stryker. 
William Rodnay Kuhns. 1'h Toledo. 
Gordon   Komaine  Lang. Sc Ashtabula. 
Henry Rlehnrde LaeUe, Sc.      -      -      •       - •      Hilton. Pa. 
Waller llartlett Lister. Ph. Twinsburg. 
George   < arltun   M, t'onnaughey.   1'h. - - -        Hlllsboro. 
Arthur George HeQUsU, Ph. Litchfleld. 
Clifford Benjamin Marshall   Sc Pittsburgh. Pa. 
William Bagaf Massie. Sr l.ucasvllle. 
Hlalne Bwln|  Matthews.   Si  Jackson. 
William  Pot 11th,  Ph Cambridge. 
Wilkle Osgood  Moody. Ph. Oranvllle. 
Robert Paul Nixon. Ph Granrllle. 
I'aul Kugene Pendleton. Ph Granvllle. 
Jo"l Blgelow Peterson. Sc. Chicago. III. 
Herman Ward Quartel. Sc Dayton. 
Arthur Hint Reynolds. Sc  Granvllle 
■ Eugene Rice, Be Roseviiie. 
Robert  Mitchell  Rodgers. Be. Blue Island.  111. 
Clifford Clalr Sherburne. Sc. Newark. 
George Herbert Shorney. Sc. Oak Park. III. 
Btaun r. Be. Richmond Dale. 
Karl MeCall Smith. Sc. Bucyrus. 
Mark  Bryan Smith. Ph Chicago.  III. 
Harold Bnracker. Sc.      .---....    Newark. 
Hal Frank Snyder, Sc. Cambridge. 
Christopher Pitman Stivers, Ph        ....     Manchester. Ky. 
Lee Russell Thrallklll. Ph Mt Vernon. 
Vlrell  Harold Trailer. Sc Butler. 
Stanley Leon Warner. Sc. Utlca. 
Karl   Itetliel   Weaver.  Ph Zanesvllle. 
Helmer Lewis Webb. Ph Philadelphia. Pa. 
'      ■     ' ■      '  ,,v' !'!'• ...       Sabtna. 
Robert   Edward   Wllkln.  Sc Newark. 
Bl  • ley Anthony Wilier, Ph Corlngton. Ky. 
Harold Wright Woodrow. Sc Broadway. 
Osrnr Kdward Wynne. Sc Alexandria. 
FRESHMAN CLASS, 
Sterling   Abell.   Sc. Toledo. 
Bernard   liavld   Adams.   Sc Newton   Center.   Mass. 
Dana   If.   Albaurh,   Ph. Dayton. 
James Francis Alward. Sc. Oranrtlle. 
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George Donald Bacon, 8c.       ----..       Cleveland. 
Carl   Edward   Dahnsen.   Sc. Gypsum. 
Forest Dale Banning, Sc. Dayton. 
William   Emerson   Barnes,   Sc. Granvllle, 
Bernard Knox Barnett, Ph.       ----___     Piqua. 
Halph Haynes Barney, Sc.  Dayton. 
Arthur Talbot Bawden, Sc. Oranvllle. 
William Stewart Beswlck, Sc. Wllmerding, Pa. 
Barrett   Kumler   Bosler,   Sc.       ----__       Dayton. 
Jabez   Leland   Bostwlck,   Sc. Seville. 
Ralph   Owen   Brattaln,   Sc.       -----       -       Antwerp. 
Willis C. Breytogle, Sc. West Pullman, 111. 
Iceland Arthur Brown, Sc.       ----_-_     Marion. 
Ernest Marks Ilucher, Sc. East Liverpool. 
Marshall  Cooley   Buck.   Sc. Burlington,  N.   C. 
Herbert Borton Butcher, Ph. Camden. N. J. 
Benjamin Horton Buxton, Sc.       -----       -    Granvllle. 
Harold  Allen Campbell, Sc.       ----._       Newark. 
William Lawrence Carstensen, 8c. Port Clinton. 
Hervey Doyle Chandler, Sc. Cadiz. 
Willis Robinson Clark, Sc. Mt. Sterling. 
Marlon  Donald  Coulter,  8c. Newark. 
Timothy Earl Crlti. Ph. Seville. 
Uwrcnce   Wilbur  Curl,   Sc. Urbana. 
Mailer Gent Curtis, Sc. Zanesville. 
Ferdinand Howe  Dalrymple,  Ph. Bedford. 
Valentine Winters Darat,  8c. Columbus. 
Dale Clinton DeGroff, Sc. West Unity. 
John Antram Denny. Sc. Wilmington. 
Henry Edward Dlckerson, Sc. Outville. 
Howard William Earnshaw, Ph. Sandusky. 
Frank Wilson Edwards. Ph. Canton. 
Ernest Eugene Krlrkson. Sc.        Norwalk. 
Herbert   Gordon   Paries,   Sc. Mlddletown. 
Horace   HarrleB   Felght,   Sc. Dayton. 
Charles  Lawrence  Goodell,  Sc. Granvllle. 
Russell Morse OrlfTeth. Sc. Granvllle 
Frank  Alfred  Grlley,   Sc. Cincinnati! 
Kenneth Dana Halleck. Sc. Bowling Green. 
James Stevens Hammond, Cl.       -       -       -       -     Canandaigua, N. Y. 
George Boys Harwood, 8c. Cincinnati. 
George Matthews Hayden, Sc. Newark. 
Wllbert Raymond Hemmerley, Sc. Winchester. 
Benjamin F. Henhey, Jr., Ph. Dayton. 
w 
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Clarence  Heskett.  Sc. Betheada. 
Thotnus John llethcrlnglon. Sc Pittsburgh. Pa. 
Walter Clarence Lalblln  HUscher. Sc. •       •       •       Canton. 
Burl Taylor Hodges. Ph. Morgan Park. III. 
Hubert Rogers Hopkins. Sc. Granvllle. 
Amel Rhodes Hotchklas. Ph Eaat Conneaul. 
Rliiianl  Harrla  Howe.  Sc. Oranvlll*. 
Dwlght Torrey  Huston.  Sc. Sunbury. 
Robert   Shepro-nl   Irish.   Ct Newark. 
Edwin ConkUn JackaoB. Be Weal Jefferson 
Earl James Jenkins. Sc. Olrard. 
Hubert Klnnatrd Johnson. Sc Parkersburg. W. Va. 
Lewis   Stanley   Jordan.   Sc. Bucyrua. 
l*o Stuart Kell.y   Be Oranrllle. 
Paul Albert Knoedler, Sc Zaneavllle. 
Walter lliggina Kull. Sc. Belolt. Wla. 
Paul Charles I.add, Sc Bowling Oreen. 
Herbert   I.eKoy   ljimiue.   Sc. Mlddletown 
Gall Trovlnger Landrum. I*h. Reynoldaburg. 
Richard  Judson   Ijingstaff,   Sc Rich wood. 
Edward T. Layport. Ph. Columbus Grove. 
Newton Bdwla I-eyda. Sc. Dayton. 
Paul Revere l.yne. Ph. Cambridge. 
John Edward M< Connaughey. Ph. Maaalllon. 
Hooper   Leroy   MKIirr.   Sc. Newark. 
Thomas II  Ml l-aughlln. Ph. East Uverpool. 
Thomas Fr;in< is Ml Mahon. Sc. Farmlngton, 111. 
Arthur lieorge Manton. Sc. Eaat Liverpool. 
Herrlrk Stuart Masale. Ph Edlnburg. Va. 
Harry La* Mathlai   Sr Medlapolla. Iowa. 
John Teruyukl Matsuoka Matauyama. Japan. 
r   laaae  Marrlam,  I'h Columbua.  Wla. 
Parker James  Montague. Sc Toledo. 
Willis Bhlpmaa Hosier, Be. Mt. Gllead. 
Tbeodorle Charles Seal. Sc. Newark. 
Anders Christian Marlus Nlelaen. Sc Copenhagen,  Denmark. 
Charles Honor Nixon. Ph Granvtlle. 
David Edward Owen. Sc Owatonna. Minn. 
Elmer  Thorndykt  Owen. Sc. Beverly. 
OlM  Bhnrtlefl  Owen.   Ph Columbua. 
Murray Daniel Pdelderer. Sc. Bucyrus 
Harold Cooke  Phillip*, Cl. Savlamar, Jamaica. 
Norman  Pomaroy,  F'h. Auburndale. Maaa. 
Paul  Qnllllan   Quay,   Ph Eaat  Cleveland. 
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Harold Hall Hhoades, Ph. Brooklyn, N. Y 
Dean  Harlon  Rosenstecl.   Ph. Springfield 
John Llewellyn Rosensteel, Ph. Springfield. 
James Franklin Houdobush, Sc. Newtonvllle. 
Robert Hoblnson Roush, Ph. Eaat Liverpool. 
Nelson Gadd Hupp, Sc. Port Clinton. 
Wilbur  Charles  Schelb,  Sc. Bucynu. 
Glen   George   Schropp,   Sc. Sandusky 
Kdgar Theodoro Seller. Sc. St. Louis   MO 
Robert Arthur Slater. Sc.       -       -       -       .       8outh  Royalton, Vt. 
Frank  Wlnegarncr   Spencer,  Ph. Newark 
Herman Gear Spencer, Ph. Granvlllc 
Paul Uurnsldo SUger. Sc. Alexandria. 
Dean Norman Stalker, Sc.       .--... Toledo 
BaiUM Wade Stoaka. Ph. Seville 
Charles Bartlett Suvoong, Sc. Shanghai. China 
Clifford Ward Swanson Mollne, III. 
Norman Loula Thomas. Ph. Galva  111 
Karl Harold Tlcknor, Sc. Palneavllle! 
Thomaa Beldlng  Towle.  Ph. Dayton 
Leslie Bennett Trlbolet, Ph.       -       -       .       .       Morgan Park, III 
James  Prime Turner, Sc. Coshocton 
Clifford  Walter Valentine, Sc. Brooklyn   N   Y 
Roush   Rankln  Vance.   Sc. Hlil.boro. 
Herbert Davenport Wal.h. Sc.       -       -       -       cedar Sprlnga, Mich. 
llarryUWeaver.se. Tolodo 
Charles Langdon White. Ph.       -       .       .       gait Lako city. Utah. 
Italph Wlnthrop White, Sc. ,,vnn   M.„H 
Rus.e,   Ford   White,  Sc. 7ota.tow": 
Howard I« Williams,  Sc. Granvllle. 
Elmer Wood Wilson. Sc. Carlisle. ,„„ 
George Stuart Wolff, Ph.       -       -       -       Valcartier. Quebec. Canada. 
Paul   Hattield   Wright,   Sc. Granvllle 
Harry H   Wyman. Sc. Cleveland. 
Arthur  Clarence  Wy«e.  Ph. Kayette. 
SPECIAL STUDENTS. 
Perry   F.nley   Adam. Columbus. 
Lloyd I-aRue Anderson Kano   p^ 
Milan Forest Aahbrook Granvllle. 
Richard Richards Barrlngton Oranvill. 
Arthur Fred   Beyer Toleoo 
Horschel Harrison Bowyer Springfield, III 
Paul Henry Cheney A.htabul. 
I46 Pi SI80N U»n l«-lh 
Harry   Paul .....        Kast   Liverpool. 
Stanley   Harvard  I lament!       ....       Minneapolis.   Minn 
RinaMo LaKue Cober       ... -      Ml   (illead 
David   llarrcii   Col* PalnesTille 
Arthur Krnesi Cowley Chicago, 111. 
Erasmus Gibson Davis       -       - Clymer. Pa. 
John Wilson Dye Akron 
Russell   Wilson  Gardner  Pulton. 
Harold Witter Haggard New York City. 
Clifton Wallace Hall  Muncle. Ind. 
William Drcnnan Hctherlngton Pittsburgh.  Pa. 
John  Jarrett   Holcorr.b Hlnsdale.   Ill 
Lawrence (. nger Masalllon. 
John Theodora lessen   Jr Ambrldge.   Pa 
Chester   Lerny   Klein Handuaky. 
William Zackarlah Kllng Newark. 
Charles Cosley Kramer Troy. 
Harry Oliver Long Newark. 
John I   Price Oranvllle 
Gordon   RectOI Pawtucket. R. I. 
Frank Oliver Richer port Clinton 
Herbert Wilbur Smoota Utlca. 
John Socaoh Cincinnati 
Alh-rt Edward Stanlland Ambrldge. Pa. 
rt Lansing Stark Alexandria. 
Harold Irving Weber Zanesrllle 
H.irvey I.   Will ;ims Granrllle. 
Walter Scott Wood   Jr Charleston.  W   Va 
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Students in Shepardson College 
Classes 
8EN10K CLASS. 
Mary Eugenia Anderson. Ph. Newark. 
Margaret McQulston Hall. Ph.       -----       Portsmouth. 
Jessie Veatrlce Burns, Ph.       -...-._       Plqua. 
Florence Sarah Chubbuck.  Ph. Cleveland. 
Helen Laura Cord, Ph. Norwood 
lila  Mabel Crawford,  Ph. Mt. Qllead 
Helen Margaret  Dickinson, Ph. Belletontalne. 
Kowena Maud Ditmars. I'h Granvllle 
Ann McCune Doster. Sc. Harvoysburg. 
Florenre Mary Flshburn. Ph. Mt. Vernon. 
Horls Ituth Frederlckson.  Ph Oranvllle. 
Alice May George, Ph. Aurora. 111. 
Margaret Catherine  Given,   Ph Granvllle. 
Edith May Graves,  Ph. New London. 
Emclyn Elizabeth Grove.  Ph. Toledo. 
Selma  Louise  Hamaun.  Ph. Newark. 
Sara Barbour Holmes, Ph. Augusta, Ky. 
Emma Jeanne Humphrcvllle. Ph. Newark 
Grace Frances Johnson, Ph. Norwich, N. Y. 
I-aura Elizabeth Johnson, Ph. Meade, Nebr. 
Mary Vashtl Jones, Ph. Zanesvllle. 
Rachel Hubbard Kendall, 8c. Amarlllo. Texas. 
Lois  Lalla   LangstafT.  Ph. Rlchwood. 
Katherlne  Bltnor Long. Ph. Newark. 
Helen  Olivia  Longsworth.  Ph. Lima. 
Mary Frances McDonald, Ph.       - Dayton. 
Mary Belle McLaln. Cl. Newark. 
Esther Lee Martin. Sc. Seattle, Wash. 
Jessie Ruth  Mills, Cl. Omaha,  Nebr. 
Helen   Wakeman   Robinson,   Sc. Bellevue,   Pa. 
Grace Russell Seagrave, 8c. Rangoon, Burma. 
Esther Victoria Smyth, Ph. Dayton. 
Sara L. Taylor, Ph. Toledo. 
Marie Francea Tllbe. Cl. Oranvllle. 
Mary Frances Walsh. 8c. Cedar Springs. Mich. 
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Margarethe Wellwood.  Ph. Granvllle. 
Ituih Wlckenden, Be Toledo. 
Iouisc Lane Williams. Sc Granvllle. 
Abby Lois Wood, Ph. Coahocton. 
Kaihcrlnc Fmley Wood. I'd        ...                Wllllamsburg, Ky. 
Myra Wood.  Ph. Wilmington 
JUNIOR CLASS 
Ruth  Harriet  Atwcll.  I'h Zanesvllle 
Jullol  Amos   Barker,   i'h Cambridge. 
Alice Kvanpellne Beeri   Be Granrllle. 
Marjorle  Ph hard   B in y   Be        ... -Ml.   Vernon. 
Opal Marie liowman.  Ph.  Wauseon. 
Evelyn   Mai'   Cathcart,  Cl Cleveland. 
'ilia Clause. Ph Bait Liverpool. 
Ethi-1 Ellen Collett,  i'h .       Dayton. 
Roth Anderson Eldrldgi  Franklin. 
Mary Bllaabetb Puller. Be. ....                          Newark. 
Margaret Marie Helnrichs. Sr Granvllle 
Bernlce Mary 11 'i Marlon. 
I.ucy  Paulino   Ireland.   I'h Van   Wert. 
Grace B. Ji Norwalk 
Ploule   La k      I'h Wilmington 
Helen C chran Lockhart. Ph Granvllle. 
Helen Mary Melby, Ph       .... Momence, 111 
Amy Erie Montgomery. Cl Newark 
Clara Mae Morris.  Ph. New  London. 
Ruth Apollonla  Nickel   Be  Norwood 
I*ora Preder    • Palmer   I'h Zanesvllle 
H'lH    I I'h Mayvllle.  N   Y 
>'!  West Jefferson 
Miry Adelt   Rowley,  I'h Chester.  W.  Va. 
Bhnmaker, So «,„„. ra,nei p»_ 
Lucille Clare Tllbe, Cl Granvllle. 
Alta Irene Walker. Sc Toledo 
SOPHOMORE CLASS 
Dori' Ph Zanesvllle. 
Jo"'' !       op. 8c Ottumwa. Iowa. 
(;'r" P"  New Hremen 
Julia Ann Bruce. Sc Oarretavlllo. 
Marie Antoinette Carroll. Ph Newark. 
Imogene Florence Chriatman, i'h Toledo. 
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Leu Grace Clark. Ph. Mansfield. 
'-°ulse W1»» '"'''•- >'" Franklin, Va. 
Margaret Bancroft Colwell. Ph. Oranvllle 
Ermlna Stewart Cox. 8c. Proctorvllle 
Melva Elizabeth Daub, Cl. Dayton 
Ina  Robinson  Doyle.  Ph. Cambridge' 
Florence Marie  Drake   Ph Norwalk 
Melon   Mildred   Dr.,   ,-„. M(    ^^ 
Madeline Edgerly. lh. Ottumwa. Iowa 
Helen Werner Evans, 8c. Zanesvlllo. 
Marjorle Fleming. 01  Granvllle, 
MarySusanFlemlng.Sc. Granvllle 
EthelGarland.Sc. Pomeroy 
Marjorle Bernlce Hamilton, Ph.       ....       Kankakee   111 
I.ou Ella Hawkins. Ph. Newark 
Wllma Allccn Heath, Ph. Bellalre 
Susanna Helblng, Ph. Tolo|]o 
Helen Louise Hutson. Pb. Homestead, Pa 
Katheryn Irwln. Ph. Sunb 
Mary Ix.l» Loekhart, Ph, Granvllle 
Lenore Kesler  MeCuteheon.  Ph.       -       -       .       .       Franklin. Va 
Frances Lewis MeGee, Ph. Avalon. Pa'. 
Mary  Hltt   Martin.   Ph.       ...       .       0rand  Juncl|on   Co|o 
Dorothy   Elizabeth   Montgomery,   Ph.       ... Newark 
Elma Alwllda Oldham, 8c.  v„„i„ 
TI.I ..   . M _ ....      Xenla 
Winifred Parsons, Ph. Chicago, III. 
Edna Fay P.ne. Ph. Nowark 
Ma,ry Pn
r,Ce' Ph Plain Clty. 
Olga Flora Ilummel. Sc. Newport. Ky 
rrr fcdow,ck'ph- »••»«,,. *.„,. 
""" "■* 8«I«»IA. Ph. Martlng Fer 
Laura Kassandra Sellers, Ph. Oranvllle 
Winifred Carrie Smith, Ph. Norwalk 
Oertrndt Smlthberger, Ph.  ,       , ' 
Ed.th Emlly starratt. Ph. Hamilton.^   Y. 
Grace Eleanor St. Clalr, Ph. Newark 
Blanche Sellna Taylor, Ph. Yonkers   N  Y 
Rnth Louellen Tlp.on. Ph. Galilpoll,: 
Barbara Tourtellot. Ph. Morgan Par„   ,„ 
■WUKrr? .-.•••■ TV? 
Ka.h,e;„We„wood.Ph.       .       .       .       .       ."   .'   . *£££ 
Mary,,.,. rtll.on. Ph. 0ranv|,^ 
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Mildred Bclh Woodward. l"h Newark 
Harriet Crandall Woodworth, I'h                                 Portland. Oregon. 
Alice Gertrude WycolT. I'h ...                        Mansfield. 
Ethel LUla Young. Ph. Uranvllle 
FKKSHMW   i I.AS.-. 
Gcnevleve Elizabeth Aldrli h   I'h        -       - -       -       Norwalk. 
Helen Jane Armstrong. I'h        ... .      Cincinnati 
Charlotte Imogen.' Baker   I'h Washington fourt House 
Ava Ballou. I'h Newark 
Elale Barker. I'h ....   Dayton 
Irma Augusta  Bcachlor.  I'h Darton 
Monnah Christine Il.-a. hler. Ph Darton 
Anna Mae  Beers. Sr Oranvllle 
Bernlre Irene Brown.  I'h Oranvllle 
Oenevieve Lillian Bryant. Be  Columbua^ 
Lucille   Buragardner.   I'h Mechanlcsbur* 
Dorothy Grant Campbell. I'h Atlanta. 
Frances Isabeile Carney. Sc GranvllU 
Genevlcve HolmeB Cathcart. I'h Cleveland 
Dorothy Bradford Chanar. Ph        ....       Morgan Park. IIL 
Ruth Evangellne Chrysler. I'h Shepard 
Sarah Elizabeth Clark. Ph Dayton 
Helen Mar Clephane. Sr  M.dlsonvllle 
Maude Irene Cochran Oranvllle 
Sara   Pauline   (ochran  Trlnway 
Elizabeth Louise Collins. Ph Norwood 
Ruth Conant. I'h. Oranrllle 
Alyce Ma, Converse. Ph. Mas.lllon 
Helen I.ouise Daniels. Ph.  <••„.„. _ ' anton 
Dorothy Stella Davlson, Ph.       - .       MorKan ,,„„   ,„ 
Florence Mabel Davlson. Ph.       .       .       . M„rKan ,,„,„   ,„ 
Julia Irene Deet. Cochr.nton. P.. 
nth.] Marrella Deling, Ph Bedford 
C'atherene Jeanette Dunlap. Ph. L'tlca 
Lillian Tapscott Eldrldge. Ph _    Franklin 
Elizabeth   Fern   Evans *   QrWTlllt 
Gertrude Caroline Gibbons. Ph. Cleveland 
Lucille Carmlllta Grant. Ph. Cleveland 
Louise Elizabeth Hamblen. Ph. OranTill. 
Mary Elizabeth Hazlett. Cl Newark 
Edna Jeanne Henke, Ph. TI  




Hotarl   I'h  Tr"y' M ""• Oranvllla 
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Gertrude Mae Hulce. 8c.       ------       -       Toledo. 
Olive Elizabeth  Hunt, Ph. Cincinnati. 
Lola Baker Hurlbert, Ph. Warren. 
Bernlce Olive Jackson, Ph.       ......   Qarrett, Ind. 
Mary   Helen  Jardlne,  Cl. Chllllcothe. 
Elenore Montgomery Johnson, 8c. Newark. 
Elizabeth Mary Jones, Ph.       ......       .   Newark. 
Faylna Verl Kennlaon. Ph.       .....     South Zancsvllle. 
Orace Elisabeth KUlworth. Ph. Newark. 
Mildred KUnger, Sc.       ........      Dayton. 
Grace Elizabeth Kussmaul, Ph.       ......   Newark. 
Dorothy Catharine Leslie  Ph. Milton, Pa. 
Melba Barrington Levering, Ph.       -----       St. Marys. 
Margery Woodworth Lockman, Sc.       -       -       -       -       .    Granvllle. I 
Mary Elizabeth Long. Cl.       ------       -     Newark. 
Margaret Barbara Loreti, Ph. Norwalk. 
Iris Eva McCracken, Ph.       .......     Marengo. 
Clarlbel McDermott, Ph. HUlsburo. 
Anna James McNaughten, Ph. Pleasantvllle. 
Mary Elizabeth McNaughten, Ph. Pleasantvllle. 
Buulah Kathryn Maler, Ph. Cambridge. 
Frances Lora Martin. Sc. Seattle, Wash. 
Lois Huth Means, Cl.       ------       -    Wapakoneta. 
Gladys Jeanette Miller, Ph. Toledo. 
Grace Bosombo Moody, Ph. Granvllle. 
Helen   Elizabeth   Myers,   Ph. Kenton. 
Thelma Emma Overturf, Ph. Johnstown. 
Lydla Ruth Paige, Ph. Rochester, Pa. 
Huth Marie PhllllpB, Sc. Newark. 
Laura Price, Ph. Owatonna, Minn. 
Virginia  Abell  Price, Ph. Zanesvllle. 
Pauline Margaret Prlchard, Ph.       -       -       -       -       .       Rlchwood. 
Alice Marlel Prickett. Ph. Fayette. 
Marjorlo Marie Prickett, Ph. Fayette. 
Baity Elizabeth Prior, Ph. Dayton. 
Elsie M. Rogers, Ph. Toledo. 
Helen Mao Kossell -       -       Newark. 
Frieda  Laura  Rummel, Ph. Newport, Ky. 
Oarnet Schledt, Ph. Granvllle. 
Ooldlo Grace Schmidt. Sc. flew Bremen. 
Margaret Bower SeaBholes. Ph. Philadelphia. Pa. 
Dorothy 8hepherd       ---...... Dayton. 
Helen Lenoro Shumaker. Ph. New Castle, Pa. 
<:rndys  Marlon  Skevlngton, Ph. ....        Chicago, III.. 
l)l NISON  I   Ml I KslTI 
Edna  Wuanlta Skidmore.  Ph Parkersburg.  W.  Va. 
Augusta Corlna Bmllh ...      Bowling Ureen. 
Qartrnda altliet Smith. Ph Cleveland. 
Helen  B«n .-   Ph. ....       Newark. 
•■'   ■' -      Granrllle. 
Kuth Catherine Bpencer,  Ph        ....       \ew stralt.vllle. 
k. Ph. ....     Rudolph. 
Mary BUtabetb Stewart, Ph Coshocton. 
Rowena ■.: ••• r Takoma Park. I). C. 
Kathryn Stout. Ph Dayton. 
Ph Newark. 
Blah r- Ph Yonkers. N. Y. 
Martha  May Taylor We.tervllle. 
K Treat. Ph. I'nlon City. P«. 
Helen Dorothy Vandenbark. Ph. Zane.vllle. 
Kith Violet Vaughn   Ph Chicago. 111. 
Esther May Wearer   Be Toledo. 
Mary Blliabeth Weaton, Ph AmbrldKe. Pa. 
Sarah Karjorlt Whartenby Zane.vllle. 
Helen Arn.it   Whlaler, Sr Hlll.boro. 
Dorothy May Wlckeaden, Ph Toledo. 
Edith Marie Wilson. Ph Daytoni 
Floronre 1-orena Winetsarner. Ph Toboao. 
Margaret Jane Wood. Ph Olrard. 
IAI. STUDENTS 
Helen Southard Adam. Bowling Green. 
Martha Elizabeth Bond Granvllle 
Marlon Elizabeth Burrkholder Newark 
Mary Florence Crn«  Granvllle: 
llaeburn   CargOI „„„      „0 
T\ ; „    y Qr"",lle- M.rjorle Holme. Au|[u„Ia   K 
']'" ''"' ■   ""•»« John.town. 
Henrietta Jordan Newmr|[ 
K<*t>a Jury  ,    , ..    , -        -        .     Jaeksontown. 
Marian Orac. Kendall Cincinnati. 
i   !K     T',"\   ™  Thornvllle. Bertha   Mabel   Planson  mrvk«r 
M.v Hint.  -        ,„ 
                                                  -       -       - Granvllle. 
"**,",     T, Bow.lng Green. lUrtaral Plnl., Wood .      .      .      WIIItamil)Mnji Kj 
ANNUM. CATALOGUE >« 
Students in the Denison Conserv- 
atory of Music 
DIPLOMA8   CONFERRED   JUNE   1916. 
Gladys Irene Bonshire  Piano. 
Imogen Adams Hamblen       ----._. Voice. 
Mabel Meade Jonea       -----___ Piano. 
GRADUATE STUDENTS. 
Mrs. Marlon Roae Johnson Oranvllle. 
Mabel Margaret Met! Newark. 
Eva Lucille Wright Oranvllle. 
SENIORS. 
Jessie  Veatrlce   Barns.   Voice       ------       i-iqua 
Myra Wood. Piano Wilmington 
UNCLASSIFIED. 
James Francis Alward  Oranvllle 
Nellie   Ballou Newark! 
Ella Barberlek Newark 
Helen Barnes Brlnk Haven 
Ruby   Wlnona   Barnes Brlnk   Haven. 
Mrs. J. (1. Basclk  Nowark 
Ernest Bodenweber Cleveland. 
Gertrude Boesel New Bremen. 
Martha Elisabeth Bond Oranvllle 
Bernlco  Irene  Brown Oranvllle! 
Mrs. David Brown Newark 
Elsie Janet Burke Johnstown! 
Paulino Isabel! Burke Johnstown. 
Lola M. Buxton Johnstown. 
Dorothy Grant Campbell Atlanta 
Raeburn Carson „„„„   Mo 
Belford Pickering Cheadle Newark 
Florence Sarah  Chubbuck Cleveland! 
Bessie Beatrice  Clark Alexandria. 
Uta  Grace  Clark MansHeld. 
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Freda   Julia   Clause  East   Liverpool 
Pauline Sarah  Cochran Trlnway. 
David   Barren   Cole Palneevllla 
Kuth Conanl Granvllle 
Alyre Mae ("onvcrae Masalllon. 
Karl Emmett Crllly Newark. 
Ruth Cross Johnstown. 
lira. C E.  Danner Newark. 
Josephine Sara Harrow Oranvllle. 
Ethel De Long Bedford. 
Hazel Esther Demster Ellla. 
Laura Alice Denier       -  Coshocton 
"«'b fitter  ...   New.rk. 
Rowland P. Downing       .... .       .      Weiterrllle. 
Ina Robinson   Doyle Cambridge. 
Emma Lou Dudley  Granvllle. 
Richard Dudley Slelktlla. Burmah. 
Ifadelelni   Bdferly -       - .   ottumwa. Iowa. 
Lillian Eldrldge Franklin. 
Florence Cornelia Ellis Newark 
Vina Eppley Johnstown^ 
Elisabeth Fern Evana OranTllle. 
Ruth Elisabeth Fleming  OranTllle 
Perry  Francis HUMtk. 
Leila Frederlckson OranTllle 
Jessie Grandstaff       -       - .    AlexandrU. 
■:u,",,"ir'-"       • -     OranTllle. 
Eraclyn Elizabeth Grove  Toledo 
E<l"h Hager Newark 
Harold Haggard  New York  „  y 
Emily Hamilton       ... ...   Newlrk 
Marjorle Bernlce Hamilton Kankakee. Ill 
Mrs  John G   Harbottle Newark 
Marraret Elizabeth Hawkins v._.,w' 
Zelma Helsley       . Z        t ,., -       -       .       .       Newark. 
Ctor«c.Hert.tt      ■ .      .       Bethe,da 
MarJor.M Holme* . „ 
,"/""•" !;""" ,"",kln■       " -      OranTllle: Howell Hughes  „ 
Gertrude Mae Hulce  '.       *"" 
Josephine Hulschlzer "        ° * °' 
Olive Elizabeth Hunt       -       -       .       . ' !W*r.. 
II„.I„H. ii    . ' Cincinnati. [(wight Huston       - „ 
t   , •   Sunbury. iiid^'ir, Gordon Huston „    . 
Sunbury 
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Ruth  Huston Sunbury. 
Helen Louise ilutaon Homestead,  Pa. 
■Catherine   Irwln Qranvllle. 
Wllmer Edward Isabel Alexandria. 
Berenice Jackson Qarrett, Intl. 
Grace E. Jefferson       ------_,       Norwalk. 
Elenore Montgomery Johnson       ......     Newark. 
[.aura Elizabeth Johnson Head, Neb. 
Mary Vashtl Jones Zanesvllle. 
Reba Jury Jacksontown. 
Ruth Pearl Kastla Newark. 
Clark Phillips Kelley Qranvllle. 
Marlon Qrace Kendall       ---....     Cincinnati. 
Faye Kreager Zanesvllle. 
Richard Judson Langstaff  Richwood. 
Edward Layport Columbus Grove. 
Donald Leslie Granvllle. 
Elizabeth Leslie Qranvllle. 
Flossie   Locke Wilmington. 
Mary Lois Lockhart Granvllle. 
Margary Lockman Granvllle. 
William Lockwood - Newark. 
Mary Frances MacDonald Dayton. 
John White  HcCammon       ----...       Toledo. 
Eiidora Gertrude McCollum Qranvllle. 
Ignore  Kesler  McCutcheon Franklin   Va. 
Qoldle  McLalne Granvllle. 
Mary Elizabeth McNaughlen Pleasantvllle. 
Arthur George McQuate LltchBeld. 
Beulah Kathryn Maler Cambridge. 
Marguerite Dorothy Marshall        Dayton. 
Mary Hltt Martin Grand Junction, Colo. 
Harry Lee Matthias  Medlapolls, Iowa. 
J. D. Mazey Newark. 
Miner Mitchell Newark 
Willis Mozler Mt. GUead'. 
Carl Myer Newark. 
Amlro  Odebrecht Granvllle. 
Dorothy Pomeroy Auburndale, Mass. 
Martha Preston        Johnstown. 
Laura Price Owatonna, Minn. 
Herman Ward Qnartel Dayton. 
Frances Hulbert Ray Newark 
Helen Drury Ray Newark! 
15<> Hi NISI ■ I mvi RSI n 
Harva Reel Newark. 
Ann Roberts  Hanover. 
John Millar.! Rm-kwood Oranvllle. 
Helen Mae Rossel Newark. 
Martha Helen .Sachs Newark. 
Mrs. ti. W. Sapp  -       -   Newark. 
Margaret Seasholes Philadelphia. Pa. 
Ruth Marie Sedgwick Martina Ferry. 
Mary Ruth Seymour Newark. 
Helen l., nora Shuniuker New Castle.  Pa. 
Charles V. Slane -       Columbus. 
Corlnne Smith  Howling Green. 
Edith Jane SnelUng Newark. 
Helen Bernlce Snelllng Newark. 
Q«  .L :■. .   .-;..    , . - Oranville. 
Rowena I.uclle Stockberger ...       Washington. D. C. 
Helen Louise Stump Newark. 
Oolda   I..   Swlnehart Bowling   Green. 
Ruth Tipton  .       Galllpolls. 
Barbara Tourtcllot Chicago.   111. 
1; k Treat I'nlon City, Pa. 
William Arthur Vogel Granvllle. 
Helen Arnett Whistler Illllsboro. 
Stanl.y Anthony Wilier Covlngton. Ky. 
E.llth Marie Wilson Dayton. 
Helen Dorotha Wilson  Mlddletown. 
Margaret Flnley Wood Wllllamsburg, Ky. 
Zada   Woolace Fayette. 
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Students in Doane Academy 
SENIOR CLASS. 
Perry  Flnloy   Adams Columbua. 
Charlea Garner Aahbrook       ------        Oranvllle. 
Milaa Forrest Aahbrook       --.-.-.   Qranvllle. 
Richard Rlcharda Harrington Oranvllle. 
Carl H. Blefeld Oranvllle. 
Stanley Kent Cheeseman Wyoming. 
Harry Paul Clause Eaat Liverpool. 
Arthur Erneat Cowley    Chicago. 111. 
Erasmus Davis Garner's Mills, Pa. 
Albert Porter Dlble Wllmerdlng, Pa. 
John Qulncy Diet* Rupert, W. Va. 
Elmor Edward Fuller  Dunbrldge. 
Russell Wilson Gardner Fulton. 
George Hermann Olelss Garrlrk, Pa. 
Harold Witter Haggard Now York, N.Y. 
William   Drennan   Hetherlngton       ....     Pittsburgh, Pa. 
John Jarrett Holcomb Hlnsdale,   IIL 
Herluln Gates Hopkins Oranvllle. 
Hubert Rogers Hopkins Granvllle. 
Herbert Obadlah Hull New Hampshire. 
Chester Leroy Klein Sandusky. 
Walter Hlgglns Kull Beloit, WIs. 
Norman Pomeroy Auburndale. Mass. 
John I. Price Oranvllle. 
Albert Harold Rees Olrard 
Kenneth Emanuel Relghard       ----...   Akron. 
John Socach Kurtlc.  Hungary! 
Albert   Edward   Stanlland Ambrldge,   Pa. 
Forrest Damon Swlgart Morral. 
Helen Southard Adams Bowling Oreon. 
Monnah Christina Beachler Dayton. 
Sara Josephine Darrow       - Oranvllle 
neba Jor» Jacksontown. 
Grace Edgerton McCune       -       - Oranvllle. 
Marguerite Dorothy Marshall Dayton. 
Lela Margaret Orr Thornvllle! 
Bertha Mabel  I'lanson Stryker. 
i;- 
EBva liorali Bootl 
Qwladyi Spei 





JIMOR   II.ASS. 
Robert  Worla*  AthB 
Eugene   Cessna   Baraetl 
Heirlefe Talbot Bawden 
Kenneth  Harold   1 
joMpta John > 
Alfred   !'-.>. I  BoetlCk 
Stam-u   Catana 
Lyonel -rick 
BMa Alt., ri Herr 
Raymond  McClelland   Hum 
Arthur  l».c kaon   Inplis 
En i.><>n   Lamb 
Stephen Hopkloi I 
Houghton 
Qruer 
Albert Wilson tfomeyer 
A        Hanoi unaker 
Btanlej 
WUlUUn   Arthur  VOgl i 
Hum! i  Irving  W< b< r 
lladyi Arkerman 
Ban LOUIM Conant 
RlMl  Epley 
Zanesvllle. 
Saxton.    Pa. 
Qranvtlle. 
Plfjua. 
Ctorotn Nou. Roumanla. 
Canton 
Galacea   Mare     Uoumanla. 
Newark. 
Acme. Mich. 
Oakmont,   Pa. 
Granville. 
Memphis.  Texas. 
GranTllle. 
Conso.    Africa. 
Glasgow. Scotland. 
Nan   Mntamoras. 







BBCOND TEAR CLASS 
Alton D iBo i ]■■ ■ .   Granville. 
Lowell Blefleldl   Bleckoer       - .      Toledo. 
Darld Abbott Chambers ....     Granville. 
Davta       - Sunbury. 
Clarence Hanrllle Haswell . Bowling Green. 
Arthur  Panl   Kreager .        Granville. 
R I   Burkbolder   Oxrleder - Granville. 
...        Da v ton. 
Grnnvllle. 
Bayn Granville. 
Tnm ! I       ■  Port Clinton. 
H  rold   Weaver   BtockdsJe       ...       .       .        .       Kanduaky. 
Bertram Isalab Weatoa Ambridge. Pa. 
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Era Lillian Kennedy Flint. Mich. 
Eudora Gertrude V. folium       ......      Qranvllle. 
FranceB Hurlbut Ray        Qranvllle. 
FIRST TEAR CLASS. 
George M, Allen Brooklyn. Mich. 
Cheater George Anderson Trenton, N. J. 
Ernest Carhart Brelsford Granvllle. 
William Victor Brugge       - Cristobal.  Canal  Zone. 
John   Husted   Chamberlain       - Granvllle. 
Gordon LeGrand  Cunningham Toledo 
Clarence William Dim-more New York, N. Y. 
Arthur Charles Fellman Philadelphia. Pa. 
LeRoy George Krlsch Plqua. 
Robert Elmer Hopkins Granvllle. 
Bernard Lewis Hundley Qranvllle 
Jasper Hurt Hazard, Kyi 
Raymond  Harrison  James Zanosvllle 
Warren Johnston Granvllle 
Sidney Martin Kellett Saglnaw, Mlchi 
Edwin Thomas Rose Lonsdale Trenton, N. J. 
Asa Samuel Poole Coshocton. 
Doris Ruth Au Mansfield. 
Dixie Burns 0nelda   Ky 
Margaret Jean Griffin Cleveland. 
l'NCLA8SIFIED. 
Arthur  Frederick   Beyer Toledo 
Willis C. Breyfogle       pujin,.,,, m_ 
Leland Arthur Brown Marlon. 
Stanley   Howard   Clements       ....       Minneapolis,   Minn. 
Kenneth   Dana   Halleck TuiBa    0kla 
Clarence   li™kett Bethesda! 
George Matthews Hayden Newark. 
William  Raymond  Hemmerley Winchester 
Dwfeht Torrey Huston Sunbury 
Wayne  McKee Ironton 
Robert Unslng SUrk Alexandria. 
Walter Scott Wood Charleston, W. Va. 
Margaret   Barbara   Loreti Norwalk 
Elsie M. Roger. To|edo; 
100 - 'N UNIVERSITI 
Students in Summer School 
Mary Helen Ailaui Newark. 
Ina TrOTilU Allen Richmond Dale. 
John Thomas Allison Tarentum. Pa. 
Lloyd Lame Anderson Kano, I'a. 
Chariot Irewe  IMeasantvillo. 
PralC  Andrew! I'leasantville. 
Nellie May Aahcraft Frazcysburg. 
Ruben I.e.. Balrd Zanoavllle. 
Margaret McQniaton Rail Portsmouth. 
Jam.'s v.   rterB llard - Washington C. H. 
J.  L  Clinton  Barrlek        Nashport. 
Mab»l D. Ilarrlck Ml. Vernon. 
Harriet Amelia Barrlntton Uranvlllo. 
John Samuel Harrington Qranvllle. 
Ruth Ann Harrington  Granrllle. 
Pearle I.e.he B.atty ...      Martlnnburg. 
Ooldle Heavers Klngmon. 
"race M r Mt   Vernon 
Helen Cleophia Heeney Granvtlle. 
Forest  Bill!  llelknap  Pataskala 
l.ulu May Hell Marlon 
'■"<i:-  "   Ball lialtlmore. 
Flora Klsa Bergnor       - -       •       -       -   Kast Liverpool. 
Lester   Jamea   Black (ovlnglon.   Ky. 
n,hpl '■'■'>   B    :i Alexandria 
Mar"'" Qranvllle. 
Daisy Laona  Borroway Newark 
"'vr"r B1UoU ''• vl      -       •  Zaneartlla. 
Blile Margaret  Brown Marlon 
Herbert   Daniel   Huker ....     zaneeville! 
""-' l,urn" -       -     Marengo. 
Mr- Frank Carney      -  Qranvllle. 
«•»                 (iranvllle. 
•   Chancellor  Wooater. 
Qulney Adami  Cheadll  Newark! 
•man  Wyoming! 
Ctart                 Man.neld. 
I'ul,lh '•  Cochran  Hanover. 
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Bmmi Grace Cocbrmn Nasbport 
Elizabeth Colvllle Alexandria 
Kuth Count Uranrtlle 
Marie M. Conard Alexandria 
Russell   Ray   Cooper Baall 
Wilbur Russell Corneiet Balnbrldge 
Florence Etta Counta       ......       Richmond Dale 
Haltle M  Covert Chestervllle 
Harold Crlaa Newark. 
Louie Bernlce Crist       ....... Thornvllle 
Sylvia Belle Crooks Oranvllle 
Ada Luree Crouse -    Johnstown 
Leland Hobart Danforlh Park Ridge. Ill 
Neva Darnold Oranvllle 
Nora Davla Oranvllle 
Sadie Dell   Dmvls Newark 
Mabel   l.eona   Dean Utlca 
Eatelle Marquette Xavler  Devlin Newark 
Bessie May Dlebl -     Johnstown 
Jessie K. Dletx Rupert. W. Va. 
John Qulncy Dlelr       .......    Rupert. W. Va 
William Elliott   Ills pen n pile Newark 
Rowena Maud Dltmars - Oranvllle. 
Ellis Barker Downey Stryker. 
N    A.  Downhour       ........       Ruahvllle. 
Mabel Cecilia Draper Granvtlle. 
Golda   Amber   Dumbauld       ......       JohnBtown 
Jennie Amanda  Ellis Blue Rock. 
Annella Fay Emery       ........     Newark 
Herbert Dodd  Emswller Klrkersvllle 
Charles Henry Ensmlnger       ......       Ml. Perry. 
Haxel Epley Marlon. 
Helen Evans       .........       Granvllle. 
Ruth Imogene Felumlee       .......       Newark. 
Olenna Vldette Ferguson       .......     Newark. 
Charles D. Field Newark 
Maurice  Burglt  Finch Beaver  Dam,  Wla. 
Mary   Susan   Fleming Oranvllle. 
Helen Ford Kingston 
Marie Fowler Coahocton. 
Alice Faye Fowls Klrkersvllle 
Bertha Elisabeth Frank Oranvllle. 
Faith Norpell Fry Newark. 
Hazel Helene Oaumer Coahocton 
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Harry  R   George Cardlngton 
Dorothy Glesen Granvllle. 
Florence Gill  MlllersporL 
Mary   I-ou.-n.i   Gllchell Marietta. 
Genera Given       - Oranvllle. 
Earl Clarence Gleason Johnstown. 
Gracll Mary Green PaUikala. 
Ralph WHUarn Greene Zanesrllle. 
Leona B. GrilTlih  Oranvllle. 
Russell Morae GrlfTetb tiranvllle 
Enielyn Elizabeth Grove Toledo. 
Haael Dell Guttrldge Brownsville 
Edith Merle Hague Newark. 
Agatha Catherine Hale  Granvllle 
Frederic C  Hall Newark. 
Blanche  Marie Hallman Cheslervllle. 
Selma   Louise  Harnaun Newark. 
Willis Jesse Handel Newark. 
Florence Hannahs Granvllle 
Gertrude Amelia Harrison  Newark. 
Carrie Hoover Hawley l'ataskala. 
William Edward Hayden - Granvllle. 
Mabel A. Henderson Oreaden. 
Florence Lee Hennls Reynoldsburg. 
Lloyd Thomas Hlckman St. Paul, Minn. 
Clara B  Hicks Mt  oilead. 
Charles Case Hlckson Mt Gllead- 
Margaret   Anna   Hlckson Mt.   Qllead. 
Helen Louise Hllller Newark. 
Minnie Hlte Oranvllle. 
Ada Julia Baync Hollar Newark. 
Hamlllon Francis Ilolton Mlddletown. 
Flora 0.  Hoover Oranvllle. 
Henry Iteming Hopkins Granvllle. 
Hubert Rogers Hopklni Granvllle. 
Philip Gerald Horton Newark. 
Lizzie M. HosklnBon Newark. 
Walter  F.   Howell       -  Newark' 
M. Lucille Ho* Llma. 
Wylma Juanlla  Huffman        Blue  Rock. 
Emma Jeanne Humphrevllle Newark. 
Charles Nes Irvine       .... .       Soalb 7MnrlH: 
Letha Jackson Oranvllle. 
Harold Wllllamaon Jones Mlddletown. 
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Isabel LaFever Jones - Utlca. 
Margaret Dorothy Jonea       ---....    Granville. 
Mary Helen Jonea       -----.._       Newark 
Mary Vaatatl Jonea Zanesvllle. 
Mildred Jonea Oranvllle. 
Edith Keeler Mar|on 
J. T. Kelbaugh Hanover. 
Sybil Marie Kemp Richmond Dale. 
Gladys Kemper Oranvllle. 
Rachel Ilubbard Kendall Amarlllo. Te»as. 
Ralph Grant Koontl 8t. LouUvllle 
Orvllle W. Kreager Newark 
Anetta   Elizabeth   Kumlar Baltimore. 
Grace Elizabeth Kuaamaul Newark 
Lol. Lalla Langstaff Rlchwood' 
Stephen Hopkins Lapp Oranvllle. 
Albert Harrolde LaRue Ea.t Liverpool. 
Minnie Agnea Levering Marengo 
Alton H. Lewi. Zanesvllle. 
Magdalen Lewi, Oranvllle. 
Ray C. Livingston Chestervllle. 
Helen Cochran Lockhart Oranvllle. 
Carl George  Long Chicago Junction! 
Helen  Olivia   Longaworth L)m, 
Herman Nell Loughman Toboso 
Iva Alwllda Lynn Thornville! 
Emma Ixivlna McClaln Oranvllle. 
George Carlton McConnangher Hlllslioro. 
Emma Luclle McCullough Pataskala 
Thora Pauline McDonagh Newark 
James Simpson McOruer Glasgow, Scotland! 
Alice Louise MacMahon Newark 
Lydla Eileen Mambourg Pleasantvllle! 
Clara 0. M.aheter Thurito» 
Anna Florence Mason Newark 
Fo;d Me,1°" Mt. Ollead! 
Ralph Mellon Mt. Oilead. 
Charles A. Metcalf Elyrla 
Clarence Ambrus Miller St. Louisville 
"°yi
CM,l,er Basil. 
Thelma Gladys Miller Newark 
Amy Erie  Montgomery Newark 
Orace Bosombo Moody Oranvllle 
Hernlce Erma Moore Johnstown. 
ir>4 DEKI*O» UHI\ ► Mrn 
Clara Mae Morn* New  London 
Dorothy  Morion Brownsville 
Ellis 1.  Noble -Ml.  Sterling 
Kuth Orcutl (iranville 
Ada Miriam Orr BrownaTllU 
Nell* Burton Orr ....   Brownavllle 
Adolphene Blanche Ott ....        Roncererte. W. Va 
Anna Laurie Overturf ... - - -       Mt.  Ullead 
Kit. - Luther Parka ....  #\n   (jtiead 
Paul   Leslie  I'arsona       .... Johnatown 
Vivian   Berth*   Terry  i hilllrothe 
Clara Lovell I'maford Newark 
Cllnion s   Poling Ba.ll 
Glenn Noah 1'orier Toboeo 
Llrile Ethel I'owell Fuit.n. 
Myra Powell .    chlllleothe 
Delbert Randall Pratt Oranvilie 
Stuarl   Hamilton   Preicolt Cleveland 
Horace L Preaton ...      Rendvllle 
Era Price       -       - .        .   oranrllle 
D   D   Pry°r Pataakala 
Roaa Alice Pugb Newark 
Florence Helen Ree. ....    Pemberrtlle 
Harlan Cady Reynolda Oranrllle 
Mabel Rlchardi Oranrllle 
William T   Robenalt Zaneerllle 
Dean Roberta Utlca 
Mary W   Roberta Oranrllle 
Helen Wakeman Robinson Bellerue  P» 
Harmon Avery Runnela Johnatown 
Verna Talltha Sallabury Mt   vernoa 
Ora Belle Server    Qu,ncT 
Grover eieTeland Sayre Oranrllle 
MaldleSayre Oranrllle 
Garnet Schledt       .... ...    oranYllla. 
Le»l. Dudley Scott Oranrllle 
Laura Kassandra Sellers Oranrllle 
Rowland Alfred Sheet.        K,Bkak„. HL 
Clara Emily Sheldon       -       - .... Oranrllle 
Clifford Clare Sherburne        _     Newark 
Fred Arthur Sheridan Klng.ton 
Knv FrneU Shlnn Maplewood 
l«ah V.e Shlpp Johnatown 
Mattle Lucille Shook Blue „„„ 
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E.tber Marie Slmp.on Na.hport. 
T"»    Tl S"ne       -       "       "       - -       -     Cambridge. 
«   ,D °
nSn"th Ro.ev.lle. Mark Bryan Smi.h ch| ,„ 
t8,h" Victoria Smytb D   . 
'■""'nSnead Gal.lpoM. 
l.avld Harold Spelcher Oranvllle. 
frank Wlnegarner Spencer        Newark 
II,rrnan Gear Spencer Oranvlll.: 
Zoe Marie Stewart Pleaaantville. 
ennl.  R   S.r.1,  ^ 
(.ertrudc Loul.e Sutton John-town 
Helen Harriet Swop.       - ...     „„»,„..  New Mpx|co 
Jatne.   C.rlll.   Tatham .       0u(vl|,e 
Sylvia   rene Tatham 0ulvl|le 
Edward Milan Taylor Marlon 
Kichard Haymond Thompson Rushvllle 
Ebenerer  Sander.   Thre.her       -       -                         Kanaa.  City.   Mo' 
Marl, France. Tllbe Or.nvllle. 
5   Tlmen" Oranvllle. 
Uta Augu.ta Tlpp«tt       Jnhnalown. 
Manure. Ethel Tlpton       ... .     a.lllpoll.. 
Virgil Harold Trailer  „ „ 
™aTrou'       -       " - Duncan Fa..,: 
''"■'?"  AnBel°   Tl"«l« Diamond. 
Donald Rill. Van Winkle Oranvlll.. 
Milan, Arthur VOMI Oranvllle 
Ralph Dolliaon Vorhee.  Plca.antvllle. 
Myrtle May  Well. Centerburg. 
Ru.Mll  Ford   White John.town. 
lama. O.car White aablna 
* '• »™'— Oranvllle. 
",rte *""»»■ Oranvllle. 
""'*"«»■" OranvHle. 
N«Tf. ChrtaUn. Will. Richmond Hale. 
Mary Myrtle Wll.on Mt. olload. 
■ealle H.lne. Wln.n. Touloni „, 
(.race Wlngett Mar(on 
*»Her Ray Wl.e plea6an, Va„ 
Anne M Wotrlng Newark 
""'Wright Oranv|Il0 
I.011I.. Wulfhoop Newark 
Edith Marie Young 0ranrlUe; 
nvron Zwayer Newark. 
Summary of Student Attendance 
Graduate Students         5 
Seniorft. Granville College     41 
Shepardson College        41 
     8t 
lanlorti Granville College     43 
Shepardson   College        27 
     70 
Sophomores, Granville College        64 
Shepardson College      !i4 . 
 118 
Freshmen, Granville College    127 
Shepardson College      106 
  283 
Special Student*, Granville College       36 
Shepardson College   .        16 
     51 
Conservatory   of   Music    141 
Doane Academy. Senior Year     40 
Junior Year       M 
Second Year      18 
First Year       20 
Unclassified      14 
   118 
Total enrollment of regular M-.-Mons, exclusive of all repetitions      696 
Enrollment of Summer School l'JI6   258 
166 
Schedule of Courses by Hours 
All odd numbered courses belong to the first semester, even nuui 
bered courses to the second. laboratory courses, extending over two 
hour periods, are listed under both hours and marked with a star 
A.    CLASSES MEETING AT 7:30 A. M. 
(I) Mon.. Tues.. Wed.. Tours. 
Latin 1-2. section 1 
Spanish 1-8 
German 1-2, section 1 
Civil Engineering 6, II 
(3)   Tues.. Wed.. Thurs. 
•Botany 11-11 
(5)    syn . 
•Botany n-8 
Frl. 
(6)    Wed.. Frl. 
Zoology 10c 
Music 15-16 
(2)    Mon.. Wed., Frl. 
Mathematics  lc,-2c, section   1 
History 2-4 
Political Science 5-6 
French 6-6 
German 6-6 
Physics 1-2. section 1 
•Chemistry 11-11 
(4)    Tues.. Thurs 
English B»-6 
•Physics la-2a 
•Chemistry 8-4. 18-14 
•Civil Engineering 1-2. It 
Geography 7-8 
Zoology 9c 
Mathematics 3b-4b Monday to Friday Inclusive. 
B.    CLASSES   MEETING   AT 8:30  A.  M. 
(1)   Mon . Tues.. Wed.. Thurs. 
Mathematics 3c-4c 
Political Science  1 
Greek 1-2 
French 1-2. section 1 
German 3-4. section 1 
Civil Engineering S, 11 




•Chemistry 3-4, 18-14 
'Civil Engineering 1-8, 18 
Geography 1. 6 
Zoology 7c-8c 
•Botany  11-12 
(2)    Mon.,   Wed..  Frl. 
Education 1-2 
Mathematics   lc-2c. section 8 
History 7-8 
Political Science 2c 
Greek E-F 
English 1-2. section 1 
English 3-4. section 1 
German 7-8. 8a 
Physics 1-2, section 3 
•Chemistry. U-il 
Civil Engineering 16-16 
Geography 4, 6 
•Botany 7-8 
167 
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C     CLASSES   MKETIM!   M   |   .     \   M 
111    Tun    Wed    Thum    Frl 
Maihematlca S 
Greek 3-4 
Latin   1-2   ■rnion  2 
•'" I    MCtiOB   1 
•Chemistry 1-2. U-2» 
•ClTll Ena-tneerlnp: 3 
(tl    Wed    K- 





•Botany J-4. B-t 
M   -     11-11 
'-''     Mon    Tuea .   Thum 
PMloaopby 1-2 
Mathematics 10. 12 
History   12   necllon   1 
Rnrllari   1-1, neetlon  2 
Bngllal       I   N ">in 2 
German 9-10 
Phyilrs 7-8 
Civil  Engineering  6 
Astronomy 9-10 
Mu«ir  9-10 
141     Tuee. Thura 
Mathomanm la 
Zoolog]        I 
Mathi i: .■ Moi Pride) Im lasive 
[l I LASSES IIEE1 ING   M' |i   It A   M 
TlIM     Wed    Thum 






4   eectioa l 
•rirll Bngloeerlni 3. 8 
AMronomy 3-4 
Bolany     i   ! | 
f"-i Mon . Tuea . Thum 
Phlloeophy 1-2 
-< . section 3 
Mathematics  n.   16 
Polltli al :-. Ii i. ■ 4;,   I   9« 
Kntllsh   8 
Geography 2 3. section i 
liUlll   7  I 
Public Speaking 1-2. aectlon I 
i   i    w.-d   rri 
M:i'hemai;'« 0 




HI    Tuee. Than 
'Chemlatry la-2a 
Zoology   2c   i laboratory.   Monday 
I M  II   30.   or   1   30-3:30) 
BotlDJ   Ii   (Laboratory Monday 
I ■' '   II   30 or  1:30-3:301 
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K     CLASSICS   MKKT1NO  AT   1:30   P.   M 
il I    Mon.. Tues . Wed . Thurs 
French  1-2. Hertton 2 
German 1-2. Hecllon 2 
•Physics 3-4. section 2 
•Household Economics 1-2 
•ClTll Engineering 4, 7 
131    Mon. Wed. 
I .atln 9-10.  11-12 
•Chemistry 8-10 
Astronomy 1-2 
Botany 9-10 (Monday 2:301 
Mimic 13-14 
(2)    TUBS, Thurs.. Frl 
Education 6-6 
Greek 6 
|j»tln 5-6. 7-8 
•Physics 6-6 
•Chemistry 5-6 I6a-6a Monday) 
Geography 2. 3. section 2 
Astronomy 11-12 
Music 5-6 
Public Speaking 3a-4a 
111   Mon.   Tuei. 
French 3-4 
•Physics 3-4. section 2 
•Chemistry 9-10 
'Clrtl Engineering 4 
131   Mon. Wed 
EngHife 16 
Physlca 11 
•Household   Economics   12 
Civil Engineering 9-10 
Oology 6a-6b 
Music  la-2a 
Public Speaking 5-6 
Education 9-10. Tu 
F     CLASSES  MEETING  AT  2:30  P.   M. 
Wed .   Thurx 12)    Tues. Thurs , Frl. 
Philosophy 6-7 
Mathematics lc-2c. section 4 
History 1-2. section 2 
Greek 8 and Greek Oil 
English 1-2. sections 3 and 4 




Public Speaking 1-2, section 2 
(4)    Tues.. Thurs. 
Civil Engineering 13 
esday and Thursday. 3:30 P. M. 
Index of Faculty and Officers 
Adam:-. C. S                                              10, 62 
AllroBKC, CM                                                           11 
Barr. J                         10, 11. 58 
Bi.'M.I.  Professor   P                                            8,  12.  56. 69 
Bradstreet. A                                                      9, 98 
Brillhart, E                                             10 
Brown. L. C                     10. 101, 108 
Brumback, CM                         8, 11, 12 
Carney. Pro*      -  I                                                 .8, 12, 23, 66, 89, 95 
Chamberlain,  President C.  W 3. 5. 7. 8,  11,  12. 40 
Chamberlin. Professor W   A                                     8. 12, 56, 93 
Cockayne. C. A                 10 
Col well. Professor K. S                          8, 11. 12. 49, 85 
Coons, Professor CD 8. 12, .',9.90, 102, 103 
Petweiler.  P. (J 10 53 
Bsehman, Associate  Professoi   K    H                   ::. 9. 79, 94, 100, 108 
P*mt,  P. .1                                          ....... ioi, 107, 108 
Finley. E. E 9, 63, ga 
Pish, Professor H. h                       9   12 71 91 
Goodell, Professor C   E                                s. 11, 12, 45, 47, 87, 93 
H' ' !             C  W                                  9  42   59 114 
derrick, A   K                   11 12 
Hinas, K  S                                                             "    ' n 
Hopkins, E. E        ......11, 12 
Hopkins, kl 12 
Hundley,  P      11.  i;                           3  8   12 114 
Hum. M   II                            ' ,, 
1'                                Is                        8   12   63 89 
W   II 8, 11, 12. 51   86   92 135 
Johnstol                   t Pro*          1;.  P 9   12   53 80 
Kull. Assistant Professor Is     9 45 37 93 
Latoon ■•■                                   K   -           9  12 45 
A                         8   12' 4o' 95 
Livingston, Director W                                9 82 
l"'k"K"'. r     .....'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.10, 101 
McCutcheon, Acting ASM                   R   p 9  12,68 93 
McKibben, Professor G. 1'               %  12  55 92 
Odebrecht, Associate Professor A 9' 12' 55' 114 
170 
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Orcutt, R 9, 76, 114 
Peckham, Associate Professor A. B 9, 12, 42 
Sefton, L. B 9, 62, 89, 114 
Shumaker, E.  J 10, 114 
Smith, G.  1 10, 102, 108 
Soule, R. W 10, 101 
Spencer, Associate Professor B 9, 12, 40, 114 
Stickney, Professor M. E 8, 76, 88 
Street, G. T 10, 42, 114 
Tilbe. H. H 9, 1U 
Wiley. Professor F. B 8, 12, 42, 87, 90, 94 
Williams, Professor C. L 8, 12, 53, 87 
Index of Students 
AMI. S . 142 
Aekeman,  A   II .  168 
Adams.  !!.   I',  142 
Adams, ll   S., 162, 161 
Adams, p. f . 146, |67 
Ubaugh, D. M . 142 
Aldnch. I.   E , ISO 
Aler. A.  K , 141 
Allen. <;   H , 169 
Alll.-Oll.    .1       I 
Ahrard, E   E . 140 
Alwanl. .1    F., 142    1 
Andei -■■ . I   G   I   I 
Anderson, i.  I . 11 
Anderson, M   K . 147 
Armstrong, II   .1 . i •■ 
Armstrong, -1   s   140 
Arnold   II   R 
Arthur. I     E., 141 
Ashl    I    i,     i ,: 
tshbro 
Ashburn, iI I ,140 
Islcin, P. II.. l in 
ttchley, 0   I. . 11" 
Atha, l:   W 
\; ■     '.1 
Athy, L. F., 141 
II .,11. h . 148 
Al in 11, D   l: . I 18   !   D 
R   II    148 
Au, D, I!. 1 i9 
D    143 
i    H., 189 
, (    i:. 111 
'     I     160 
'i   II    189 
Boldwii , G   W., 1 10 
Ball, M   H . 147 
Ballard, J   w.. 18*, 189 
BaOou, A . 160 
Ballou, N . 168 
Banning, F   D . 141 
Barberiek, E . 168 
Barki -   E . 160 
Barkei   J   \.. lit 
Barki    M   U, 141 
Barnei   H    l i 
Bam     B  W . l 
Harm-. W   K . 14.T 
Bamett, li   K . 14:: 
Barnett, E  C, 168 
Barnc]   R  II . 148 
li.i rington, IS. K-. 146, 167 
Bascik, .1   i;. I i 
Basl   I   0., 14U 
Basl   s   s . 140 
\   T . 127, 128, 143 
i ■    11 16! 
\   V     140 
Bes     •      I. A., 160 
'■'   I      ■  0,  157 
.   III- 
!:..       \   D , 1 18, 1 * 
\. i:. 160 
\   M . 160 
M   P., 1 lk 
W, S., 14:: 
i  .  I 16, 169 
I     II     I  : 
H   i:. 139 
I   I., 141 
Black, G   I. .  189 
Blecki.   . I.   9 , 168 
Hi»'' ■   six r, E„ 141, 168 
■   i.o.i 18, I a 
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Bolea, J. J., lf.8 
Bond. M. E„ 152, 153 
Bosler, B. K., 143 
Bostick, A. D.. 158 
Dostwick. J. L., 143 
Bowman, G. M.. 140 
Bowman, o. at., 148 
Bowyer. H. H., 145 
Bowyer, R. W., 141 
Bradstreet, A , 139 
Brattain. H. 0.. 143 
Brclsford, E. C, 159 
Breyfoglo, W. C, 143, 159 
Brillhart. E.. 139 
Brock, H., 139 
Brown, B. I., 150, IBS 
Brown, 1)., 153 
Brown, 1.. A., 143, 159 
Bruce, J. A., 148 
Brugge, W. V., 159 
Bryant, G. L., 150 
Bucher, E. M., 143 
Buck, M. C, 143 
Buker, H. 1)., 141 
Burner, C. T., 141 
Bumgardner, L., 150 
Burckholder, M. E., 152 
Burke, E. J.. 153 
Burke, P. 1., 153 
Burns, I)., 159 
Burns, J. V., 147, 158 
Burnworth, F. E., 141 
Butcher, H. B., 143 
Butler. I). M„ 138, 141 
Buxton, B. H., 143 
Buxton, L. M., 153 
Campbell, I). G., 150, 153 
Campbell, H. A., 143 
'ariny,  K.  I.,  150 
Carney, M. P., 152 
Carroll, M. A., 148 
Carson, R., 152, 163 
Carstensen, w. L., 143 
Catana, S„ 158 
Cathcart, E. M., 148 
Cathcart, G. H , 150 
ChalTee, K. M., 141 
Chamberlain, J. H., 15'.) 
Ch.ii,,   . I). A., 158 
Chandler. H. 1)., 143 
Cheadle, B. P., 140, 153 
Cheeseman, S. K., 157 
Cheney. I). B., 150 
Cheney. P. H., 145 
Cheyney, A. E., 141 
Christman, I. F„ 148 
Chryaler, It. E., 150 
Chubbuck, F. S., 147, 153 
Clark, B. B., 153 
Clark, L. G., 149, 153 
Clark, S. E., 150 
Clark, W. R„ 143 
Clary, P. R., 139 
Clause, F. J., 148, 154 
Clause, H. P., 146, 157 
Clements, S. H., 146, 159 
Clephane, H. M„ 150 
Cobb, L. W., 149 
Cober, R. L., 146 
Cochran, F. M., 141 
Cochran, M. I., 150 
Cochran, S. P., 160, 154 
Cole, I). II., 146, 154 
Collett, E. E., 148 
Collier, S. W.. 141 
Collins, E. L., 150 
Colwcll, M. B., 149 
Conant, R., 150, 164 
Conant, S. L., 158 
Converse, A. M., 150, 154 
Cook, T. A., 141 
Cord, H. L., 147 
Cossum, W. W., 139 
Coulter, M. I).. 143 
Cowley, A. E., 146, 167 
Cox, E. S., 149 
Crawford, I. M., 147 
'"4 
Crawmer, A. K.. Ml 
Cresaey, G. B., 141 
CrUly, K. E., 140, 164 
Critt, T. E., 143 
Cross, I!.. II 
Cunningham, G. I... 159 
Curl. 1.. W., 143 
Currin. R. A.. 141 
Cur;.,. H. C... 14S 
Dalrymple, P. H . 143 
Daniels. H. I...  160 
Dannar, C. K.. 1B4 
Darrow, J. S.. 164, 161 
Dar.-t. V. W., 148 
Daub, M. E„ 149 
DavieS, R. D., 14U 
Davis, D. H„ 168 
Davis. E. C. 128, 146. 167 
Davii, P. N.. 140 
Davison. D. S., 1.10 
Davison. P, M . 160 
Decker. C. D„ 140 
Deeta, .(   i . l 10 
DeGrofT, D. C, 143 
Delonc. E, M.. 160, 154 
Demstar, 11. E., 164 
Denny, J. A., 143 
Denser, L. A.. 164 
DatwaUer, F, G., 189 
Dible, A. r.. 167 
Diekeraon, H. E., 143 
Dickinson. II.  H., 147 
Dials, .1  G . 167 
lunsmore, C. W., 159 
Ditoara, i:. M . 147 
llitter. H., 164 
Daatar, A. M., 147 
Downing, R. P., 164 
Doyle, I. R., 14'J, 164 
Drake, F, M„ 14'J 
Dudley. E. I... 164 
Dudley, R., 164 
Dunlap, C, J.. 150 
D> NiaoN I MI i asm 
Dye, H   M., 149 
Dye. J    W .  146 
Earnshaw. H. W.. 143 
Edgerly. M    149, 154 
Edwards. F. W., 143 
Eld ridge. L. T„ 150, 154 
Eldridge. R. A., 148 
Ellis, F   C. 154 
Emerick, L. C, 158 
Eplev, H.. 158 
Eplay, v., 154 
Erickson, E. E., 143 
Evans, E. E., 150. 164 
KVMN, H. W.. 149 
Fanes, H. G., 143 
Feight, H. H., 143 
Fellman, A. C, 159 
Finch, M. I!., 139 
Finley. E. E„ 152 
Fishburn, F. M.. 147 
Flaming;, M., 149 
Flaming, M. S., 149 
Fleming. R. E.. 154 
Forbes.  W. C, 141 
Francis. P., 154 
Fraach, B, II.. 140 
Fredenrkson, D. R., 147 
Frederickson. I,„ 164 
Prison. L 0., 168 
Fuller, E. E., 157 
Puller, M. E., 148 
Gardner, It. W., 146, 167 
Garland, E., 149 
George, A. M„ 147 
Gibbons, G. C, 150 
Given, M. C, 147 
. G. H., 157 
Goodell, C. L., 143 
GrandstafT, J., 154 
(Irani, L. C, 150 
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Grave.-, K. M„ 147 
Green, 1... 154 
Griffith, K. M., 143 
Griffin, M. J.. 159 
Griley, F. A., 143 
Grove, E. E., 147, 154 
Hager, E., 154 
Haggard, H. W . 146, 154, 157 
Hall, C. W., 146 
Hall, F. C, 139 
Halleck, K. I)., 143, 169 
Hamaun, S. L., 147 
Hamblen, L. E., 128, 150 
Hamilton, E., 154 
Hamilton, M. II., 149, 154 
Hammond, J. S-, 143 
Hamlol. W. J., 140 
Harbottle, Mrs. J. G., 154 
Harper, F. V., 141 
Harwood, G. B., 143 
Haskins, C. H., 141 
Haswcll, C. M„ 158 
Hawkins, L. E., 149 
Hawkins, M. E., 154 
Haydcn, G. M., 148, 159 
Hayden, W, E., 139 
Hazlett, G. W., 140 
Hazlett, M. E., 150 
Heath, W. A., 149 
Heinrichs, M. M., 148 
Hclbing, S., 149 
Hilsley, Z., 154 
Hemmerley, W. R., 143, 159 
Henke, E. J., 150 
Herr, E. A., 168 
Hershcy, B. F., 143 
Haakett, C, 144, 154 
Hetherington, T. J., 144 
Hetherington, W. D., 146, 157 
Hirks, E. M., 150 
Hilschcr, W. C. L., 144 
Hnbart, E., 150 
Hodges, B. F., 144 
Holcomb, J. J., 146, 167 
Hollinger, L. G„ 146 
Holmes, M., 162, 154 
Holmes, S. B., 147 
Holverstott, B. M.. 148 
Hoover, H. G.. 152 
Hopkins, H. G., 167 
HopkinB, H. R„ 144, 157 
Hopkins, R. E , 154, 159 
Horton, P. G., 139 
Hotchkiss, A. R., 144 
Howe, R. N., 144 
Howell, A. C., 139 
Hughes, H„ 154 
Hulce, G. M., 151, 154 
Hull, H. 0., 167 
HulBchizer, J., 154 
Humphreville, E. J., 147 
Hundley, B. L., 159 
Hundley, J. W., 141 
Hunt, O. E., 151, 164 
Hunt, R. M., 158 
Huribert, L. B,, 161 
Hurt, J., 159 
Huston, D. T„ 144, 164, 169 
Huston, J. G., 154 
Huston, R., 156 
Hutson, H. L., 149, 166 
lnglis, A, D., 158 
Ireland, L. P., 148 
Irish, R, S., 144 
Irwin, G. J., 141 
Irwin, K., 149, 165 
Isabel, W. E., 165 
James, R. H., 139 
Jackson, B., 165 
Jackson, B. O., 161 
Jackson, E. C, 144 
Jardine, M. H„ 151 
Jefferson, G. E., 136, 148, 155 
Jenkins, E. J., 144 
Jenkins, S., 141 
17' 
Jaaaen, J   T.. 146 
Johnson. A. J.. 134   110 
Johnson. B. M . 161, 16 
Johnson, G   F . 147 
Johnton, L E . 147. l i 
Johnson. K. K., 144 
Johnston.  W .   169 
Jones. 1). H.. 189 
Jones,  E. M .  161 
Jones. H. W . 189 
Jones. M   V . 147. 1 i i 
Jordan. H . 152 
Jordan. L. S.. 144 
Jury, 1!. 162, 166,  1  7 
Kastla, K. P.. 166 
Kellett, S. M.. 169 
Kelley. C. P.. 141. 166 
Kellty. L. B., 144 
Kempton, (". E . 141 
Kendall, H. G., 162   166 
Kendall. P.  11.,  147 
Kennedy, E. I,., 169 
Kennison, P, v., 161 
KiUworth, G  E., 151 
King. E,  P., 142 
Kinney. E, II . 1 19 
Klein, C. I... 148, 167 
Uling, W. 7... 146 
Klinger, at., 161 
Knapp. R.  S.. 139 
Kniflin. J. B., 142 
Knoedler, P. A.. 144 
Koonlz. R   <;..  139 
Kramer, C  C, 148 
Kreagi     A   P., 168 
Kreagei   r . 156 
Kuhns. W.  I: .  142 
Kail, W   II.. 144, 167 
Kanmaul, G. K.. 161 
i.add, P. C, 144 
I.amb, E. I... 168 
Lamme,   II    I      144 
1 H M-.is   UMIVI Rsll l 
I.andruni. G  T.. 144 
Laog, G. I!.. 142 
Lan|ataff,   I..  L..   147 
LangiUff, K. J.. 144. 155 
Lapp, s   II. 158 
LaRue. A   H., 139 
Layport, B. T. 144. 165 
Leslie. Ii. 156 
1 ealie, D. ('.. 151 
I eelie, E . l * 
Leslie, II. i:., 142 
Leslie. W. H . 168 
Levering.  M. B.,  151 
Lejrda, N   E., 144 
1 Jeter, W   11., 142 
Locke, P., 14K. 155 
Loekhart, H   ('. 148 
Luckhart. M. I... 149. 155 
Lockman. M. W.. 161,  166 
Lockwood, W . 166 
Logan.   V.   A.,   139 
Long,   H.   0..   146 
Lone, K.  B.. 147 
Lone, *■   E., 151 
l.ongsworth, H. O.. 147 
l.onsdale. E. T.  It..  169 
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